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ABOUT THIS MANUAL
This is a user manual for the MS100 PowerStation environment controller, one of the CAG (Computer Aided
Growing) controllers.

DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD
Display
The MS100 PowerStation has a 30-line, alphanumeric back-lit display. Each line may contain up to 40
characters.
MS100

Zone 1

Measurements
Group:
1
Indoor temperature
19.2 ºC
Desired indoor temperature 18.0 ºC
Calculated vent.temperature 22.0 ºC
Humidity
Valid maximum humidity

08.06.2005 12:23

66 %
85 %

Measured CO2 concentration 1843 ppm
Desired concentration
1934 ppm
20.5 ºC
32.6 ºC

Upper pipe temperature
Lower pipe temperature
Left upper vent position
Right upper vent position
Screen 1 position
Screen 2 position

0 %
0 %
90 %
0 %

Outside temperature
17.6 ºC
Radiation
687 W/m2
Cumulative radiation today 2965 Wh/m2
Wind direction
191 ºC
Wind speed
2 m/s
No
Rain
Password: *****
General
Ventil

Title
Group information

Measurements
and
Alarms

Heating
Ventilation
Menu keys
Irrigation
Misting
Humidity

Screens
Lighting
CO2

Extensions

Prompt line
Weather

External

Misc

Function keys F1 - F5

Title row: displays the machine type, zone name, selected function and date and time.
Group information: if the values displayed are grouped (e.g. irrigation groups), this line displays the
current group number.
Page information may be found on the same line at the right margin. If more than one display pages
are available, this is indicated as "Page 1/2", where the first number indicates the current page and the
second number the total number of pages available.
Menu functions: legends for the menu keys [T1] – [T5]. The menu keys function in two levels. The
main menu function is selected first. When the menu function is selected, the display is updated with
the sub-menu of the selected key. The desired measurement and set-values are displayed when one of
the sub-menu functions is selected. The [<<] –key returns the selection back to the main level.
Prompt line: This line displays various messages, e.g. error messages and prompts for passwords.
Function keys: legends for the function keys [F1] – [F5] are displayed above the keys.
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Keyboard
The master keys for all control programs are grouped on the right hand side of the front panel. Use of
these keys is described in detail later in this manual. Other keys (described below) are common keys.
Main menu and submenus are selected with the menu
keys to the right of the LCD display. Menu legends change
based on previous selection.

Return to main menu. This key always returns the menu
selection to the main selection.

Program keys [F1]...[F5]
With the program keys you can quickly choose additional settings under different main menu selection.
The meaning of these program keys varies depending on the current menu selection.

Cursor keys
The up and down arrows will move the cursor one line
up or one line down on the display. The left and right
arrows are used to change the indexed group when
available (irrigation and lighting groups etc.).

PgUp and PgDn keys
These keys change the display to the next or
previous page.

+ and - arrow keys
When the cursor is blinking under a set-value,
these keys can be used for changing the setvalue by one step at a time, making it either
higher or lower. When the desired set-value is
displayed, it has to be confirmed by pushing the
[OK] key.
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CE key
The entered set-value may be cancelled by pressing the [CE] key. The previous value is then restored.
This is only possible as long as the [OK] key is not pressed.
DEL key
The [DEL] key will delete the previous character i.e. the character before the cursor.
OK key
The [OK] key is used to confirm the changed set-value on the display.
Please note that if the [OK] key is not pressed after changing a set-value, the change is not saved and the
previous value is eventually restored.
Menu selection
The main menu is always displayed when the controller starts. When selecting one of the options [T1]
– [T5] a sub menu is displayed. The display changes and the selection of the [T1] submenu is
displayed by default. The other selection may be now selected with the [T1] - [T5] keys and the subfunctions with the function keys [F1] – [F5].
Changing groups numerically
In addition to changing groups with the left and right arrow keys, groups may also be changed
numerically. When at the top row of set-values, the Up cursor key is pushed, the system will ask for a
group number at the prompt line. By keying in the desired group number and pressing [OK] the
desired group is selected. This allows for fast changing of groups in big group tables. This function may
be interrupted by pushing the [CE] key. The function will timeout if no numbers are keyed in allowed
time.
Entering set-values
A new set-value is entered by moving the cursor to the desired set-value and typing the new value by
using numbers, [+/-] and the decimal point [ . ] key. When the desired value is on the display, the
change is confirmed by pressing the [OK] key.
Entering text, custom names
Text needs to be entered when recipes & groups, etc. are identified with user defined names. The function
is very similar to typing names into a mobile phone memory:
1. Move the cursor to the desired name to be changed/set.
2. Press the number/letter key containing the first letter of the name until the desired letter appears
on the display. The [OK] key then confirms the letter.
3. Then choose the next letter and continue until the desired name (max. 10 letters) is displayed on
the screen. Push [OK] after each letter.
4. When finished, press the [OK] key to confirm the whole name.
10

Program keys [F1]...[F5]
With the program keys you can quickly choose additional settings under different main program keys. The
meaning of these program keys varies from program to program.
Setting the time
The correct date and time for the controller are factory set.
The PowerStation needs the time information for many programs that have real-time or astronomical
time dependent operations. You must remember to change the time in the spring and autumn when
moving from GMT to BST and vice versa.
We recommend that time and/or date changes are carried out when there are no irrigation requests
pending. Irrigation requests are time dependant so any changes will affect the operation of the irrigation
program.
The time and date are displayed via the [Controller settings/Basic settings] key & then program key
[F5] ("Misc"). The date must be set in dd.mm.yyyy format and the time in 24-hour hh.mm format. The
[OK] key confirms the entered time and date.
Locking and unlocking the keyboard
It is sometimes necessary to lock the keyboard to prevent unauthorized changes. The user may define
if set-values may be freely changed or if a password is required. When the keyboard is locked, a
password is requested whenever the [OK] key is pressed. If the password entered is correct the setvalue will be changed and saved, otherwise the change is discarded.
The keyboard locking may be set as follows:
Selecting Controller settings/Basic settings and [F5] Misc and then the set-value LOCKING
MODE. The following functions may be selected
0 = No Locking
1 = Lock when set, release with password
2 = Time based locking.
With the set-value LOCKING DELAY the user may choose the time after which the keyboard is
automatically locked if the keyboard has been idle.
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HEATING
The PowerStation calculates the indoor temperature based on given set-values. It compares desired
indoor temperature with measured values, takes rate of change and changes in radiation into account and
predicts necessary operations for the various connected devices.
Up to six separate clock temperature groups with separate set-values may be used to fine-tune the
desired indoor temperature of the greenhouse during a day/night period.
Water pipe settings may also be set independently with six separate pipe temperature groups.
Heating may be controlled by water pipe heating or hot air generators/blowers.
The DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE is defined by two basic temperature settings:
1. Base temperature
2. Day temperature
The Base temperature setting is based on the clock group settings only and sets the base temperature for
the Desired temperature.
The Day temperature affects the current Desired temperature based on sun radiation. When the Current

day temp. rad. lvl is reached the desired temperature equals to the Day temperature setting.
Clock temperature settings
The indoor may be defined using up to six different clock temperature settings
These clock temperature settings are described as “Clock temperature groups”. These groups may be
viewed by pressing the left or right arrow keys when in the clock temperature screen
(Heating/Heat.Grps.). Each clock temperature group includes the following set-values:
Basic set-values for heating
START TIME: The clock time at which the clock group settings are enabled. Function of this
value depends on the Clock temp. mode. If mode setting is set to e.g. Sunrise the setting is the
offset from sunrise. The time may be before or after sunrise. If the set-value is 1.30 the group
becomes active one hour and thirty minutes after sunrise. When set-value is –1.30 the group
will become active one hour and thirty minutes before sunrise. If mode setting is set to Real

time the function is according to normal clock time. Set-value 6.15 means that the group is
activated at 6.15am.
TIME MODE: This set-value is for selecting the clock temperature time mode:
Off (0):

This clock temperature group is not in use

Real time (1):

Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock times

Sunrise (2):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.

Sunset (3):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.
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CALCULATED START TIME: The actual start time of the group calculated based on the Start

time and Clock Temp. mode
BASE TEMPERATURE: The indoor air temperature, which will be valid according to the time
of sunrise/sunset or to real time.
DAY TEMPERATURE: The indoor temperature based on outside radiation. The Day

temperature is reached when the outside radiation reaches or exceeds Day Temp. Radiation
Level. The particular day temperature set-values are valid when the corresponding clock
temperatures are valid.
DAY TEMP. RADIATION LEVEL: The radiation level, at which the desired temperature has
fully reached Day Temperature. When the clock temperature is 18°C and the day temperature
is 22°C, the full temperature increase based on radiation is 4°C. When the measured radiation
reaches the radiation set-value, the full Day temperature increase is reached. Range
0...1000W/m2.
VENT. FUNCTION MODE: Desired ventilation function mode. This set-value may be either
Vent. temp or Addition. The exact function of this value is described below.
VENT.TEMP/VENT. ADDITION: The desired ventilation temperature or ventilation addition.
SPEED OF CHANGE, INCREASE: In order to avoid excessive changes in temperature the
speed of change in temperature may be delayed. The delay will take place according to this setvalue. For example, if the night temperature is 15°C, the clock temperature is 19°C and the
maximum speed of change, increase is 2°C/h, the rise of temperature to the clock temperature
lasts 2 hours, provided the sun does not heat up the greenhouse faster. This set-value also
limits the speed of change based on radiation (Day Tem perature ).
Range 0.1 - 60° C/hr.
SPEED OF CHANGE, DECREASE: Function is the same as Speed of Change, Increase, but
this value is used when the inside temperature is lowered.
Range 0.1 - 60 °C/hr.
The speed of change settings are not used if the current Desired indoor temperature is outside
of the BASE TEMPERATURE and DAY TEMPERATURE values. In this case the Desired indoor

temperature is changed immediately to be within the BASE and DAY temperatures. All active
heating groups (periods) are considered and the upper and lower limit for current Desired
indoor temperature is based on the combined maximum upper and minimum lower values.
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Radiation sum temperature correction
The desired temperature may be modified based on previous day radiation sum1. For example
the night temperature may be adjusted after a sunny day.
1

Radiation sum is calculated between 00:00-23:59. The radiation sum value used in
correction calculation is based on sun rise time. The previ- ous day radiation sum is used
until sun rises (the next day). When the sun rises, the current day radiation sum is used.
This radiation sum is accumulated up until midnight and it is again used until next day sun
rise.
MINIMUM RADIATION SUM LEVEL (Wh/m2): Defines the radiation sum minimum value
where MINIMUM TEMP CORRECTION starts. If the previous day radiation sum is lower than this
value, no temperature correction will be done (i.e. the correction is 0).
MINIMUM TEMP CORRECTION (°C): Defines the temperature correction at the MINIMUM
RADIATION SUM LEVEL.
MAXIMUM RADIATION SUM LEVEL (Wh/m2): Defines the radiation sum maximum value
where MAXIMUM TEMP CORRECTION is in effect. The temp correction will not be increased
even if the previous day radiation sum is higher than this value.
MAXIMUM TEMP CORRECTION (C) : Defines the temperature correction at the
MAXIMUM RADIATION SUM LEVEL. The temperature correction will never be more than this
value.
The temperature radiation correction (CALCULATED RADIATION CORR.) will follow the graph
below:
°C

Maximum temp correction

Minimum temp correction
Minimum
radiation sum
level

Maximum
radiation sum
level

W/m2
Previous day
radiation sum

HEATING WITH HOT WATER PIPES
The hot water pipes can be controlled with six different set-value groups. Each group has
individual start times, time mode and a group of set-values.
Up to three different pipe circuits can be controlled. The main circuits are the Upper pipe and

Low er pipe. In addition a Second low er pipe circuit may be added.
The pipe temperatures may be individually limited with different set-values.
It is also possible to select either lower heating or upper heating circuit as primary heating
circuit or to divide the heating between the pipe circuits according to a set-value ratio.
The second lower pipe circuit is linked to the main lower pipe and the heating power ratio
between the lower pipes may be set separately.
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START TIME: The time when the current group set values become active. This value is
dependent on the Clock temp. mode set value.
TIME MODE: This set value is for selecting the clock temperature time mode for the pipe
groups:
Off (0):

This clock temperature group is not in use

Real time (1):

Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock
times

Sunrise (2):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.

Sunset (3):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.

CALCULATED START TIME: The actual start time of the group calculated based on the Start

time and Clock Temp. mode
POWER RATIO LOWER/UPPER: When set-value is 1.0, the lower pipes are the primary
heating pipes. When the set-value is 0.0 the upper pipes are the primary heating pipes. The
total heating power will be divided between the pipes according to the power ratio. The
minimum and maximum pipe temperature settings determine when the power ratio is no longer
followed. Basically the power ratio shows the percentage of heating power used in lower pipes.
Range: 0.0 - 1.0
Example: setting POWER RATIO LOWER/UPPER to 0.6 directs 60% of the heating power
to lower pipes and 40% to the upper pipes.
NOTE: if only one heating pipe system is used, this set-value must be set to 1.0. At
installation the upper pipe temperature sensor param eters (In Controller

settings/ system settings/ M easP ar ) must be set to 0 and the minimum and
maximum settings for the upper pipe must also be set to 0.
UPPER PIPE MAXIMUM: The maximum pipe temperature in the upper pipe heating circuit.
UPPER PIPE MINIMUM: The minimum pipe temperature in the upper pipe heating circuit.
AUTOMATIC MINIMUM DEDUCTION: Upper pipe minimum deduction. If set-value is e.g.
5°C the upper pipe minimum temperature is decreased by 5°C per each 1°C the measured
indoor temperature is above the desired temperature.
LOWER PIPE MAXIMUM: The maximum pipe temperature in the lower pipe heating circuit.
LOWER PIPE MINIMUM: The minimum pipe temperature in the lower pipe heating circuit.
The minimum temperature may be decreased automatically in proportion to the exceeded night
temperature.
AUTOMATIC MINIMUM DEDUCTION: Lower pipe minimum deduction. This function is
equal to the upper pipe automatic minimum deduction.
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Measured Indoor Temperature °C

Desired Temperature °C

Pipe
Minimum °C

Automatic minimum deduction °C/°C

Pipe Minimum °C

Example: If the desired temperature is 20°C, the minimum temperature of the pipe is set to
40°C, the deduction is 5°C/°C and the measured air temperature is 25°C. The actual pipe
minimum temperature may be calculated from the formula:
40°C - (25°C - 20°C) * 5°C / °C = 15°C
which will be the actual minimum. Range: 0 - 10°C/°C.
LOWER PIPE 2 MAXIMUM: The maximum pipe temperature in the second lower pipe
heating circuit.
LOWER PIPE 2 MINIMUM: The minimum pipe temperature in the lower pipe heating circuit.
The minimum temperature can be set to decrease automatically in proportion to the exceeded
desired temperature if the (main) lower pipe minimum deduction set-value is set.
NOTE: Heating pipes are controlled in such a way that the desired temperature is reached. In
normal cases the primary pipe circuit is heated to its maximum value before the secondary pipe
circuit is started.
If the maximum temperature in the primary circuit cannot be reached for some reason (possibly
the temperature in the central pipe system is not high enough), the secondary pipe circuit is
started earlier. This ensures sufficient heating power in the greenhouse in all cases. There is a
delay in this function and this causes some inaccuracy (initially) in the controlling process. To
ensure the best possible functionality the maximum temperature values for the
pipes should never be set higher than the expected maximum temperature in the
central pipe system.
LOWER PIPE 2 ADJ. FACTOR: The lower pipe 2 adjustment factor defines the power ratio
between the two lower pipes. The second lower pipe heating power is based on the main
lower pipe. The value is a percentage and relative to the lower pipe heating power i.e. the
difference between indoor temperature and the lower pipe temperature. A value of 0 defines
equal heating power for both lower pipes i.e. both will have the same temperature.
If the value is higher than 0, the second lower pipe temperature will be higher than the main
lower pipe by this factor. If the value is less than 0, the second lower pipe temperature will be
lower than the main lower pipe by this factor. Range: -100 - 100%.
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Example: The Indoor temperature is 20°C, the lower pipe temperature is 30°C, the heating
power is 10°C (lower pipe temp - indoor temp). The following table illustrates the relationship
between the set-value and the second lower pipe temperature. The lower pipe 2 temperature is
calculated as:
low er_pipe_tem p + (heating_pow er x adjustm ent_factor)/ 100.
Lower Pipe 2

Lower Pipe 2

adjustment factor (%)

Temperature (°C)

-50

25.0

-25

27.5

-10

29.0

0

30.0

10

31.0

25

32.5

50

35.0

HEATING ADJUSTMENTS: Allows monitoring of the current state of the advance power
change when lights are turned on/off or screen operating times start/end.
ADJ.

SOURCE

(NO=0, LGHT=1, SCR=2, BOTH=3): the current source for power

change.
0 = no power adjustment is currently active;
1 = light based power adjustment is done;
2 = screen based power adjustment is done;
3 = both lights and screens are requesting power change. NOTE that during active
power change normal heating control is not done.
ADJUSTMENT, UPPER PIPE: calculated power change for upper pipe.
ADJUSTMENT, LOWER PIPE: calculated power change for lower pipe.
ADJUSTMENT, LOWER PIPE 2: calculated power change for lower pipe 2.
Other heating set values (Com m on)
BLOWER HEATING/(HOT AIR GENERATOR HEATING)
Hot air blower heating may be used instead of or in addition to water pipe heating. Required
temperature calculations and settings for blower heating are as described above.
N.B.: radiation and outside temperature changes are not taken into account in this mode.
START TEMPERATURE 1: If the inside temperature drops by this much from the desired
heating temperature, the controller starts heater 1. When the temperature rises back to the
desired level, heater 1 stops.
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START TEMPERATURE 2: If the inside temperature drops by this much from the desired
heating temperature, the controller starts heater 2. When the temperature rises back to the
desired temperature, heater 2 stops.
Note that these values should be set so that START TEMPERATURE 1 is less than START
TEMPERATURE 2, otherwise this function will not work correctly.
Temperature rise mode
This set-value may be used to modify the way the day temperature increase is calculated in
relation to the radiation.
TEMPERATURE RISE MODE: The value 0.5 indicates that the temperature will be increased
linearly according to the change in radiation. The value 1.0 indicates that the temperature will
be increased by radiation after a progressive scale (see diagram below). The value 0 indicates
that the temperature will be increased by radiation after a regressive scale (see diagram below)

CHANGE OF DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE BASED ON PIPE TEMPERATURE
(SP ECI AL )
The Desired indoor tem perature (which is calculated from night, day and clock
temperatures) is reduced based on the following set-values.
This function is for special applications only and normally it should be disabled by
setting Change factor to 0. The set-values are located in the Heating/Mode [F3] screen.
START TEMP (LOWER PIPE): The lower pipe temperature limit. Desired indoor temperature
will be lowered when the Lower pipe temperature exceeds Start temp (lower pipe).
CHANGE FACTOR: Desired change based on lower pipe temperature increase. Indoor
temperature is lowered by one degree per each Change factor increase of lower pipe
temperature. If Change factor is set to 0, no reduction will take place. (this function is
disabled)
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MAXIMUM REDUCTION: Maximum decrease of indoor temperature. Indoor temperature is
not lowered more than the Maximum reduction set-value.
SPEED OF CHANGE: Highest allowed speed of change of indoor temperature. The speed of
change of the indoor temperature is automatically limited to the Speed of change set-value.
Example: Parameters are set as follows.

Start temp (lower pipe):

50°C

Change factor:

5°C

Maximum reduction:

3°C

Speed of change:

2°C/hr

If normal inside temperature is 18°C desired temperature is adjusted as follows:
Lower pipe

Desired

temperature (°C)

temperature

less than 50

(°C)
18

55

17

after 0.5 hours

60

16

after additional 0.5 hours

65

15

after additional 0.5 hours

over 65

15

Maximum reduction = 3

Comments

Dynamic temperature control based on radiation
The dynamic temperature control of growing conditions is based on short-term history of the
radiation of the sun. The goal is to optimize the greenhouse temperature based on this
collected data.
Basic function
1. The system calculates and saves the daily total radiation (the radiation sum) of
the last 14 days.
2. The user determines the effective days that are used for the short-term mean
radiation calculation. The value of the effective days can be between 1 and 5.
The current day is never included in any calculations. The short term mean
radiation sum is calculated for these days.
3. The system calculates the long term mean radiation from those previous days
that are not included in the short term radiation calculation.
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4. A ratio of the short-term mean radiation and long term mean radiation is
calculated. If the ratio is greater or smaller than 1, the system will increase or
decrease the desired indoor temperature of the greenhouse. The amount of
adjustment is set by the user.
5. The daily radiation sum calculation is reset daily based on the astronomical
clock at sunset.
The user always determines whether the dynamic control of temperature is used or not and
how much the temperature will change based on radiation measurements.
Set Values
Temperature
correction (C)
Maximum radiation change

Minimum difference
(-60%)

The ratio of short term radiation
to long term radiation (%)
Maximum difference
(60%)
Minimum radiation change

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT [°C]: A calculated value, which is used to adjust the
current desired temperature.
RADIATION RATIO: This value is calculated by dividing the short-term mean radiation
with the long-term mean radiation.
SHORT TERM MEAN RAD. [Wh/m2]: Calculated short-term mean of the daily radiation sums.
LONG TERM MEAN RAD. [Wh/m2]: Calculated long-term mean of the daily radiation sums.
MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE [%]: Defines the difference between short-term radiation mean and
long-term radiation mean in percent. When the short-term radiation is MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE
% greater than long-term radiation mean, maximum temperature increase (MAXIMUM
RADIATION CHANGE) is in effect. Maximum value is 60%. The temperature increase affects
directly the DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE value.
MINIMUM DIFFERENCE [%]: Defines the difference between short-term radiation mean and
long-term radiation mean in percent. When the short term radiation is MINIMUM DIFFERENCE
% less than long-term radiation mean, maximum temperature decrease (MINIMUM RADIATION
CHANGE) is in effect. Maximum value is 60%. The temperature decrease affects directly the
DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE value.
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MAXIMUM RADIATION CHANGE [°C]: Defines the maximum temperature change of the
desired indoor temperature. This value is fully in effect when the radiation mean ratio is equal
or greater than the MAXIMUM DIF- FERENCE set value. The value may be positive or negative.
MINIMUM RADIATION CHANGE [°C]: Defines the maximum temperature change of the
desired indoor temperature. This value is fully in effect when the radiation mean ratio is equal
or less than the MINIMUM DIFFERENCE set-value. The value may be positive or negative.
MINIMUM RADIATION LMT [Wh/m2]: If the long-term radiation mean is lower that
MINIMUM RADIATION LMT, dynamic temperature control is not active.
RECENT DAYS: Days used for Short-term radiation mean calculation. Value may be between 0
- 5. If the value is 0, dynamic temperature control is disabled.
EFFECTIVE DAYS: defines the number of days for the long time mean radiation is
calculated. The value may be between 0 and 14. If this value is 0, dynamic temperature control
is disabled. Default value is 10.
The system continuously stores the radiation sum of the last 14 days. For example, if the
RECENT DAYS set value is 4, and EFFECTIVE DAYS set value is 14, the calculation is done
as follows (day 1 is yesterday):
14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Based on the EFFECTIVE DAYS set-value, days 14 – 5 (grey boxes) are used to calculate the
long-term mean radiation of the daily radiation sums stored in memory for each day. The
short-term mean radiation is calculated based on the daily radiation sum values stored for
days 4 – 1. The ratio of these is calculated as quotient of the short-term mean and the
long-term mean (long-term mean/short-term mean). If the short-term mean is greater than
long-term mean, the desired temperature is changed based on the ratio and MAXIMUM
RADIATION CHANGE set value. If the short-term mean is less than long-term mean, the desired
temperature is changed based on the ratio and MINIMUM RADIATION CHANGE set value.
SUN RADIATION [W/m2]: Measured radiation of the sun. This value does not directly affect
the calculated radiation sum.
SHADED RADIATION [W/m2]: A calculated value where the shading effect of the screens is
included. The shading effect of the screens is set in the screens settings. The shading factor is
calculated based on the shading effect of the screens and the current screen position. This
factor is then subtracted from the sun radiation. This value is added to the accumulated
radiation.
LIGHT RADIATION [W/m2]: A calculated value, which is used to approximate the additional
radiation produced by the artificial lighting. A set value for each effective lighting group is
available. This value will define the approximate artificial lighting W/m2 produced by the group.
All lighting groups which are in the ON state cause this group-based value to be added to the
LIGHT RADIATION value. This value is also then added to the accumulated radiation.
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CUMULATIVE [W/m2]: Radiation sum calculated by accumulating the sum of SHADED
RADIATION and LIGHT RADIATION.
Examples
Example 1: User sets the values as follows
MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE: 20 %
MINIMUM DIFFERENCE: 20 %
MAXIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: 3°C
MINIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: -3°C
MINIMUM RADIATION LMT: 200 Wh/m2
RECENT DAYS: 4
EFFECTIVE DAYS: 10
The values in the table below are created only to make the calculation clearer. They should not
be taken for real world values.
Day

Long term

Short term

Ratio

Temperature

mean

mean

1

6000

4000

0.67

-3.00

2

6000

4500

0.75

-3.00

3

6000

5000

0.83

-2.50

4

6000

5500

0.92

-1.25

5

6000

6000

1.00

0.00

6

6000

6500

1.08

1.25

7

6000

7000

1.17

2.50

8

6000

7500

1.25

3.00

9

6000

8000

1.33

3.00

10

6000

8500

1.42

3.00

adjustment
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Temp. adjustment
Long term mean
Short term mean
4.00

9000

3.00

8000

2.00

7000

1.00

6000

0.00

5000

-1.00

4000

-2.00

3000

-3.00

2000

Wh/m 2
'C

-4.00

1000
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Date

Example 2: User sets the values as follows
MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE: 20 %
MINIMUM DIFFERENCE: 30 %
MAXIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: 4°C
MINIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: -2°C
MINIMUM RADIATION LMT: 200 Wh/m2
RECENT DAYS: 4
EFFECTIVE DAYS: 10
The values in the table below are created only to make the calculation clearer. They should not
be taken for real world values.
Day

Long term

Short term

Ratio

Temperature

1

mean
6000

mean
4000

0.67

adjustment
-2.00

2

6000

4500

0.75

-1.67

3

6000

5000

0.83

-1.11

4

6000

5500

0.92

-0.56

5

6000

6000

1.00

0.00

6

6000

6500

1.08

1.67

7

6000

7000

1.17

3.33

8

6000

7500

1.25

4.00

9

6000

8000

1.33

3.00

10

6000

8500

1.42

4.00
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Temp. adjustment
Long term mean
Short term mean

5.00

9000

4.00

8000

3.00
7000
2.00
6000
1.00

Wh/m2

'C

5000
0.00
4000
-1.00
3000
-2.00

-3.00

2000

-4.00

1000
1

2

3

5

4

6

7

8

9

10

Day

Functional example
The final example is based on a real sample of radiation measurements collected during the
given time, approx. one month. The calculated values are the long-term m ean radiation,

short-term m ean radiation, calculated ratio and the tem perature adjustm ent based on
the ratio and set values.
The following set values are used:
MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE: 20 %
MINIMUM DIFFERENCE: 20 %
MAXIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: 3°C
MINIMUM RADIATION CHANGE: -3°C
MINIMUM RADIATION LMT: 200 Wh/m2
RECENT DAYS: 4
EFFECTIVE DAYS: 14
Long-term

Short-term

mean

mean

20040501

6056.7

6524.5

1.08

1.16

20040502

6163.2

6531.0

1.06

0.90

20040503

6262.2

6504.8

1.04

0.58

20040504

6312.7

6620.3

1.05

0.73

20040505

6340.9

6785.8

1.07

1.05

20040506

6342.7

6547.5

1.03

0.48

Date

Ratio

Temperature
adjustment
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20040507

6355.0

6359.3

1.00

0.01

20040508

6609.1

6029.3

0.91

-1.32

20040509

6656.4

5606.0

0.84

-2.37

20040510

6524.3

5586.5

0.86

-2.16

20040511

6454.1

5394.3

0.84

-2.46

20040512

6358.8

5566.3

0.88

-1.87

20040513

6222.0

5849.5

0.94

-0.90

20040514

6107.4

6132.8

1.00

0.06

20040515

5948.9

6258.8

1.05

0.78

20040516

5941.7

6020.5

1.01

0.20

20040517

5879.4

5848.0

0.99

-0.08

20040518

5817.2

5675.5

0.98

-0.37

20040519

5820.6

5869.3

1.01

0.13

20040520

5791.1

5434.5

0.94

-0.92

20040521

5798.9

5203.8

0.90

-1.54

20040522

5848.1

5212.8

0.89

-1.63

20040523

5946.2

5111.8

0.86

-2.11

20040524

5809.0

5235.3

0.90

-1.48

20040525

5637.8

5218.0

0.93

-1.12

20040526

5565.1

5434.0

0.98

-0.35

20040527

5492.4

5650.0

1.03

0.43

20040528

5354.1

5769.8

1.08

1.16

20040529

5281.1

5783.0

1.10

1.43

20040530

5381.1

5408.8

1.01

0.08

20040531

5481.1

5034.5

0.92

-1.22

20040601

5309.9

4687.3

0.88

-1.76

20040602

5436.0

4983.8

0.92

-1.25

20040603

5472.2

5336.3

0.98

-0.37

20040604

5401.9

5689.0

1.05

0.80

20040605

5121.2

6525.0

1.27

3.00

In the last four days the short-term mean radiation is greater than the MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE
(20%) than the long-term mean radiation. Therefore the temperature adjustment is at its
maximum value of MAXIMUM RADIATION CHANGE (+ 3C).

The temperature adjustment may

never exceed this value.
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Temp. adjustment
Long term mean
Short term mean

4.0

8000

3.0

7000

2.0

6000

1.0

5000

Wh/m2
'C 0.0

4000

-1.0

3000

-2.0

2000

-3.0

1000

-4.0

0
01/05 03/05 05/05 07/05

09/05

11/05 13/05

15/05 17/05

19/05

21/05

23/05

25/05

27/05

29/05

01/06

03/06

05/06

07/06

Date

The effect of radiation change on temperature
Monitoring greenhouse energy consumption
The system is ready to measure and monitor the current energy consumption in the
greenhouse. This is done by monitoring the heat dissipation from the heating pipes or energy
converted to heat in other devices e.g. lights or electrical heaters.
Many of the displayed values are calculated based on the greenhouse area. The area variable
may be set in the zone basic settings.
Energy consumption calculation is displayed as kWh and Wh/m2 for a 24-hour period. In
addition information is collected on a long-term basis. The user may restart the long-term
collection at any time and the collection will run until the next restart.
Six (6) different heating pipe groups may be defined for the energy consumption
measurements.
Each heating pipe group needs two temperature measurements (outgoing pipe temperature
and return pipe temperature) and one flow sensor (water flow in heating pipe).
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Pipe group measurements
A maximum of six (6) separate heating pipe measurement groups may be used. Usually two
pipes (upper and lower) are used. Measurement and set-values are defined for each
separately. The following measurements are included in each group:
ENERGY MEASUREMENT GROUP (°C): measurement group name e.g.. "Lower pipe".
OUTFLOW TEMP [°C]: measured pipe temperature flowing into the greenhouse
RETURN FLOW TEMP [°C]: measured pipe temperature returning from the greenhouse
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE [°C]: temperature difference between OUTFLOW and RETURN
FLOW temperatures
WATER FLOW [l/s]: water flow in heating pipe
HEATING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: heating power calculated from the previous
measurements
HEATING POWER, MOM. PER ASRE [kW/m2]: calculate heating power per zone area.
HEATING ENERGY 24h [kWh]: energy consumption cumulated from previous measurement
values. This value is reset to 0 at 00:00.
HEATING ENERGY / AREA, 24h [Wh/m2]: previous value per green house area.
CUMULATION TO TOTAL: if this value is set to 0 this group measurements do not affect total
energy consumption calculation; if the value is 1 energy values are accumulated into total
consumption.
Calculated and momentary values
HEATING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: momentary heating power fed into the
greenhouse by heating pipes.
LIGHTING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: momentary electrical power consumed by growing
lights. This value is a sum of all defined lighting groups that are currently on.
HEATING PWR, MOMENT. PER AREA [Wh/m2]: momentary total heating power (pipes +
lights), per greenhouse area.
Calculated values, total energy per zone
The following values are periodical values for one 24 hour period. The values are reset at
midnight.
HEATING ENERGY [kWh]: heating energy consumption for pipes.
HEATING ENERGY/m2 [Wh/m2]: heating energy consumption for pipes per greenhouse
area
TOTAL ENRGY/m2 [Wh/m2]: as previous value but including growing light energy
consumption.
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Total energy consumption (Grand total)
The following values measure the total energy consumption from the last reset. The user may
reset these values at any time. They are never reset automatically. This allows monitoring of
the energy consumption for a longer arbitrary period of time.
HEATING ENERGY [MWh]: accumulated energy consumption for all heating pipe groups.
HEATING ENERGY /m2 [kWh/m2]: previous value per greenhouse area
TOTAL ENERGY/m2 [kWh/m2]: as previous value but including growing light energy
consumption.
VENTILATION
Overview
The controller calculates the desired temperature of ventilation on the basis of given set-values.
The controller compares this calculated temperature to the air temperature measured in the
greenhouse. It also observes the speed of change of the indoor temperature and changes on
radiation. The controller notifies beforehand the effect of all these changes in order to keep a
steady temperature inside the greenhouse.
In each controller there are two separate ventilation programs for vents (only one for fan
ventilation). Both programs have individual settings for ventilation temperature, position
min/max limits etc. Each ventilation program also has its own temperature and humidity
sensors. The individual set-values for the two ventilation programs may be viewed in the
appropriate display screens.
Each ventilation program has six clock group (periodic) settings. The ventilation temperature,
mode and min/max settings may be set individually for each group.
One ventilation program can handle two vent groups each of which may control 2 vent motors,
one for primary side and one for secondary side. One ventilation program may thus control 4
vent motors. The maximum amount of vent motors is 8 per controller.
Vents open based on mode and group settings. The order of opening may be selected freely.
Vents may also be opened simultaneously based on power ratio settings. The closing of the
vent units occur in the opposite order.
The primary and secondary side have each separate minimum and maximum settings. Also
upper and lower vents have separate settings. The storm settings for upper and lower vents
differ slightly. Upper vents have more versatile settings.
Note: the second ventilation program has its own humidity measurement and humidity control
setting by which the humidity removal for this program is controlled. However the maximum
humidity setting and the periods are common to both ventilation programs (1 and 2).
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Clock group settings
Settings for ventilation temperature
The following values are individual for each ventilation clock group. There are six groups with
separate values.
The ventilation set values have been grouped under two menu selections: Ventilation group 1
and Ventilation group 2. The set values are identical for both groups.
START TIME: The clock time at which the clock group settings are enabled. Function of this
value depends on the Time mode. If mode setting is set to e.g. Sunrise the setting is the offset
from sunrise. The time may be before or after sunrise. If the set-value is 1.30 the group
becomes active one hour and thirty minutes after sunrise. When set-value is –1.30 the group
will become active one hour and thirty minutes before sunrise. If mode setting is set to Real

time the function is according to normal clock time. Set-value 6.15 means that the group is
activated at 6.15am.
TIME MODE: This set-value is for selecting the clock time mode:
Off (0):

This clock temperature group is not in use

Real time (1):

Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock time

Sunrise (2):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.

Sunset (3):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.

CALCULATED START TIME: The real start time of the group is calculated based on the Start

time and Time mode.
VALID CLOCK GROUP:
FUNCTION MODE:
Vent. temp (0):
Addition (1):

The currently active ventilation clock group (time period).
Defines how the Vent. temp/Vent. addition set value is
interpreted.
the set value is interpreted as absolute constant
temperature.
the set value is interpreted as an addition to the current
desired indoor temperature.

VENT.TEMP/VENT. ADDITION
Vent. temp:

constant ventilation temperature. Calculated ventilation
temperature is always the same as this setting.
ventilation addition to actual desired temperature. The

Addition:

calculated ventilation temperature will change according to
the time and radiation settings of the desired temperature for
the heating program. (Base and Day temperatures have

When this value is changed, the change is in effect immediately. The change speed from
heating settings does not affect this value.
The enclosed diagram will show the most important set values of ventilation.
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°C

Ventilation temperature °C

Desired ventilation
temperature °C
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Ventilation addition °C

Day temp. (radiation) °C

20

15

Base temp. °C

Desired temperature (heating) °C

VENTILATION PREVENTED BELOW (°C): If the outside temperature is below this
temperature setting, then the controller will not use the vents.
CALCULATED VENTILATION TEMPERATURE (°C): This value is calculated according to the
ventilation temperature mode and ventilation temperature/addition set-value. This defines the
desired (maximum) temperature inside the greenhouse. When this value is changed, the
change is in effect immediately. The change speed from heating settings does not affect this
value.
Vent position restrictions
The minimum and maximum limitations for the vents can be set individually for each ventilator
(upper, lower, primary side, secondary side). The values are also individual for each clock group
(time period). There are several maximum limitations for special circumstances such as rain,
high wind conditions, storm and during fumigation.
There are also a number of limitations based on humidity control. If there are several special
limitations active at the same time the lowest numerical value of the maximum limits is valid. If
minimum is greater than the current maximum, then the minimum value is limited to current
maximum.
All vent positions are measured and they may be monitored. The following are the limiting
values for vent positions.
The following values are individual for each clock group.
VENTILATION PREVENTED BELOW, PRIMARY SIDE (°C): When the outdoor temperature
falls below this set value, the primary side vents are closed unconditionally
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VENTILATION PREVENTED BELOW, SECONDARY SIDE (°C): When the outdoor
temperature falls below this set value, the secondary side vents are closed unconditionally
GROUP: definitions follow for the named group.
PRIMARY MAXIMUM (%): the maximum position of the vent on primary side. Primary side
vent position may never be greater than this value.
PRIMARY MINIMUM (%): the minimum position for the primary side vent. This minimum is
overridden if inside temperature falls below the desired temperature by the set value Vent.

Prev. Below Desired °C.
SECONDARY MINIMUM (%): the minimum position for the secondary side vent. This
minimum is overridden if inside temperature falls below the desired temperature by the set
value Vent. Prev. Below Desired °C.
SECONDARY MAXIMUM (%): the maximum position of the vent on secondary side. Vent
position may never be greater than this setting on secondary side.
Ventilation basic set values (Basic )
Common settings for both vent groups
The following values are common to one vent group and always in effect independent of any
clock group settings.

NOTE: The values are also slightly different for upper and low er vent groups.
MAIN FUNCTION MODE: When ventilation is required (i.e. temperature rises above the
calculated ventilation temperature) ventilation will start with the primary vent, which will be
opened up to its maximum position. If this is not enough (i.e. temperature is still above the
calculated ventilation temperature) then the secondary (wind side) vent will start to open.
When the vents need to be closed (temperature falls), operation is reversed and the secondary
side vent will be closed first.
Off(0) =

The vents will always stay closed

Auto lee (1) =

Automatic, Leeside primary. The primary vent is automatically selected

Auto wind (2) =

by the wind direction sensor. Leeside vent is operated first.
Automatic, Wind side primary. The primary vent is automatically selected
by the wind direction sensor. Wind side vent is operated first.

Left side (3) =

The left vent is primary.

Right side (4) =

The right vent is primary.

Fan (5) =

Ventilation with fan is used.

GROUP: Definitions for the named group.
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WIND SPEED LOW LIMIT (m/s): When the wind speed is lower than this set value the
ventilation program does not change the primary side vent definition based on the wind
direction measurement.
PRIMARY LMT. WHEN CALM: If this value is one and the wind speed is below Wind speed

low limit, the limits of all vent units are set equal to the primary side settings. When wind speed
increases to greater than Wind speed low limit, normal function is resumed. The function has
thus a 2 m/s hysteresis.
VENT. PREV. BELOW DESIRED (°C): Defines how much indoor temperature may drop
below the DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE before the vents are completely closed. The vents
will then be closed disregarding any vent minimum position settings
HUMIDITY CONTROL: Defines if the ventilation group should perform humidity removal or
not. If the value is set to 1 humidity is removed with this group. If the value is set to 0, no
humidity removal is performed by this group. Humidity removal is based on the group
measurements. Ventilation group 1 removes humidity based on humidity measurement one.
Ventilation group 2 removes humidity based on humidity measurement two.
Settings for upper vent group only
These values may be set individually for each ventilation group upper vents. Primary side and
secondary side settings are separate. They are, however, the same in all time periods.
MAXIMUM DURING RAIN (%): Maximum opening for primary side and secondary side vents
during detected rain. Vent position may never be greater than this setting when it is raining.
When there is a storm the windows may be sucked out on the lee side of the greenhouse
(especially wide span houses) because of a pressure difference of inside and outside. By having a
minimum opening on the lee side, the pressure outside and inside the greenhouse is more
balanced.
PRIMARY MIN. DURING STORM (%): Minimum opening for primary side vents during heavy
wind detected by the anemometer. Vent positions may never be lower than this setting in storm
conditions.
MINIMUM WIND SPEED (m/s): Minimum wind speed for max vent position. This value is the

same for primary side and secondary side settings.
MAXIMUM WIND SPEED (m/s): Maximum wind speed for max vent position. This value is the

same for primary side and secondary side settings.
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Primary side settings:
MAXIMUM POSITION (MIN) (%): Primary side maximum vent position when wind speed is
at MIN WIND SPEED. If the wind speed is lower than MIN WIN SPEED the normal vent
maximum is in effect.
MAXIMUM POSITION (MAX) (%): Primary side maximum vent position when wind speed is
at MAX WIND SPEED or higher.
Secondary side settings
MAX POSITION (MIN) (%): Secondary side maximum vent position when wind speed is at
MIN WIND SPEED. If wind speed is lower than MIN WIN SPEED, the normal vent maximum is
in effect.
MAX POSITION (MAX) (%): Secondary side maximum vent position when wind speed is at
MAX WIND SPEED or higher.

Vent position %
Vent maximum
limit

Maximum vent
position at MIN

Maximum vent
position at MAX

Minimum wind speed

Maximum wind speed

m/s
Wind speed
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Settings for lower vent group only
MAXIMUM DURING RAIN (%): Maximum opening for primary side and secondary side
vents during detected rain. Vent position may never be greater than this setting when it is
raining.
PRIMARY MIN. DURING STORM (%): Minimum opening for primary side vents during
heavy wind detected by the anemometer. Vent position may never be lower than this setting in
storm conditions.
MAXIMUM DURING STORM (%): Maximum opening for primary side and secondary side
vents during heavy wind detected by the anemometer. The maximum value is set for primary
side and half of the maximum value will be set for the secondary side. Vent position may never
be greater than this setting on storm conditions.
WIND SPEED FOR STORM (m/s): When the wind speed exceeds this set-value the storm
maximum will be automatically set. When the wind speed falls down by 40% from this speed,
normal maximum limits for the vents are restored.
Example: the wind speed for storm maximum is set to 10 m/s. When the wind speed exceeds
10 m/s, the storm limit will come into effect for both vents. When the wind speed drops below
6 m/s the normal maximums for vents will come into effect.
Setting Vent function sequence
Vent function sequence is determined by three set values: MAIN PRIMARY SELECTION,
VENT GROUP DEFINITIONS and POWER RATIO DEFINITIONS.
Main primary selection defines the primary side. The vents will open and close based on the
vent group definitions and power ratio settings.
Vent function sequence is determined first by the primary setting and group setting. The first
vent group is opened based on the primary side. Within the primary side, vents are opened in
sequence based on the power ratio group sequence. The opening sequence is always in the
numerical order. When the first vents in the first group are completely opened, the next group
is started and the vents in this group are opened in defined sequence.
If a vent gets stuck the control is passed in full to the next vent in sequence. If the vent
belongs to a power group, the control is divided equally between all the remaining functioning
vents in that group.
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Vent group
The vent group setting is the highest priority setting when determining the vent opening and
closing sequence. Each vent may be set to one of four possible groups. If the vent is not used
the group number must be set to 0.
•

Vents with same group number belong to same group

•

The group with the lowest number is the first in the opening sequence

•

One vent group may consist of several power groups

•

The vents are initially divided into two groups for the user interface (usually upper and
lower vents), with two vents in each group (left and right). The groups have separate
minimum and maximum settings. Although this distinction is made in the user interface,
the vents may actually be combined together in any sequence based on the actual
group settings.

Power ratio group
The power ratio group setting defines the power ratio group of the vent. The value may be
between 0 and 4. Vents that belong to the same power ratio group may be set to function
concurrently. These must also belong to the same vent group. If a vent is supposed to work in
sequence, it must be in its own power ratio group. If a vent is not in use, its power group must
be set to 0.
Power ratio
The power ratio set-value determines the percentual (%) amount of control that is diverted to
the vent. Value may be between 0 and 100. The sum of the power ratios within the same
power ratio group must be 100. E.g. if two vents belong to the same power ratio group and it is
desired that both open the same amount and the same time, then the power ratio must be set
to 50 for both vents. The power ratio for a vent that does not share its power ratio group with
another vent must be set to 100. If the vent is not used the power ratio must be set to 0.
Defining primary and secondary side
The primary and secondary side definitions may be found in the [F2] Basic screen (see
description in Ventilation basic set values (Basic )).
Defining vent groups
The vent group definitions may be found in the [F3] Vent grps. screen.

VENT GROUP:

Defines the group. Vent groups may be given descriptive names
e.g. Upper or Lower etc.

LEFT VENT:

defines the left vent group number

RIGHT VENT:

defines the right vent group number
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Defining vent power ratios
The user may set a power ratio for two or more vents that are to be opened concurrently (i.e.
have the same group number and the same power group number). Note: if the vents are not
set to be opened concurrently, the power ratio is ignored. A percentual power ratio value may
be set individually for each vent. The sum of the power ratios must be 100.
PWR. RATIO GROUP DEF.: (Range 0 - 4; 0 = vent not in use.) Vents must belong to the
same power ratio group if they are to be opened concurrently. This is done by setting the same
power ratio group for both. A vent that functions individually must be set to a separate power
ratio group.
This set value also determines the internal opening sequence of the vents. Power groups are
controlled in increasing numerical order beginning from the first group.
NOTE: The MAIN PRIMARY SELECTION determines the opening sequence based on
the side (left or right) to which the vent belongs to. E.g. if the Main Primary selection is
the Leeside primary, the leeside vents are opened first even when the wind side vents have a
lower power group number.
LEFT VENT: group number of left vent
RIGHT VENT: group number of right vent
POWER RATIO DEFINITIONS (%): (Range 0 – 100%.)
Defines the amount of control diverted to the current vent. The sum of the power ratios must
be 100 for vents belonging to the same power group. E.g. if two vents belong to the same
power group, the power ratios may be set to 50% and 50% (the vents open same amount the
same time) or 30% and 70%. The power ratio of an individual vent must be set to 100%.
NOTE: Power ratio definitions do not change based on primary and secondary side.
They are set for the right side and left side. Therefore it is not possible to set
different power ratios based on primary/secondary side. Using either 100% or 50%
power ratios on different sides will function as expected when used with automatic
primary/secondary side control.
For vents located on the same side the power ratios may be set freely and they function as
expected.
LEFT VENT: left vent power ratio.
RIGHT VENT: right vent power ratio.
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Functional examples
In the following examples the vents A and B are the left and right upper vent respectively.
Vents C and D are left and right lower vents respectively. These examples assume that the left
side is primary except where explicitly defined otherwise.
2 vents, normal house

A

B

Power
Description or Sequence

Vent

Group

Ratio
Group

Ratio

A

1

1

100

1. Left Upper Vent

B

1

2

100

2. Right Upper Vent

C

0

0

0

D

0

0

0

A

1

1

50

concurrently

B

1

1

50

independent of the main

C

0

0

0

primary selection

D

0

0

0

1. upper vents open

2 Vents

Power

4 vents, normal house
Power

B

A

Description or Sequence

Vent

Group

Ratio
Group

D

C

4 Vents

Power
Ratio

1. Left Upper Vent

A

1

1

100

2. Right Upper Vent

B

1

2

100

3. Left Lower Vent

C

2

3

100

4. Right Lower Vent

D

2

4

100

1. Left Upper Vent

A

1

1

100

2. Right Upper Vent

B

1

3

100

3. Left Lower Vent

C

1

2

100

4. Right Lower Vent

D

1

4

100

1. Left Lower Vent

A

1

2

100

2. Left Upper Vent

B

1

4

100

3. Right Lower Vent

C

1

1

100

4. Right Upper Vent

D

1

3

100

1. Left Upper & Lower

A

1

1

50

vents concurrently

B

1

2

50

2. Right Upper & Lower

C

0

0

50

vents concurrently

D

0

0

50

(continued)
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1. Left Upper Vent

A

1

1

50

2. Right Upper Vent

B

1

2

50

3. Left Lower Vent

C

1

1

50

4. Right Lower Vent

D

1

2

50

A

1

1

25

B

1

1

25

C

1

1

25

D

1

1

25

1. All vents open concurrently
independent of the main primary
selection
1. Upper vents open concurrently

A

1

1

50

2. Lower vents open concurrently

B

1

1

50

Vents open independent of

C

2

2

50

the main primary selection

D

2

2

50

1. Lower vents open concurrently

A

2

2

50

2. Upper vents open concurrently

B

2

2

50

Vents open independent of

C

1

1

50

the main primary selection

D

1

1

50

1. Left Upper vent

A

1

1

100

2. Right Upper vent

B

1

2

100

3. Lower vents open

C

2

3

50

concurrently independent of

D

2

3

50

1. Left Lower vent

A

2

3

50

2. Right Lower vent

B

2

3

50

3. Upper vents open

C

1

2

100

concurrently independent of

D

1

1

100

4 vents, block house
A

D

C

B

Block House, 2 bays
Power
Description or Sequence

Vent

Group

Ratio
Group

1. Left Bay, Left Vent

Power
Ratio

A

1

1

100

2. Left Bay, Right Vent

B

1

2

100

3. Right Bay, Left Vent

C

2

3

100

4. Right Bay, Right Vent

D

2

4

100
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1. Left Bay, Left Vent

A

1

1

100

2. Right Bay, Left Vent

B

1

3

100

3. Left Bay, Right Vent

C

1

2

100

4. Right Bay, Right Vent

D

1

4

100

1. Right Bay, Left Vent

A

1

2

100

2. Left Bay, Left Vent

B

1

4

100

3. Right Bay, Right Vent

C

1

1

100

4. Left Bay, Right Vent

D

1

3

100

1. Both bays, left vents

A

1

1

50

concurrently

B

1

2

50

2. Both bays, right vents

C

1

1

50

concurrently

D

1

2

50

All vents open

A

1

1

25

concurrently

B

1

1

25

The Main Primary is

C

1

1

25

ignored

D

1

1

25

1. Left Bay, both vents

A

1

1

50

concurrently

B

1

1

50

2. Right Bay, both vents

C

2

2

50

concurrently

D

2

2

50

1. Right Bay, both vents

A

2

2

50

concurrently

B

2

2

50

2. Left Bay, both vents

C

1

1

50

concurrently

D

1

1

50

Th M i P i

Th M i P i

i

i

Vent position calibration
Calibration is usually needed only during the installation. The controller automatically runs the
calibration sequence at sunrise and sunset and also after a long power failure.
Note: vents are not calibrated automatically if the outside temperature is below
VENTILATION PREVENTED BELOW set-value.
VENT POSITION CALIBRATION: Setting this value to one of the values below will start the
vent calibration sequence. Within one minute the vents or the selected vent start(s) to close
down towards the lower limit switch. When the limit has been reached the position display of
the vent will be set to 0% and the normal ventilation program will continue.
The vent calibration is selectable separately for each vent or a vent group as follows:
Ul = "Upper group", left vent
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Ur = "Upper group", right vent
Ll = "Lower group", left vent
Lr = "Lower group", right vent
CALIBRATION WITHOUT LIMIT INDICATORS:
Setting this value to 1 allows calibrating vents, which do not have limit indicators. Usually the
calibration procedure waits for the limit indication and if it is not received within a certain period
of time, the calibration routine will time-out and the vent is deemed faulty. This set-value allows
the calibration procedure to time-out without an error indication and the vent positions will be
zeroed as in normal case.
Special ventilation during fumigation
When using pesticides it is necessary to ensure that the fumigation process is fully completed.
Also it is necessary to ventilate the surplus from the greenhouse after the treatment time. This
sequence can be completely automated.
ACTIVATE/ACTUAL MODE: The plant fumigation program will be performed only once, on
the day it is activated. Setting this value to 1 before the desired start time of the program
activates fumigation. The status of the program may be monitored by checking the value of this
variable. The program can be aborted and the normal ventilation program resumed by manually
setting this set-value to 0.
0=

The operation is not activated and the fumigation program will not be
started. If set to zero, previous function is stopped and normal ventilation
will be started.

1=

The operation is activated and the program will start at the defined time

2=

The fumigation treatment is on. The vents are closed.

3=

The removal of the surplus is in effect. The fumigation minimum for vents
is valid.

FUMIGATION START TIME: After this set-clock time, the vents close and stay closed during
fumigation.
VENTILATION PREVENTION: (duration). If the operation has been activated within the last
24-hour period, the vents will stay closed for this time period after the fumigation start time.
FORCED VENTILATION: (duration). When the ventilation prevention period is over the
controller will open the vents to the minimum position for this time.
FORCED VENT MINIMUM (%): (position). After the ventilation prevention period has lapsed,
the controller opens vents to this defined minimum position for the desired time. If the normal
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ventilation program determines a greater ventilation need, the vents may be opened even
more.
Special ventilation during work hours
The following settings may be found under Ventilation Group 2/Special [F4].
The workers in the greenhouse may set a more tolerable temperature than the cultivation
temperature. This may be used for harvesting and servicing. The cultivation temperature will
return automatically after the set time has passed.
WORKING PERIOD (min): The Temperature during working is valid for this period.
TEMPERATURE DURING WORKING (°C): Desired ventilation temperature during the
working period.
Cooling and Fan Ventilation
Cooling
Basic functionality
The greenhouse temperature is controlled with Fan ventilation by mixing the outside and inside
air in the correct ratio to keep the inside temperature at the desired level. If this is not sufficient
to keep the inside temperature at the desired level a chiller or the cooler is started.
When using outside air for cooling, the fan is started at the desired temperature. The mixing of
outside and inside air is achieved with a damper. The incoming air temperature is measured
and controlled so that the temperature will not fall below the desired largest difference between
inside air temperature and incoming air temperature.
When a cooler is used, the inside air is circulated with a fan through the cooling equipment.
Similarly, the air temperature is measured and controlled so that it will not fall below the
desired largest difference between inside air temperature and cooled air.
The Fan Ventilation/Cooling has 4 different groups independent of each other. Each group has
its own set-values for start temperature and hysteresis and selection of fan ventilation or
cooling. Selection between fan ventilation and cooling is determined by outside temperature.
When the outside temperature is greater than the group set-value, the cooling function is
enabled and fan ventilation disabled. When the temperature is lower, fan ventilation is enabled
and cooling disabled. When fan ventilation is disabled, the fan is stopped and the damper is
closed. Note that each group may only function either as a fan ventilation group or as
a cooler group. The outside temperature is used to turn the functionality on or off, not to
select either one.
The groups are completely separate, but they may be set to work in order by selection of the
set-values. This allows the user to set up a 4 level fan ventilation or a 2 level fan ventilation and
a 2 level cooling or any combination thereof. Each group has a separate set-value for selecting
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the ventilation group, which measurements are used and if the ventilators should be closed
completely during the fan ventilation/cooling.
Measurements and control output
The system measures the duct air temperature and uses the inside temperature based on the
ventilator group settings and outside air temperature. In addition, the damper position and
cooler on/off state may be measured (using external measurements).
Measurements
The measurements are located in Measurements/Cooling [F3] screen
DUCT TEMPERATURE 1 - 4 (°C): Vent duct 1 - 4 air temperature. This is used as the base
temperature for the respective channel damper control.
Set-values
The values are identical but separate for each of the four groups. The different groups may be
viewed by pushing the left or right arrow keys.
FAN TEMP ADD (°C): The fan start temperature compared to the desired ventilation
temperature. The fan will start when the inside temperature is higher than Vent. temp2

+ Fan Temp add
FAN TEMP HYSTERESIS (°C): The fan stop temperature. The fan will stop when the inside
temperature drops below Vent. temp + Fan Temp add – Fan Hysteresis
CONTROL TEMP ADD (°C): The damper (or valve) control start temperature. When the inside
temperature exceeds Vent. Temp + Control temp add the damper (or cooler valve) control is
started. This value is usually set to the same value as Temp add.
Note: This is the indoor temperature, which the controller tries to maintain by controlling the
duct temperature.
CONTROL TEMP HYSTERESIS (°C): The damper (or valve) control stop temperature. When
inside temperature drops below Vent temp + Control temp add – Control hysteresis, the
damper (or cooler valve) control is stopped and the damper (or valve) is closed.
OUTSIDE TEMP DIFFERENCE (°C): Fan ventilation/Cooling enable/disable based on the
outside temperature. When the outside temperature exceeds Vent.temp + Outside temp.

difference the cooling functionality is enabled and the Fan ventilation functionality disabled.
OUTSIDE TEMP. HYSTERESIS (°C): Fan ventilation/Cooling enable/disable based on
outside temperature. When outside temperature falls below Vent. Temp + Outside temp.

difference – Outside temp. hysteresis the Cooling functionality is disabled and the Fan
ventilation enabled.
MAXIMUM COOLING EFFECT (°C): The largest allowed reduction of temperature in the
air duct compared to current inside temperature. The air temperature in the duct may not fall
below Inside temperature – Maximum cooling effect.
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Example: Cooling power is 3°C and air temperature is 20°C. Controller takes care that
incoming air is not colder than 17°C. This is done with a damper, which mixes inside air to the
incoming cold air.
FUNCTION MODE: Selection of functional mode:
Off (0):

The selected group is not in use

Fan (1):

The selected group functions as a fan ventilation group

Cooling (2):

The selected group functions as a cooling controller group.

When Fan ventilation is selected the fan and damper are controlled. Fan ventilation is enabled
based on the outside temperature, OUTSIDE TEMP. DIFFERENCE and OUTSIDE TEMP.
HYSTERESIS. When the Fan ventilation is disabled the fan is stopped and the damper is closed.
When Cooling is selected the cooler equipment is controlled. Cooling is enabled based on
outside temperature and OUTSIDE TEMP. DIFFERENCE and OUTSIDE TEMP. HYSTERESIS.
VENT. CONTROL: Vent control during Fan ventilation/Cooling: Yes/No. This set-value
determines the control of ventilators during Fan ventilation/Cooling. If the value is 0 no control
is attempted. When the value is set to 1, the vents are closed when Fan ventilation/Cooling
starts. The vents are returned to their normal position when the Fan ventilation/Cooling
function stops. The VENTILATION GROUP set-value (below) selects the ventilator group
affected.
VENTILATION GROUP (1, 2): Selection of the ventilation group connected to this Fan/Cooler
group. The set-value determines which ventilation group indoor temperature measurement is
used and which ventilator control is based on this group.
The cooler controller function may be adjusted with the following values
AMPLIFICATION:

Amplification (P) of the cooling PI-controller.

INTEGRATION TIME:

Integrative factor (I) of the cooling PI-controller.
The measured drive time of the control valve from the open to

VALVE DRIVE TIME (s):

close position. This value must be determined and set when
installing cooling control. Range 0s - 600s.

Examples for set-values
Example 1
We need two fan groups and two cooler groups. All use the same ventilation group for
measurement and control. We will use groups 1 and 2 as fan groups and groups 3 and 4 as
cooler groups. Fans are started at 1 and 2 degrees overheat. Each fan channel has a separate
damper control. The coolers will start at 3 and 4 degrees overheat. The largest difference
between incoming air temperature and indoor temperature is 5°C. Outside temperature limit is
-3°C compared to Vent. temp for the cooler to start. The outside temperature has to drop at
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least 2°C more before the fan ventilation is restored. The ventilators need to be closed when
cooling starts. The set-values are as follows:
Groups
Set value

1

2

3

4

Fan Temp add

1

2

3

4

Fan Temp hysteresis

1

1

1

1

Control temp add

1

2

3

4

Control hysteresis

1

1

1

1

Outside temp difference

-3

-3

-3

-3

Outside temp. hysteresis

2

2

2

2

Maximum cooling effect

5

5

0

0

Function mode

0

0

1

1

Vent. control

0

0

1

1

Ventilation group (1, 2)

1

1

1

1

Example 2:
We want to define one fan group and one cooler group for vent groups 1 and 2. We will use
groups 1 and 2 with vent group 1 and groups 3 and 4 with vent group 2. Fans are started at
2°C overheat. Each fan group has separate dampers. Coolers will start at 4°C overheat. The
largest difference between incoming air temperature and indoor temperature is 5°C. Outside
temperature limit for vent group 1 is –3°C and for vent group 2 is –2°C compared to Vent.

temp for cooler to start. Outside temperature has to drop at least 1°C more before fan
ventilation is restored. The vents need to be closed when cooling starts. The set values are as
follows:
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Groups
Set value

1

2

3

4

Temp add

2

4

2

4

Temp hysteresis

1

1

1

1

Control temp add

2

4

2

4

Control hysteresis

1

1

1

1

Outside temp difference

-3

-3

-2

-2

Outside temp. hysteresis

1

1

1

1

Maximum cooling effect

5

0

5

0

Function mode

0

1

0

1

Vent. control

1

1

1

1

Ventilation group (1, 2)

1

1

2

2

Example 3:
We need a 4 level fan ventilation for one vent group. There is only one damper to control. The
fans are started at 1, 2, 3 and 4°C overheat. The hysteresis has been set so that group 4 is
running until indoor temperature has dropped 1°C below Vent. temp. Because of this
configuration the damper start and stop set values are different from the fan set values.
Damper control must be active as long as any of the 4 levels are active. The largest difference
between incoming air temperature and indoor temperature is 7°C. The outside temperature
limit is not used, so it will be set large enough not to be a bother. The vents need to be closed
when group 4 starts. The set values are as follows:
Groups
Set value

1

2

3

4

Maximum cooling effect

7

0

0

0

Temp add

1

2

3

4

Temp hysteresis

1

1

1

5

Outside temp difference

30

30

30

30

Outside temp. hysteresis

0

0

0

0

Mode

0

0

0

0

Vent. control

0

0

0

1

Ventilation group (1, 2)

1

1

1

1

Valve control temp add

1

0

0

0

Valve control hysteresis

2

0

0

0
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Multipurpose fan
The fan controller includes a general multipurpose fan control program. The same physical fans
may be used for 3 main purposes:
1.

Air movement fan

2.

Condensation fan

3.

Stratification fan

When more than one type of fan usage is in effect, the fan speed is always the maximum of
these three modes. For description of the function of Condensation fan and Humidity
equalizer fan see HUMIDITY CONTROL section below.
Air movement fan
A fan may also be used in order to keep certain air movement inside the greenhouse. This is
done together with ventilation. If vents are closed, fan speed is on a maximum pre-set level
and speed is reduced towards a minimum while vents open. For air movement fans the
ventilation group 1 vents are used as a reference. Air movement fan settings may be found in
Ventilation/Cooling functions.
MINIMUM SPEED (%): The Fan speed when vents are at MIN. SPEED POSITION.
MAXIMUM SPEED (%): The Fan speed when vents are at MAX. SPEED POSITION.
MIN. SPEED POSITION (%): Vent position for MINIMUM SPEED.
MAX. SPEED POSITION (%): Vent position for MAXIMUM SPEED.
FUNCTION MODE:
0=

OFF: air movement fan is not operational

1=

ON: air movement fan is always on at maximum speed

2=

AUTO: air movement fan functions automatically according to MINIMUM and

MAXIMUM SPEED settings
The air movement fan speed may be limited within certain hours. The fan speed is limited to
the Limit level when clock time is within Speed limit start and Speed limit end times.
SPEED LIMIT START:

Start of speed limit time

SPEED LIMIT END:

End of speed limit time

LIMIT LEVEL (%):

Maximum speed of fan when SPEED LIMIT time
settings are in effect.

Example:
Minimum speed:

10%

Maximum speed:

90%

Max. speed position:

20%

Min. speed position:

80%

Function mode:

AUTO
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Fan speed

Max. speed/
Min position

100
80
60
Min. speed/
Max. position
40
20

0

20

40

60

80

100 %

Ventilator position
The fan speed is overridden if the humidity or dew point fan requires a higher speed. The fan
speed is always the maximum of these three modes.
HUMIDITY CONTROL
Overview
The set-values concerning humidity control are grouped under the key [Humidity].
Control is based on six user definable maximum humidity set-values and their duration within
one 24-hour period. If the measured humidity rises higher than the actual valid maximum
humidity the controller will remove humidity with heating, screens, ventilation and possibly with
a stratification fan.
The system measures and controls humidity based on the primary humidity measurement. This
is the measurement for the ventilation group 1. Humidity removal with heating, screens and
ventilation (group 1) is always based on this measurement. If the second ventilation group is
used, humidity control may be enabled or disabled separately for this group. If ventilation group
2 is used in humidity removal, the vents in this group only are controlled by the humidity
measurement 2. Note that the screens affect the function of both ventilation groups.
Also both ventilation groups affect the function of heating in humidity removal.
The maximum humidity can be controlled according to the relative humidity, dew point or
absolute humidity.
DEWPOINT (0/1): Indicates that humidity is near dew point. Uses a separate Dew Point

sensor to determine dew point. See also Cooling and Fan Ventilation/Air movement fan.
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SELECTING HUMIDITY CONTROL
No humidity control (mode 0)
No humidity control and valid maximum humidity shows 100%
Humidity control according to dew point (mode 1)
Humidity control based on the dew-point can be selected by choosing the dew-point control
mode. The humidity set-values now refer to the dew-point and the minimum allowed
temperature tolerance above dew-point temperature.
Humidity removal will start according to this difference to the calculated dew-point. Measured
relative humidity will be kept so low that the temperature may fall as much as this setting
shows without any condensation.
This control mode is suitable when the grower wants to keep the indoor humidity at a level that
is only just far enough off the dew point to prevent condensation on plants.
The following diagram shows how this mode operates.

Humidity control according to absolute humidity (mode2)
In this mode, maximum humidity is controlled according to the absolute humidity. This means that the
maximum humidity set-value equates to the difference in the saturation content of water in the indoor air
at the actual temperature (mg/l). The controller calculates and displays the actual corresponding relative
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humidity of the actual indoor temperature and the given absolute humidity. This mode is not commonly
used with every day growing but may be useful for research purposes.
Saturation deficit g/m3
Max

Temperature °C

Humidity

7.0

9.0

11.0

13.0

15.0

17.0

19.0

21.0

23.0

25.0

40%rH

4.7

5.3

6.0

6.8

7.7

8.7

9.8

11.0

12.3

13.8

60%rH

3.1

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.1

5.8

6.5

7.3

8.2

9.2

70%rH

2.3

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.3

4.9

5.5

6.2

6.9

80%rH

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.3

2.6

2.9

3.3

3.7

4.1

4.6

90%rH

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.3

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.1

2.3

Humidity control according to relative humidity (mode3)
Control based on relative humidity may be used by selecting the relative humidity control mode and by
setting desired maximum humidity set-values and start times.
MAXIMUM SPEED OF CHANGE (%rH/h): This set-value determines how fast the desired maximum
humidity may fall. However at any time of change the maximum will be changed faster near the humidity
measured in the greenhouse. After that, change will occur according to the set maximum speed of change.

Selecting the maximum humidity
The user can choose six maximum humidity values and the valid duration times for each. With
this method the user can determine e.g. the desired pollination conditions for tomato growing.
In this method there is a dry period in the green- house in the morning and immediately after
this the humidity will be raised higher for a short time. After this period the normal maximum
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humidity for cultivation will be valid. The measured humidity and the actual calculated
maximum humidity in greenhouse may be viewed on display.
The different periods may be chosen with the left and right arrow keys.
MAX. HUMIDITY (°C,g/m3,%RH): is the maximum humidity value during the day. Meaning
of set value varies according to selected humidity control mode. Example: If mode is relative
humidity this setting is also relative humidity (%RH). If mode is dew point control, then this
setting is the minimum temperature difference to dew point temperature (°C). Absolute
humidity is illustrated in mg/l.
VALID FROM: Time after which max. humidity setting is valid. Function of this value depends
on the Time. mode. If mode setting is set to e.g. Sunrise the setting is the offset from sunrise.
The time may be before or after sunrise. If the set value is 1.30 the group becomes active one
hour and thirty minutes after sunrise. When set value is –1.30 the group will become active one
hour and thirty minutes before sunrise. If mode setting is set to Real time the function is
according to normal clock time. Set value 6.15 means that the group is activated at 6.15am.
TIME MODE: This set value is for selecting the clock temperature time mode:
Off (0): This clock temperature group is not in use
Real time (1): Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock times
Sunrise (2): Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.
Sunset (3): Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.
CALCULATED START TIME: The actual start time of the group calculated based on the Valid

from time and Time. mode.
Max. Humidity
% RH
Max speed of
change % RH/hr
90

Humidity 2 -90% RH
Valid from 09:00

Humidity 1 -75% RH
Valid from 07:00

80

70

6:00methods
7:00
Humidity control

Humidity 3 -85% RH
Valid from 11:00

8:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

The humidity control with heating, vents and screens may be set independent of each other.
The starting point and ending point of each function may be separately set. This allows, for
example, to save energy e.g. as follows: First we try to raise indoor temperature instead of
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opening vents. This may be done by increasing the indoor temperature. If this is not enough
the screens will open and finally the vents will be opened if needed.
IMPORTANT NOTE 1: All different humidity control methods always use the Maximum

humidity set-value as the desired control value. Even though the control start and end points of
the different methods may be set to individual values all methods attempt to keep the humidity
at the Maximum humidity set-value level. This means that if the starting point of vent control is
several %RH below the maximum humidity setting the vents will start to open only when the
measured humidity is near the maximum set value or exceeds the maximum value. They will
not start to open at the control start humidity level. This applies to all the different humidity
control methods.
IMPORTANT NOTE 2: Special care should be taken when setting the values to ensure the

correct starting sequence of the functions. Specially the order in which the screens and vents
start to operate should be carefully planned.
The set values for these function are individual for each time period unless otherwise stated.
Humidity control with heating
Often sufficient humidity removal will be reached with the opening of the screens or by starting
the stratification fan. However, if the humidity continues to rise then the controller will
automatically start increasing the lower pipe temperature. If the lower pipe temperature cannot
be increased to the allowed maximum limit, the excess is moved to the upper pipe. Important
note: If the inside temperature rises above the Heating/ventil. change pt. (Control
settings/Heating) between desired indoor temperature and ventilation temperature, heating is
stopped and all heating valves are closed regardless of humidity control settings.
There are two possibilities to reduce humidity with heating:
1. Standard humidity removal. Humidity removal starts when the humidity has exceeded
the starting point and ends when the humidity has decreased below the ending point.
The starting and ending points are calculated in reference to the desired maximum
humidity (MAXIMUM HUMIDITY+CONTROL START and MAXIMUM
HUMIDITY+CONTROL END). In this case normal addition to heating control is used
without any indoor temperature control. In this case the MAXIMUM TEMP
ADDITION must be set to 0.
2. Adjustment of DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE based on minimum and
maximum %RH and MAXIMUM TEMP ADDITION. In this case the function starts
when the measured INDOOR HUMIDITY exceeds MAXIMUM HUMIDITY+MINIMUM and
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the temperature is increased linearly until MAXIMUM HUMIDITY + MAXIMUM has been
reached. If the humidity rises even more, the humidity removal with heating is
continued as in (1) above. In this case the MAXIMUM TEMP ADDITION has to be
set to greater than 0.
CONTROL START/MAXIMUM (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction
[negative value]) to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when normal humidity control with heating will
start. Control starts when the measured indoor humidity rises above MAXIMUM HUMIDITY +
CONTROL START. If MAXIMUM TEMP ADDITION is greater than 0, this set-value defines the
maximum point for the temperature addition calculations. Note that increase in pipe
temperature will occur after the maximum humidity point has been reached or exceeded. It
does not begin when the control starts.
CONTROL END/MINIMUM (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction
[negative value]) to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when normal humidity control with heating will
end. The control ends when measured indoor humidity drops below the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY
+ CONTROL END. If MAXIMUM TEMP ADDITION is greater than 0, this set value defines the
minimum point for the temperature addition calculations.
MAXIMUM TEMP ADDITION (C) : The maximum increase of desired indoor temperature
used when controlling high humidity. The temperature increase is linear and in starts at
MINIMUM. When humidity increases the desired indoor temperature increases up to this value.
The desired indoor temperature will not be increased above this value by the humidity control.
Maximum
temp
addition

°C
+4

-1
0
Minimum
(Control end)

+5
Maximum
(Control Start)

%RH
Relative
Humidity

Example: We assume that the set-values as in the graph above. The desired temperature is
20°C, the maximum humidity is set to 80%RH. The function will start when the indoor humidity
reaches 79%RH (80%RH - 1%RH). When the measured indoor humidity is 83%RH the desired
indoor temperature will be increased to 22.7°C.
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PIPE MAXIMUM (ºC): The maximum temperature in the lower pipe system during humidity
removal (if heating controller does not require more).
VENT MAXIMUM FOR HEATING (%): This set-value determines the maximum opening of
the vent(s) above which the humidity removal with heating is prevented. When determining the
vent position all vents in both ventilation groups are taken into account. If the position of any
vent exceeds this set value, humidity removal with heating is prevented.
%RH

88

Measured humidity
%RH
Max. vent pos.
for humidity
heating (%)

Humidity control
with heating

Humidity control
without heating
%RH

4

Max. Humidity
%RH

2

85

Lower pipe max. for
humidity removal °C

0

Humidity control with ventilation
The humidity removal with ventilation starts when the humidity rises above the MAXIMUM
HUMIDITY + CONTROL START.
CONTROL START/MAXIMUM (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction
[negative value]) to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when humidity control with vents will start. The
vent control will start (if weather conditions and limits permit) when the measured indoor
humidity rises above MAXIMUM HUMIDITY + CONTROL START. Important note: opening of
the vents will occur after the maximum humidity point has been reached or exceeded. Opening
will not begin based on the control start.
CONTROL END/MINIMUM (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction
[negative value]) to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when humidity control with vents will end. The
control ends when measured indoor humidity drops below the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY +
CONTROL END.
MAXIMUM OPENING (%): During humidity control means the sum of positions of the vents.
If setting is 10% and both vent positions are 5% no additional opening occurs.
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MAXIMUM HUMIDITY OPENING STEP (%): Maximum opening step determines the allowed
maximum increase of opening/one minute during humidity control.
Example 1: (see diagram below) MAXIMUM HUMIDITY is 86%RH, MAXIMUM OPENING is 4%,
CONTROL START is 1%RH, CONTROL END is -1%RH and MAXIMUM HUMIDITY OPENING STEP
is 1%. When humidity rises by more than the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY+CONTROL START the vent
control is started and vents start to open. The vent position is now controlled based on the
measured humidity. Single movement of the vents is limited to the Maximum humidity opening

step and vents are never opened more than defined by Maximum opening.
When the humidity drops below the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY + CONTROL END, the humidity
control with vents ends and normal ventilation control resumes.

%RH
88

Measured
humidity
%RH

Vent control
starts

Control
Start 87
%RH

Vent control
ends

Max.
Humidity 86
%RH
Control 85
Ends
Vent position %
Max. opening for
humidity control %
4

2

Max. single step
opening %

0

Ventilation control in low humidity situation
The following set-values may be used in low humidity situations to increase the humidity by
limiting the ventilation. These set-values may be set to a unique value in each time period.
MINIMUM HUMIDITY (%RH): If humidity is below this set-point, the secondary side-vent
will be limited to MAXIMUM SECOND VENT POSITION position. The limit will be in effect as
long as the indoor temperature is below MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE.
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (°C): If the indoor temperature is lower than this value, the
maximum secondary side vent limit when removing humidity will be in effect. When the
temperature rises above this value, normal vent limits will be used.
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MAXIMUM SECOND. VENT POSITION (%): The maximum secondary side vent position
when controlling low humidity. This limit is used depending on humidity and temperature
settings above and the environment measurements.
Vent position limits based on outdoor temperature
When controlling humidity, the maximum vent position may be adjusted based on the outdoor
temperature. These values define the maximum limit for all vents. NOTE: the values are
same for primary and secondary side vents and in all time periods.
These values are located in humidity control settings [F4] Vents:
MAXIMUM OUTDOOR TEMP. (°C): Defines the maximum temperature point for vent
position limiting.
MINIMUM OUTDOOR TEMP. (°C):.When the outdoor temperature is lower than the
minimum temperature, the vent limit is constant at the minimum limit.
MAX. VENT LIMIT (Max temp) (%): Defines the maximum position for vents when the
outside temperature is higher than or equal to the MAXIMUM OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE
MAX. VENT LIMIT (Min temp) (%): Defines the maximum vent position when the outdoor
temperature is lower than or equal to the MINIMUM OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE.
Limit for vent
position %

Maximum 20
vent limit

Minimum
vent limit

5

+5
Minimum
outdoor temp.

+15
Maximum
outdoor temp

°C Outdoor
temp.

The limit value is interpolated linearly between the two set value pairs.
Example: We assume that the set-values are set as in the graph above. If the outdoor
te m pe ra ture now is + 10C the n the ve nt lim it will be 12.5%
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Humidity control with screens
The humidity control program opens screens to keep the humidity below the desired maximum
humidity. The screens are moved based on the control values and the set-values. There are
several set-values for the user to tune up the control.
CONTROL START (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction [negative value])
to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when humidity control with screens will start. The control starts (if
indoor conditions allow) when the measured indoor humidity rises above MAXIMUM HUMIDITY
+ CONTROL START. Important note: opening of screens will occur after the maximum
humidity point has been reached or exceeded. Opening will not begin based on the control
start.
CONTROL END/MINIMUM (%RH): The offset (addition [positive value] or reduction
[negative value]) to the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY when humidity control with screens will end. The
control ends when measured indoor humidity drops below the MAXIMUM HUMIDITY +
CONTROL END.
MAXIMUM OPENING (%): during humidity control. The controller will not open the screens
more than this during humidity control. Provided that screen control itself does not open them.
MAXIMUM RADIATION FOR OPENING (W/m2):
When the screen is functioning as a Black-Out screen and the measured radiation outside is
higher than this value, screens will stay closed even though there is too much humidity inside.
This is to ensure correct black-out screen functionality.
The humidity control parameters for screens may be set in Control settings/Scr./Humid.
[F3]
NOTE: The screens will always close if the indoor temperature falls below the defined minimum
in the screen set-values for temperature control.
Stratification fan
Humidity control with a fan is done so that the fan is activated before the humidity rises above
the allowed maximum. Increasing the air movement when the outside temperature is low will
prevent the inside humidity from rising too high.
If relative air humidity near sensor increases to a level near the programmed maximum (see
humidity removal settings in the main manual) the humidity fan starts to operate. It will start at
a pre-set value below the allowed maximum humidity and the speed increases when humidity
rises towards the maximum humidity. The fan will stop completely when humidity drops more
than the pre-set hysteresis below the start point.
ADVANCED FAN START (%RH): The fan will start when the humidity rises to a level that is
ADVANCED FAN START below the defined maximum humidity.
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FAN HYSTERESIS (%RH): When the humidity falls below the ADVANCED START POINT by
this value, the fan will stop completely.
FAN MODE:
0 = OFF: fan is not operational
1 = ON: fan is continuously on at its maximum speed
2 = HUMIDITY OPERATION: fan functions according to the set-values
STOP WHEN VENTING: This set-value determines the fan function when venting. The fan
may be disabled if the vents are open.
0 = Vents do not affect the fan function
1 = The fan is disable if ventilation group 1 vents are open
2 = The fan is disable if ventilation group 2 vents are open
3 = The fan is disabled if the ventilation group 1 OR ventilation group 2 vents are open
NOTE: The fan may still run based on other fan settings.
Multi-purpose fan
The following set-values affect the function of the Multi- purpose fan only. These settings are
not humidity-group based.
MINIMUM SPEED (%): Fan speed at ADVANCED FAN START point.
MAXIMUM SPEED (%): Fan speed at maximum humidity.
Hysteresis for humidity, function mode and start point are from the standard humidity control
program.
The fan speed is overridden if air movement or the dew-point fan requires a higher speed.
Example:
Minimum speed

30%

Maximum speed

75%

Allowed maximum humidity

80%RH

Advanced fan start

10%RH

Hysteresis

5%RH
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Fan speed
100

Max. speed

80

60

40
Stop point
min speed

Start point
min speed

20

0
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70

75

80

85

%RH

Measured Humidity

Condensation fan
Condensation fan control is one part of the Multi-purpose fan control.
The condensation sensor gives a potential-free ON/OFF output where ON indicates that
temperature near sensor element is below the dew-point temperature and water condenses
onto the sensor surface. To minimize time under this condition a fan is started.
COND. FAN SPEED (%): The fan speed is CONDENSATION FAN SPEED % of the maximum
speed possible for the fan. This value is overridden if air movement (see Air movement fan) or
relative air humidity demands higher speed (see Humidity fan).
NOVARBO COOLING AND HUMIDITY CONTROL (Optional)
NOVARBO - Cooling
The following set values may be found in Temperature Control/Novarbo menu.
Basic function
The temperature in the greenhouse is controlled by adjusting the NOVARBO system water flow.
The system measures the indoor temperature and controls the NOVARBO cooling system based
on the desired temperature.
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Set-values
The following set values may be viewed in the Novarbo/Cooling [F1] screen.
FUNCTION MODE: Selects the function of the cooling system:
Off (0):

Cooling system is off

On (1):

Cooling system is always on

Auto (2):

Cooling system is controlled by the controller based on desired
temperature and calculated vent temperature

COOLING ADVANCE (°C): Advance to the CALCULATED VENT TEMPERATURE, at which
point the NOVARBO cooling system is started. The advance is subtracted from the calculated
vent temperature and this is compared to the measured indoor temperature. If indoor
temperature is higher than the result the cooling system is started.
TEMP HYSTERESIS (°C): Sets the temperature where the cooling system is stopped. When
the indoor temperature falls below the COOLING ADVANCE temperature by the TEMP

HYSTERESIS, the cooling system is stopped.
EXT. RSV MIN TEMP DIFF (°C): If the difference between the indoor temperature and the
basin temperature is smaller than this value, the cooling system is not started because the
NOVARBO system is not cost effective to use. Instead the temperature is controlled with vents
only.
VENTILATION GROUP (1, 2): Defines the ventilation group that is used together with the
cooling system.
Measurements
Measurement values may be viewed in the Novarbo/Cooling [F1] screen.
INDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): Measured indoor temperature.
DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): The current desired indoor temperature based on
settings in the heating groups.
CALCULATED VENT TEMPERATURE (°C): Calculated value at which the vents start to
open. The NOVARBO cooling system function is dependent on this value and the COOLING

ADVANCE set-value.
EXT. BASIN TEMP (°C): Displays external basin water temperature.
MOTOR RUNNING FREQUENCY (Hz): Displays the running frequency of the system
pump. This value allows to monitor the current effect of the system.
INPUT POWER (kW): Displays the electrical power usage of the system..
NOVARBO humidity control
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General
Humidity control values may be viewed in the Novarbo/Hum. Ctrl [F2] screen.
Humidity control is based on the current desired maximum humidity. If the measured humidity
rises above the desired maximum humidity, the controller will start to remove humidity with the
NOVARBO system. In addition, humidity may be removed with ventilation, heating or screens,
depending on the settings of these functions.
The humidity control with NOVARBO system is always based on the ventilation group 1
humidity measurement.
Removal of humidity with heating and screens is also always based on the ventilation group 1
humidity measurement.
NOTE: Humidity control is based on relative humidity only, and this mode must be selected in
the humidity settings screen. The humidity settings are documented in detail in the humidity
settings section of the MS100 users manual.
Set values
NOTE: The following values are displayed in this screen are for reference only. They cannot be
changed in this screen.
VALID FROM: The time after which the current desired humidity is valid.
TIME MODE: Defines the time function mode of the current humidity settings.
Off (0):

This clock temperature group is not in use

Real time (1):

Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock

Sunrise (2):

times
Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.

Sunset (3):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.

HUMIDITY: Measured indoor relative humidity.
DESIRED MAXIMUM HUMIDITY (% RH): The desired maximum humidity based on
current humidity settings.
EFFECTIVE CLOCK GROUP: The current clock group in effect. This value is based on the
humidity group settings.
NOTE: The following values define NOVARBO cooling system function in humidity removal and
they may be changed in this screen.
ADVANCE PUMP START (% RH): Defines the advance to the DESIRED MAXIMUM

HUMIDITY where the NOVARBO system is started. The advance pump start value is subtracted
from the current desired maximum humidity and the result defines the maximum humidity
level. If the measured humidity rises above this value, the NOVARBO humidity removal system
is started.
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PUMP HYSTERESIS (% RH): Defines the amount of drop in the humidity that is needed for
the system to stop. This value and the advance pump start values are both subtracted from the
desired humidity. When the measured humidity drops below this value the NOVARBO system is
stopped.
FUNCTION MODE: Defines whether the NOVARBO system is used for humidity control.
Off (0):

Humidity control is not used.

Humidity operation (2):

System functions based on desired maximum humidity

Basin functions
Basin control values may be viewed in the Novarbo/Basin [F3] screen.
Basin cooler
The basin cooler is used to lower the basin water temperature so that the system may be used
with maximum efficiency. The start of the basin cooler is based on the basin water
temperature.
FUNCTION MODE: Defines if the basin cooler function is in use or not.:
Off (0)

The basin cooler is not in use at all or is controlled manually.

On (1)

The basin cooler is constantly on.

Auto (2)

The basin cooler functions based on set values

START TEMP (°C): The basin cooler is started when basin water temperature rises above this
value.
HYSTERESIS (°C): When the basin water temperature falls below the START TEMP by this
value, the basin cooler is stopped.
Chemical dosage
Chemical dosage is done once a day. The dosage is done once a day for the period of desired
time. The start time, temperature and dosage time are defined below.
FUNCTION MODE: Defines whether the chemical dosage function is On or Off.
START TEMP (°C): If the basin water temperature is higher than this set value, chemical
dosage is allowed.
FUNCTION TIME (s): Dosage function time in seconds. Once the dosage is started, it will
continue for this time.
START TIME (hh.mm): Time of day when the dosage is started if otherwise allowed.
Freezing protection
FREEZING PROTECTION ON (°C): If the outdoor temperature drops below this value, the
freezing protection is started.
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Filtration unit
This function measures the pressure in the filtration unit and, if desired, will release an alarm if
the pressure is greater than the defined pressure. Note that this function does not start any
control functions, it can only release an alarm.
FUNCTION MODE: Defines if the filtration unit function is On or Off.
MEASURED PRESSURE (kPa): Filtration unit pressure measurement.
RINSE IF ABOVE (kPa): This value defines the alarm limit for the pressure value. If the

MEASURED PRESSURE rises above this value then an alarm is released. This is a normal alarm
setting and it is copied verbatim to the alarm settings where the full range of alarm settings
may be changed. The alarm may be acknowledged in the normal alarm settings screen.
Other measurements
All NOVARBO system measurements may be viewed in the External measurements screens.
The following measurements are not displayed in the Novarbo system screens. If in use, they
may viewed in the External measurements:

Measurement

External
measurement

Input temp

7

Output temp

8

Water flow

9

SOIL HEATING AND COOLING
This program controls up to 2 different heating or cooling groups. These groups can be used for
many different tasks.
•

Soil heating

•

Soil cooling

•

Air heating

•

Air cooling

Temperatures for each group may consist of up to six different time settings. The function is
analogous to the heating clock groups.
Settings for soil heating
The grower sets the desired soil temperature. The controller compares the desired and the
actual measured soil temperature and adjusts the soil pipe temperature within a user-defined
minimum and maximum temperatures so that the desired soil temperature will be obtained.
This program needs at least a sensor for the soil heating pipe. The soil temperature sensor is
needed for more precise control.
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Heating is activated by selecting Function mode Heating.
The following values reflect the current measured values and the values of the current valid
clock group. These values cannot be changed in this screen.
HEATING GROUP: A descriptive name for the heating group.
MEASURED TEMPERATURE: The measured temperature of the controlled target (soil or
other target).
DESIRED TEMPERATURE (°C): The desired (soil) temperature which the controller will
maintain by adjusting the water temperature in the soil pipes within user-defined minimum and
maximum temperatures.
PIPE TEMPERATURE: The measured temperature of the heating equipment (e.g. soil pipe or
other equipment).
DESIRED TEMP, CONTROL: The desired pipe temperature.
CURRENT CLOCK GROUP: The number of the clock group for which settings are currently
active.
CURRENT CLOCK TEMP: The current active clock temperature. This may differ from the
current Desired temperature, depending on the control mode settings and other set-values.
Especially, when the Vegetation pipes mode is used. This value reflects the set Desired

temperature in the Clock group settings. But the Desired temperature and Desired temp,
Control values are calculated based on Vegetation pipes settings.
CONTROL TEMP MAXIMUM (°C): Current valid maximum temperature for soil pipes. See
description in clock groups.
CONTROL TEMP MINIMUM (°C): Current valid mini- mum temperature for soil pipes. See
description in clock groups.
FUNCTION MODE: This set value defines if heating or cooling is controlled:
Heating (1)
Cooling (2).
CONTROL MODE: This set value defines the soil heating control mode.
The grower sets the desired soil temperature. The controller
compares the desired and the actual measured soil temperature
Soil temp (1):

and adjusts the soil pipe temperature within user- defined minimum
and maximum temperatures so that the desired soil temperature
will be obtained.
No soil temperature sensor. Control according to soil pipe minimum

Pipe (2):

and maximum. May be used to keep constant temperature in pipe
system. The temperature is kept between minimum and maximum.

On/off (3):

The grower sets the Control temp maximum and Control temp

minimum according to the desired temperature. The controller
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compares the actual MEASURED TEMPERATURE with these two
values and attempts to keep the temperature within these two
limits by using simple on/off control. When the measured
temperature falls below minimum temperature the control is turned
on and when the maximum temperature is reached the control is
turned off. NOTE: the Desired temperature setting is not used in
this mode and the Circulation Pump is not controlled. Also the
Control parameter type for the Soil pipe channel must be set to 9
(instead of the normally used type 7).
This mode is used to control Vegetation pipe heating. The Desired

temperature controls directly the heating pipe temperature. The
grower sets the Desired temperature to the maximum desired pipe
Veg.Pipes (4):

temperature. The following set values are used to decrease the
desired temperature based on environment conditions: temperature

coefficient, humidity coefficient, radiation coefficient and minimum
humidity.
PERMITTED COOLING EFFECT: The current active maximum cooling effect when cooling
mode is selected.
CIRCULATION PUMP MODE: Currently active circulation pump mode. This value is set in the
clock group settings.
Clock group settings
Up to six different clock group settings may be defined for each soil heating group. The clock
groups are selected with the left and right arrow keys. The group number is displayed above
the set values. Each clock group has the following group of set values available:
HEATING GROUP: Name of the group
START TIME: Start time of the current clock group. If only one group is defined, the group
defines set values for a 24-hour cycle.
TIME MODE: This set value is for selecting the clock temperature time mode:
Off (0):

This clock temperature group is not in use

Real time (1):

Clock temperature start time is based on absolute clock times

Sunrise (2):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunrise.

Sunset (3):

Clock temperature start time is relative to sunset.

DESIRED TEMPERATURE: Desired temperature for this group. The temperature is activated
immediately when the group is activated.
CONTROL TEMP MAXIMUM (°C): Absolute maximum temperature for soil pipe (or other
desired target). The temperature in the pipes will never be higher if the controller functions
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properly. This value is also used in the particular ON/OFF heating functions (see below) to
define the desired maximum temperature of the target.
CONTROL TEMP MINIMUM (°C): Absolute minimum water temperature for soil pipe (or
other desired target). The temperature in the pipes will never be lower if controller functions
properly. This value is also used in the particular ON/OFF heating functions (see below) to
define the desired minimum temperature of the target.
VEGETATION PIPES: See detailed description in Vegetation pipes below.
PERMITTED COOLING EFFECT: See detailed description in Soil or air cooling mode below.
CIRCULATION PUMP MODE:
Off (0) =

Pump is not running

On (1) =

Pump runs continuously
Automatically stops if heat is not required and starts when heat is

Auto (2) =

required. Even when heat is not required the pump is started once
every day to prevent pump from becoming stuck.

Soil or air cooling mode
Cooling is activated when Function mode Cooling is selected. Cooling requires that cooling
material and equipment is available.
PERMITTED COOLING EFFECT (°C): Determines how cold the cooling matter may be
compared to air temperature.
Example: If the measured soil temperature is 20°C and permitted cooling effect is 3°C then
the pipe temperature is held above 17°C. If the soil temperature falls then the pipe
temperature may be lower (if soil temp is 19 pipe temp may be 16 etc.)
CIRCULATION PUMP MODE: may be used to start and stop e.g. a fan (or other suitable
equipment). In automatic mode control is on if cooling is needed, and off if cooling is not
needed.
The other set values are identical to values in heating mode.
Vegetation pipes
When the Veg.Pipe Control mode is selected the Desired temperature setting is used to
directly set the temperature for the heating pipes. The Desired temperature is set to the
maximum desired value for the vegetation pipes.
In addition to the normal clock group settings for the Desired temperature the Desired

temperature is decreased by the following set values:
TEMPERATURE COEFF.: Decreases the Desired temperature based on the difference between

measured indoor temperature and desired indoor temperature.
HUMIDITY COEFF.: Decreases the Desired temperature based on the difference between

measured indoor humidity and the Minimum humidity set value (below).
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RADIATION COEFF.: Decreases the Desired temperature based on radiation.
MINIMUM HUMIDITY: Defines the minimum humidity value for humidity effect calculation.
MINIMUM RADIATION: Defines the minimum radiation value for radiation effect calculation.
The desired temperature is defined by the following formula:
Actual desired temperature = Desired temperature – TEMPERATURE COEFF * (Measured
inside temperature – Desired inside temperature) – HUMIDITY COEFF * (MINIMUM HUMIDITY
– Measured indoor humidity) – RADIATION COEFF * (MINIMUM RADIATION - Measured
outdoor radiation) / 100.
IMPORTANT NOTE: The soil temperature measurement and the soil pipe measurement
should be set to measure the same sensor.
Control parameters
The following values may be found on page 2 of the Soil heating group settings.
AMPLIFICATION (P): This is a multiplication factor for the control sensitivity. If the soil
temperature fluctuates above and below the desired value this set value should be set lower. If
it takes very long time to reach the desired temperature this set value should be increased.
Range: 0...100.
INTEGRATION TIME (min): This set-value determines the controller's reaction to the
difference between the desired and the measured temperature. If the measured and the
desired temperatures are the same, this factor has no effect on control. When the difference
gets higher the influence of this factor will rise. The optimal value for this set value depends on
the substrate material and on the distance between the sensor and heating pipe. The longer
the distance between sensor and heating pipe is, the lower this set value has to be. Range:
0.0...60.0 minutes.
DERIVATIVE TIME (min): this set value is used to define how the controller reacts on the
changes in measured temperature. The faster the changes in the measured temperature are,
the greater is the control influence of this set value. The optimal value of this set-value depends
on the substrate material and on the distance between the sensor and heating pipe. The longer
the distance between sensor and heating pipe is the higher this set value has to be. Range:
0.0...15 minutes.
VALVE DRIVE TIME (s): The measured drive time of the control valve from the open to the
close position. This set value makes it possible to use several different motor speeds for valve
operation. A rather slow valve motor is recommended. Range 0s - 1000s.
TRANSMIT PIPE TMP TO BLRC.: The desired pipe temperature is transmitted through the
network to the boiler controller. If the value is 0, no data is transmitted. If the value is one, the
temperature value is sent to the boiler controller defined in Extensions/Network/Xmit temp to

boiler ctrl setting.
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CO2 CONTROL
Overview
The needed and reasonable dosing rate for CO2 in a greenhouse depends on radiation, position
of vents, time and the desired CO2 content. The desired content can be set dependent on
radiation. There are two set values for vent opening, which will limit or prevent the dosing. The
more the vents are open the less it is worth to dose.
The set values related to the CO2 control are grouped under the key "CO2"
ITU Multi Station controller has program for two different analyzing and dosing groups.
Desired CO2 concentration
The controller has four set-values for determining the desired CO2 content. The actual
DESIRED CONCENTRATION calculated by the controller can be seen on the CO2 display.
CO2 ppm desired
concentration

2. desired
concentration
(ppm)

1. desired
concentration
(ppm)

Radiation for 1.
desired concentration

Radiation for 2.
desired concentration

Measured radiation
(W/m2)

CONCENTRATION (DESIRED) (ppm): this determines concentration on radiation level 1.
RADIATION FOR 1st DESIRED (W/m2): is the minimum required radiation in order to start
dosing. If the radiation is lower desired concentration shows 0 ppm. When the radiation rises
the desired concentration will rise linearly according to radiation, towards the desired level 2.
CONCENTRATION (DESIRED) (ppm): this determines desired concentration on radiation
level 2.
RADIATION FOR 2nd DESIRED (W/m2): is the required radiation in order to achieve 2nd
concentration level.
The desired concentration seen on the display is calculated from the set-values above and can
be anything between the two concentration levels or 0.
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Limitations during ventilation
The desired content may be limited according to the position of the vents. With low vent
positions, the desired CO2 content is dependent on radiation only. When the vents are more
open the desired CO2 will be limited to the 1st desired concentration even if the radiation is
high. With heavy ventilation the dosing will be prevented. This is shown in the following
diagram.
CO2 ppm desired
concentration
2. desired
concentration ppm

Desired concentration
according to radiation
1. desired
concentration ppm
Vent position

Vent position for 1.
desired concentration

Vent position for dosing
prevention %

VENT OPENING TO LIMIT CO2 DOSING (%): If the vents are open less than this set-value,
the dosing is not limited. If the opening is between this set-value and the preventing opening
set-value the desired content will be limited onto the 1st desired content.
VENT OPENING TO PREVENT CO2 DOSING (%): If any of the vents are open to more than
this set-value the dosing will be prevented entirely. Desired concentration also displays 0ppm.
Alarms are not released when CO2 dosing is prevented. Current alarms or warnings, however,
are not removed.
VENT OPENING TO VENTILATION GROUP: Defines which ventilation group is used for
reference.
CO2 dosing may be limited by reducing the desired level based on the wind speed. At 0 m/s the
reduction is 0 and increases linearly so that when measured wind speed is higher or equal to
WIND SPEED the desired level is reduced by the CO2 REDUCTION value (the CO2 REDUCTION
is subtracted from the current desired CO2 value and the result is used as a base for dosing.
WIND SPEED (m/s): Defines the wind speed at which the reduction is at the level defined by
the set-value. Setting this value to 0 will disable this function.
CO2 REDUCTION (ppm): Defines the maximum reduction of the CO2 level. This will be valid
when wind speed is higher or equal to WIND SPEED (defined above). The reduction will never
be more than this value.
Example 1: If the WIND SPEED set value is 6 and CO2 REDUCTION is 100ppm and the current
desired CO2 level is 800ppm, if the wind speed is 3 m/s the desired CO2 level will be 800ppm 50ppm = 750ppm..
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Example 2: Let's assume the settings from example 1 but the wind speed is 10m/s. Now the
desired CO2 level will be 800ppm - 100ppm = 700ppm
Delays in dosing
MINIMUM DOSING TIME (mm.ss): Defines the minimum time the dosing will continue once
started. The value may be set in minutes and seconds up to 99 minutes 59 seconds.
MINIMUM PAUSE TIME (min): Defines the minimum time that dosing will stay off once it
has stopped. Value may be between 0 and 120.
DELAY FOR DESIRED LVL. CHG.: The desired content will change according to the radiation.
With this set-value the effect of short or quick radiation changes may be eliminated.
Example: if the set-value is 5 and the radiation changes so that the desired content should be
changed by 250 ppm then the calculated change will be 50 ppm. The desired level will then
step by step change towards the real concentration needed. The step is 1 minute.
CO2 dosing function times (Tim es) .
The CO2 dosing will be done within the daily-allowed operation time. The allowed daily dosing
time may be set according to the real time or to the astronomical time. The dosing will take
place if not limited or prevented by the ventilation.
MODE set value defines the time base for daily function times.
0 = Dosing off. Dosing valve is always closed.
1 = Manual dosing. Valve is always open.
2 = Dosing according to the astronomical time
3 = Dosing according to the real time.
DOSING START: If the mode is 2, then this set-value shows the displacement from sunrise
time.
Example: If set to 2.00 dosing starts 2 hours after sunrise. If set to –1.00 dosing starts 1 hour
before sunrise.
If mode is set to 3 this setting is normal clock time.
Example: If set to 2.00 dosing starts at 2.00 in the morning.
DOSING PERIOD, MORNING: Shows how long the first dosing period may be.
DOSING PERIOD, EVENING: Shows how much before end time, the second period starts.
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DOSING END: If mode is set to 2, this is the displacement from sunset time. If mode is set to
3 this is real time setting. See examples in start value

1st dosing period

2nd dosing period

Time

Allowed start time
for dosing
NOTES:
•

Dosing stop time

Dosing is always limited to the DOSING START and DOSING END even if the dosing
periods may define longer times.

•

When MODE 2 (Astronomical time) is used the calculated dosing start and end times
will never exceed midnight even if the offset from sunrise or sunset may cause this to
happen.

ON/OFF DOSING (Yes/no): value selects ON/OFF dosing function. When ON/OFF dosing is
used, CO2 is dosed continuously based on only the MINIMUM DOSING TIME and MINIMUM
PAUSE TIME. In this mode the CO2 level measurement is not used. This mode is useful, when
no CO2 meter is available. NOTE: Vent opening limits are not used in this mode.

IRRIGATION
Each controller may operate up to 10 independent irrigation groups. Each group has
independent set-values for operating mode, solenoid valve times and the allowed daily
operation time.
Valves may be freely linked to one or more groups (Basic settings/IrrGrp) as long as operating
times of the shared valves do not overlap.
Whenever a group needs to be started, it is first queued internally. The queue order is based on
the previous irrigation time. The group that has not been irrigated for the longest period of time
will be started next. As many groups as allowed by a set-value will be run simultaneously.
Valves linked to a group may be chosen in Basic settings/IrrGrp [F3] and one valve may be
linked to one or several groups if needed (if not started at the same time).
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Operation times for each group
Each group can have individual allowed daily operation time for irrigation. If there is a need for
irrigation outside the allowed function times, irrigation will be delayed until the next allowed
irrigation period begins. The limitation of the allowed daily irrigation time is useful when the
grower wants to drain the substrate during night time.

Start of irrigation cycle for the group

Time

Allowed starting time hh.mm

The latest permitted starting time hh:mm

START TIME: The irrigation is allowed to start after this time. The meaning of this value
changes according to time MODE.
LAST ALLOWED START TIME: The controller will not permit irrigation starts after this time.
Irrigation already started will continue and finish normally according to the valve times. The
meaning of this value changes according to time MODE.
TIME MODE determines the meaning of start and end time settings.
Off (0):

Irrigation will not start, not even when manually requested.

Real time (1):

Function time settings are normal clock settings.
Example: If the start time is set to 8.00 the first irrigation will
start at 8.00 in the morning.

Sun rise (2):

Function time settings are related to sunrise (start) and sunset
(end) times.
Example: If the start time is set to 2.00 the first irrigation will
start 2 hours after sunrise. If the end time is set to –1.00 the
last irrigation will start one hour before sunset.

Sun set (3):

Function time settings are related to sunset (start) and sunrise
(end) times.
Example: If the start time is set to 2.00 the first irrigation will
start 2 hours after sunset. If the end time is set to –1.00 the last
irrigation will start one hour before sunrise.
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Different start modes
Each irrigation group may have a start mode, independent of other groups. Starting may be
based on radiation, irrigation interval, substrate moisture measured by tensiometer, or an
external relay contact.
The desired start mode may be selected by pushing [F1] on irrigation screen. You may scroll
between groups with left and right arrow keys.
The different start modes available are:
Manual (0):

Irrigation is started manually

Radiation (1):

Irrigation is started based on radiation

Dawn st.+rad (2):

Similar to mode 1, but irrigation is concentrated in the
morning.

Interval (3):

Irrigation is started periodically according to the time
interval.

Ext. start (4):

Irrigation is started by an external measurement.

Ext. control (5):

Irrigation is controlled i.e. started and stopped based on
external measurement.

Transpiration (6):

Irrigation is started based on transpiration model
calculation.

These modes are described in detail in the following chapters.
Manual use
The desired irrigation group or a single valve may be started directly from the keyboard at any
time chosen by the user.
If there are irrigation cycles queued or in operation, the manual irrigation will be carried out
later.
Even when manual function mode is used, allowed function times must be set. These settings
are explained in Operation times for each group.
Radiation start
In this operating mode the start of irrigation cycles are determined by adding (integrating)
measured outside radiation in a radiation counter. When the radiation set-value has been
reached, the controller starts an irrigation cycle for the group. The controller begins counting,
when the measured radiation exceeds the minimum radiation level. This calculation is done 24
hours/day.
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Radiation counter
kWh/m2

Set radiation counter kWh/m2

Time

0

Irrigation request
Permitted starting time

Latest permitted start

The user may view the current radiation sum from the radiation counter even if the group has
some other starting mode than radiation start. The radiation counter is recalculated every time
the group receives an automatic starting request.
CUMULATIVE RADIATION SET (kWh/m2): This is the user definable amount of radiation
required to start irrigation for the group.
MINIMUM RADIATION (W/m2): This is the minimum radiation level for starting the
radiation count.
Dawn start + Radiation
This start mode is basically designed for growers using substrates and where there is a need of
“filling up” the substrates in the morning hours. In practice the function is as following:
•

The first irrigation takes place once at the beginning of the permitted operating time (at
this point the "counted radiation amount" may become negative).

•

The following irrigation occurs after radiation has been accumulated up to the amount
defined by the "Set radiation counter" set value.

•

Before the third irrigation request, half of the possible negative "counted radiation"
amount is taken into account in the radiation counting.

•

The fourth irrigation request will not be given until the total radiation corresponding to
the water given in advance has been taken into account in the radiation counting.

•

The radiation counter setting is used to determine the frequency of irrigation requests.
The irrigation valve time is used to set the amount of water given during the irrigation
cycle.

•

The previous special functionality is only active before the Calculated middle point of

operating time. After this point of time the function of this mode is equal to Mode 1.
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Radiation counter
kWh/m2

Irrigation request

Permitted starting time

•

Set value, radiation counter
kWh/m2

Latest permitted start

On a clear day the radiation may reach 800 - 900 W/m2 and the daily calculated solar
radiation energy is usually from 2000 to 8000 Wh/m2. If the total irrigation supply for
one day is desired to be given in 5 irrigation cycles, the set value should be, for
example, 1 kWh/m2. In case irrigation is given in 15 irrigation cycles, the set-value
should be for example 0.3 kWh/m2.

CUMULATIVE RADIATION SET (kWh/m2): This is the user-definable amount of radiation
required to start irrigation for the group.
MINIMUM RADIATION (W/m2): This is the minimum radiation level for starting the
counting of radiation.
Irrigation interval
Irrigation can also be started according to the time interval. This interval may be constant or
vary according to radiation. The irrigation interval will be automatically changed between the
minimum and maximum times according to radiation. When radiation is zero, irrigation takes
place according to the set maximum time interval. When radiation is higher than 800 W/m2,
irrigation runs according to the set minimum time interval. Setting the minimum and maximum
times to the same value produces a constant interval.
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Measured radiation
Maximum Radiation W/m2

”Calculated irrigation interval”
hh.mm

Minimum irrigation interval
e.g. 1 hour

Maximum irrigation interval
e.g. 5 hours

MINIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL: Shows the interval between irrigation cycles if radiation is
higher than 800 W/m2.
MAXIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL: Shows the interval between irrigation cycles if there is no
radiation.
MAXIMUM RADIATION: Defines the radiation level when the Minimum irrigation interval is in
effect
Actual irrigation interval varies between these two values when radiation varies between 0 MAXIMUM RADIATION. Valid intervals may be seen from irrigation status display.
Example: The allowed operating time for an irrigation group is from 6:00 to 13:00. The
maximum irrigation interval has been set for 5 hours and the minimum irrigation interval has
been set to 1 hour. The first irrigation will take place at 6:00 a.m. and the irrigation group
cannot start after 1:00 p.m. If the radiation is 400 W/m2, the irrigation will start at the intervals
of three hours. Please note that the measured radiation used in calculation is the average since
previous irrigation request.
External start
Irrigation may also be started by an external control. This is useful when e.g. an external
irrigation starter is used or when an external measurement is used. The parameters for this
mode are set during installation.
The external irrigation start setup is threefold:
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1.

Setting up of the external measurement channel including installing the
needed measurement equipment, setting the corresponding measurement
parameters.

2.

Setting up the proper measurement values in the Irrigation/External [F5]
screen. Using external measurements is described in detail elsewhere in this
document.

3.

Setting up the irrigation control values in Irrigation/Irrigation [F1]. The
used external measurement channel and function in alarm situations is set
here.

Irrigation is started when the selected external measurement or control is within defined
ranges. The length of the irrigation is defined by valve times or litre amount.
A new irrigation cycle is started after MINIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL is elapsed.
Selecting the external measurement channel:
CHANNEL: Selects one of the External measurement channels to be used as the control
function. The limit settings may be set in the corresponding external measurement settings.
The set value displays the name of the selected channel. If the value is "—" no external
measurement is selected and this function is effectively disabled.
EXTERNAL ALARM FUNCTION: Defines how the alarm of the external measurement channel
should be interpreted when used with irrigation:
0 = No alarms:

No alarms will be released from the external
measurement.

1 = Only when irrigating:

Alarm is released only when irrigation is running or
within the start and end times.

2 = Always:

An alarm is released whenever the external
measured value exceeds the alarm limits.

MEASUREMENT: The measured value of the external measurement channel. This value is
read-only.
STATE: State of the external measurement. When the state value is 1 an irrigation request
may be done if the other conditions are met.
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Example 1: External start input
In this example irrigation is started on the basis of an external control input. e.g. The input may
be generated by an external irrigation controller. The input is a digital input, which may be ON
(1) – external irrigation request is active or OFF (0) – external irrigation request is not active.
To set up external irrigation start we need to choose an external measurement to use for
detecting the external start request. In addition we need to set up the corresponding
parameters in measurement parameters. Also the number of external measurement groups
must be set accordingly in Basic settings.
We now select the external measurement channel Extern 2 as the external start measurement
channel. We want the irrigation request to be generated when the measured external digital
input is ON (1).
The external measurement output status is 0 when the measured value is within the upper
and lower limits and 1 otherwise. An irrigation request is activated when the external
measurement status is 1. To get this functionality the following settings are done in the
External measurements screen in external measurement group 2. The measurement name
should be changed to reflect the current use.
Measurement name:

Ext strt 1

Measurement value:

measured by the system

Upper limit:

0.5

Lower limit:

-0.5

Hysteresis:

0

Status:

calculated by the system

In the irrigation group we then choose the Ext strt 1 channel to control this group.
NOTE: If the start logic needs to be inverted (irrigation request should be made when external
input is OFF), the upper and lower limits may be set as follows:
Upper limit:

1.5

Lower limit:

0.5

An irrigation request is now generated when the digital input is 0.
Example 2: Substrate moisture
In this example irrigation is started on the basis of substrate moisture (soil moisture) measured
by a tensiometer. This measurement principle is based on the measurement of the water
retention. Water retention is measured by pressure units (1cm water column = 1 mbar = 100
Pa). Water retention is the power required for extracting water from the substrate. When
readings are negative, the plant requires performing a corresponding power to overcome the
sub-pressure of the substrate, in order to uptake water. If the readings are close to zero the
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substrate has become saturated and the excess will drain off. If the readings are positive the
sensor needs to be recalibrated.
The desired substrate moisture is set and when the measured value is lower than set value, an
irrigation request will be released. The amount of water is defined by the valve times. If the
set-value isn’t reached during the irrigation cycle a new irrigation cycle is started after the
MINIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL has elapsed.
The tensiometer may be used for substrates like peat, rock-wool and soil. The tensiometer
principle is more reliable than electrical measurements, because fluctuations of conductivity and
pH in irrigation water have no affect on the measurement, when using a tensiometer.

Water potential (mbar)

0
-10mbar

Substrate moisture

-40mbar
Irrigation

Selecting the external measurement:
In this example we select the external measurement channel Extern 1 as the tensiometer
measurement channel and rename it to Tensiom. 1. Irrigation should start when the
tensiometer measurement value falls below –50 mbar. Irrigation is not desired when the
tensiometer value rises above – 30 mbar. In this case we have a hysteresis of 20 mbar. The
following settings are made in the External measurements screen.
Measurement name:

Tensiom. 1

M easurem ent value:

measured by the system

Upper limit:

0

Lower limit:

-50

Hysteresis:

20

Status:

calculated by the system

Approximate recommended values for water potential in greenhouse cultivation are:
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Coarse peat

-10 to -50 mbar

(Puustjärvi)

(-1 to -5 kPa)

Fine peat

Rockwool

Coco peat

-30 to -50 mbar

(Puustjärvi)

(-3 to -5 kPa)
-4 to -15 mbar
(-0.4 to -1.5 kPa)

(Finkstone Consultancy)

-10 to -50 mbar
(-1 to -5 kPa)

(Hortimic Oy)

Correlation between mbar and W%:
Growing media:

Grodan Master, 1-year use

Sensor position:

Horizontal between 2 drippers

Water retention

Water content

Mbar

W% +/-5%

-15
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-14

70

-13

71

-12

72

-11

73

-10

74

-9

75

-8

76

-7

77

-6

78

-5

79

-4

80

-3

81

-2

82

Disclaimer: All recommendations and numbers given are normative and may not be valid for
other type of substrates. Climate Conrtrols / Itumic OY cannot be held responsible for any use
or misuse of the recommendations and numbers given.
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External control
This is identical to External start, with the exception that the irrigation is terminated when the
external control or measurement moves outside defined limits or the valve time has elapsed.
The irrigation will be repeated as long as the external control is on.
A new irrigation cycle is started after MINIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL is elapsed.
Example: Substrate moisture
This is identical to the External start (4) except that the controller irrigates as long as moisture
is too low. When the desired substrate moisture + hysteresis is reached irrigation stops. Valve
time defines the maximum irrigation time. If the desired substrate moisture is not reached a
new irrigation cycle is started after MINIMUM IRRIGATION INTERVAL has elapsed.
NOTE: In this mode only one valve may be linked to each irrigation group.
Example: Desired value is set to -10 mbar. Valve time is set to 60 minutes. Irrigation starts
when the measured moisture falls below -10. If moisture rises to -8 after 45 minutes of
irrigation the controller stops the irrigation and waits. If moisture does not rise even after 60
minutes of irrigation, controller stops the irrigation anyway.
In this example we select the external measurement channel Extern 2 as the tensiometer
measurement channel. The following settings are made in the External measurements screen.
Measurement name:

Tensiometer 2

Measurement value:

measured by the system

Upper limit:

0

Lower limit:

-10

Hysteresis:

Status:

2

calculated by the system

NOTE: If the substrate moisture measurement is used in this mode only one valve should be
linked to each irrigation group. Otherwise irrigation control may not work as expected.
Transpiration
Irrigation need is calculated based on plant evaporation model calculations. Irrigation control
calculates the irrigation need based on EFFECTIVE RADIATION and the humidity (saturation
deficit). This allows for a more accurate calculation of the irrigation need as the model takes
into account the changes in indoor absolute humidity and uses a calculated effective radiation
based on the house type, use of screens and of artificial lighting.
TRANSPIRATION SET VALUE (l/m2): User defines the accumulated transpiration limit value
when irrigation should be started.
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LAI VALUE: Defines the size of growth in house. For a detailed description of this value and
practical values, see chapter Size of growth and different phases of plant growth below.
Irrigation mode
Each irrigation group may have an irrigation mode, independent of other groups. Irrigation may
be based on valve time settings or valve quantity settings (litre).
The different irrigation modes available are:
Time (mm.ss) (1):

Irrigation is based on valve times

Quantity (litre) (2):

Irrigation is based on valve quantity settings (litre)

Group valve times and Group valve quantity
The solenoid valve times and litre amounts of each group may be viewed by pressing Valves
[F4] on the irrigation screen. The groups may be scrolled into view with the left and right arrow
keys.
Valve times:
Each of the 10 valves may have a time value between 1s and 99min 59s. Unused valves
must have their times set to 0. These values are used exclusively when the Irrigation mode
is set to Time.
If the Irrigation mode is set to Quantity these times specify the maximum time the valve
may be open disregarding the quantity settings. If the valve time elapses prior to valve quantity
an Irrigation alarm is released.
Group valve quantity:
Each of the 10 valves may have quantity setting between 0 and 100,000 litres. Unused valves
must have their quantity set to 0. These values are used when the Irrigation mode is set to
Quantity.
In addition, the respective valve times must be set. The value may be estimated and should be
slightly higher than the time necessary to irrigate the desired quantity. The valve time will then
function as a maximum valve time and is used to guard against malfunctions of the irrigation
equipment e.g. the water meter or leaking pipes. If the group valve quantity is not reached
within the allotted time an alarm is released.
NOTE: The irrigation will run to completion even when the alarm is released.
Special cases
Depending on the valve time and litre settings the following functionality is to be expected:
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•

If the valve quantity is higher than 0 litre and the valve time is 0s an alarm is released
immediately.

•

If the valve quantity is higher than 0 litre and the valve time is higher than 0s, normal
operation takes place.

•

If the litre valve quantity is 0 litre and the valve time is 0s the valve is skipped

•

If the litre valve quantity is 0 litre and valve time is higher than 0s, the irrigation takes
place according to the valve time and no alarm is released.

Manual Start and interrupt

(Start/Stop)
To Start or to interrupt a group you have to push the key Strt/Stop F2 on the irrigation
screen.
GROUP START: Setting this value to 1 will start the irrigation group.
A single valve in a group may be started individually Select the Irrigation mode, set the valve

number and either valve time or valve quantity.
IRRIGATION MODE: Select either time or quantity.
VALVE NUMBER: Set here the number of the group valve you want to start
VALVE TIME (mm.ss): Set the duration you want to operate the selected valve if Irrigation

mode is set to Time.
VALVE QUANTITY (l): Set here the quantity you want to irrigate with the selected valve if

Irrigation mode is set to Quantity.
After setting the valve number and the required duration that the valve opens. This may be
delayed if a group or other groups are already in function. The irrigation is started even if the
group is outside its allowed times. The only special case is if the group has been set on
automatic, it has been queued and its allowed time has expired during queuing. In this case an
irrigation by manual valve start cannot be executed. The group must first be removed manually
from the waiting queue (see below).
INTERRUPTION TIME (mm.ss): Any group may be interrupted at any time. If you want to
continue with an already interrupted group set the interruption time to 0. If the interrupted
group was active, the controller starts the next group in the queue. This may be used e.g. to
delay irrigation because of harvesting or service. Interruption may be set under the Status
menu too.
GROUP FUNCTION: This will reset the active irrigation and all counting for the group.
ALL REQUESTS: This will remove the group from the waiting queue. If irrigation already has
started use the Group function Now function to terminate irrigation.
Status (Status)
The status and history of each group may be viewed on the status screen:
IRRIGATION GROUP: Name of irrigation group
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STATUS: Current irrigation status of group
START REQUEST: 0 = no request, 1 = waiting for permission to start irrigation
MANUAL START REQUEST: 0 = no manual requests, 1 = manual request activated. Returns
automatically to 0 when request accepted (Start request changes to 1)
INTERRUPTION TIME: Interrupt time remaining for the group. May be activated or
deactivated (set to 0) here too.
ACTIVE VALVE: When irrigation is on, displays the valve number, which is presently opened.
TIME LEFT (VALVE): Remaining open time for active valve.
TIME LEFT (GROUP): Remaining total irrigation time of the active group.
QUANTITY LEFT (VALVE): Remaining irrigation quantity (litres) for active valve.
QUANTITY LEFT (GROUP): Remaining total irrigation quantity of the active group.
NO FLOW: 0 = Normal water flow during irrigation (normal state), 1 - 10 = too low or no
water flow during irrigation detected on the indicated valve (error state)
TRANSPIRATION (l/m2/h): Indicates the amount of water that evaporates from the plants
momentarily.
CUMULATIVE TRANSPIRATION (l/m2): Indicates the amount of water that has evaporated
from the plants since last irrigation cycle.
RADIATION AVERAGE: Indicates the mean value of the radiation since last irrigation cycle.
CUMULATIVE RADIATION: Amount of radiation integrated after last irrigation in this group.
This counter is reset to 0 on each new start request except when Mode 1 or Mode 2 is used. In
these modes the counter is decremented by the CUMULATIVE RADIATION SET set-value.
ALLOWED START TIME: Calculated daily start time for the group. This is calculated from
sunrise/set times and allowed start time set value.
LAST ALLOWED START: Calculated daily end time for the group. This is calculated from
sunrise/set times and allowed last start time set value.
CALCULATED INTERVAL: If irrigation mode is set to interval, this is the calculated, actual
irrigation interval.
PREVIOUS IRRIGATION REQUEST: Shows the time when last irrigation request was
generated.
NUMBER OF IRRIGATIONS TODAY: Shows the number of irrigation cycles carried out
today.
AMOUNT OF WATER TODAY: Shows how much water has gone to this group today.
Requires external water meter.
NUMBER OF IRRIGATIONS YESTERDAY: Shows the number of irrigation cycles carried out
yesterday.
AMOUNT OF WATER YESTERDAY: Shows how much water has gone to this group
yesterday. Requires external water meter.
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Irrigation substrate measurements (Irrigation Meas)
External measurements used for irrigation control now include special support for substrate
sensor measurements (VWC, EC and Temperature). These substrate VWC measurements share
the external measurements. They use the external measurements for display and processing. A
measurement may be either an external measurement or a substrate VWC measurement
depending on the defined Measurement type. External measurements and substrate
measurements are displayed in the same screen.
Basic features
•

A maximum of 20 measurement channels with individually settable parameters

•

Each channel includes settable minimum and maximum limits and a hysteresis value.
The function is identical to the external measurements function.
The control value of each channel is based on the measured value, the minimum and

•

maximum values and the hysteresis. When the measured value is between minimum
and maximum value the control value is OFF (0), otherwise the value is ON (1)
•

Each channel may have different alarm settings.

•

These measurements share the external measurement functions. If a channel is not
selected as a substrate measurement channel it functions as a normal external
measurement.

External measurements for substrate measurements
The following set values may be found in the Irrigation measurements/External [F1]
screen. The measurement function depends on selected measurement type.
MEASUREMENT NAME: A descriptive name for the measurement. The name may be up to 11
characters long.
MEASUREMENT VALUE: Current measured value.
UPPER LIMIT: Allowed maximum value for the measurement.
LOWER LIMIT: Allowed minimum value for the measurement.
HYSTERESIS: a hysteresis defined commonly for both the UPPER LIMIT and LOWER LIMIT.
The range is defined as upper limit - HYSTERESIS and lower limit + HYSTERESIS. The
status value changes when the measured value exceeds the limit added with hysteresis.
STATUS: Current state of the output variable. When the measurement value is greater than
the upper limit or less than the lower limit, this value is set to 1, otherwise it is 0. The change
will occur based on the limits and the hysteresis value.
NOTE:
1

When the system starts and the measured value is between the limits, status is
always 0. The hysteresis is activated when the measured value moves outside the
limits.
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2

If the measured value is outside the limits and crosses both during a measurement
cycle, the status always shows 0 for one measurement cycle.

3

One measurement cycle is 5 seconds.

The STATUS variable may be used with the X-OUTPUT function to control a relay output. The XOUTPUT INPUT DATA CHANNEL value is, in this case, set to refer to the external measurement

state.
Alarm settings may be set for each measurement in the Alarms/Limits screen.
MEASUREMENT TYPE (Normal=0/Subst.=1): Setting this value to 0 selects external
measurement. If the value is set to 1, the measurement is defined as a substrate VWC
measurement.
SUBSTRATE MEAN VWC, [%]: This value is the mean value of the selected substrate sensor
measurements. The value is the VWC value expressed as a percentage.
SUBSTRATE MEAN EC (ECp) [mS/cm]: The displayed value is the mean pore EC value of the
selected substrate sensor measurements.
SUBSTRATE MEAN TEMPERATURE [ºC]: The displayed value is the mean temperature
value of the selected substrate sensor measurements.
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT (VWC) [%]: Sensor 1 - Sensor 5. Displays each separate
sensor VWC measurement. The value is the ratio of water to substrate volume (m3/m3)
expressed as a percentage.
SUBSTRATE CONDUCTIVITY (ECp) [mS/cm]: Sensor 1 - Sensor 5. Displays each separate
sensor ECp measurement. The value is the pore electric conductivity value of the substrate.
SUBSTRATE SENSOR SELECTION: These values define the sensors used in this
measurement group. A set of a maximum of five sensors may be selected from the total
amount of 20 sensors (1 - 20). A sensor number of 0 is ignored.
SENSOR 1 - 5: Defines the sensor included in this measurement group. This value may be
from 1 to 20 to select a sensor from the substrate sensor set of 20 sensors. If the value is 0, no
measurement sensor is selected. The final measurement values are the calculated mean values
(VWC, ECp and Temp) of the sensors selected. The group may include 1 to 5 sensors.
External measurement alarms
When external measurement channels are used for substrate measurements the external
measurement alarms will be released on the measured substrate sensor values. When the
measurement type is set to Substrate, the alarm will be re- leased based on the substrate
measurement VWC value. The alarm limits are entered into the respective external
measurement alarm settings. Normal warning and alarm delay values are in effect.
Irrigation pump
The controller has an irrigation pump control output, which is automatically turned on whenever
there is an irrigation running on the controller. This control may be used to control an extra
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irrigation pump or it may be used to start and stop external mixers. There are no special set
values for this function.
Size of growth and different phases of plant growth
The coverage of growth affects directly the need of water of the plants. The LAI value changes
based on plant type and the stage of growth. The size of growth is defined with values from 0
to 4. This value is a ratio between the plant leaf area and the total cultivated area. There is no
need to measure this value. The correct value may be approximated based on the table values
below. The value may be 4 when at maximum, but will reduce to about three when a constant
plant growth is reached.
To allow for a most accurate result in irrigation, it is recommended to change the value based
on current stage of growth.
High plants
High plants: cucumber, tomato and paprika. The values are approximations, because the
actual value depends heavily on used techniques and time of year.

Plant

Cucumber

Tomato

Paprika

LAI value Age of growth

Height of plants (m)

0.5

0

> 0.5 m

1

2

1-1.5 m

2

3

2-2.5 m

3

4

3-3.5 m

4

5-6

3.5-4 m

3

8-

3.5-4 m

0.5

0

> 0.5 m

1

2

1m

2

4

1.5 m

3

6

2m

4

8

2.5 m

3

10

3m

0.5

0

> 0.5 m

1

3

1m

2

6

1.5 m

3

9

2m

4

12

2.5 m

3

>14

>3 m
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Half-height plants
Half-height plants: Rose, gerbera etc. The values are approximations, because the actual
value depends heavily on used techniques and time of year.
Plant
Rose

Gerbera

LAI value Age of growth

Height of plants (m)

0.5

0

> 0.10m

1

2

0.2m

2

3

0.3 - 0.4m

3

4

0.5 - 0.6m

4

5-6

>0.7m

3

>7

(continuous growth)

3-4

>8 w

Low plants
Low plants: Salads, dill, parsley etc. The values are approximations, because the actual value
depends heavily on used techniques and time of year.
Plant

Salads etc.

LAI

Age of

Height of plants

value

growth

(m)

0.5

0

> 0.05 m

1

2

0.2 m

2

3

0.25-0.3 m

3

4-5

0.25-0.3 m

MISTING
Overview
The controller can operate up to 10 independent misting groups. Each group has independent
set values for operating mode, valve times and the permitted daily operation period.
Valves may be freely linked to one or more groups as long as the operating times of the shared
valves do not overlap. The values are set in Basic settings/MistGrp [F4] screen.
Daily operation period
Each misting group has its own allowed daily operation time. The operation for each misting
group can also be blocked during high humidity and/or low temperature conditions.
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START TIME: The misting is allowed to start after this time. The meaning of this value
changes according to time base mode.
LAST ALLOWED START: The controller will not allow misting to start after this time. A misting
cycle already started will continue and finish normally according to valve times. The meaning of
this value changes according to the TIME MODE.
TIME MODE: determines the meaning of start and end time settings.
Off (0):
Real time
(1):

Irrigation will not start, not even when manually requested.
Function time settings are normal clock settings.
Example: if the start time is set to 8:00 first irrigation may
start at 8:00 a.m.
Function time settings are related to sunrise (start) and sunset

Sunrise (2):

(end) times. Example: If the start time is set to 2:00 first
irrigation may start 2 hours after sunrise. If the end time is set
to -1:00 the last irrigation may start one hour before sunset.
Function time settings are related to sunset (start) and sunrise

Sunset (3):

(end) times. Example: If start time is set to 2:00 first
irrigation may start 2 hours after sunset. If end time is set to
–1:00 the last irrigation may start one hour before sunrise.
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Start modes for misting
The desired mode for each group can be selected by using the following numbered start
modes. Other settings needed for a specific start mode are explained in the next chapter.
Manual (0):

If selected then misting may be activated only manually
with keyboard or with the PC.
This mode starts the misting within the allowed daily
operation time every time the radiation counter reaches the

Rad. start (1):

desired set-value. The radiation counter will not be
cumulated if the radiation is lower than the defined
minimum.

Interval (2):
Min.hum. (3):

Misting will be activated with a radiation dependent interval.
If the measured humidity within the allowed daily misting
time goes lower than that defined, misting is activated.
As with mode 1 but in addition the misting will be activated
last when the defined misting interval has elapsed even if

Rad.+interval (4):

the radiation counter has not reached its limit. The radiation
counter will be reset also if misting is started due to the
elapsed misting interval.

Ext. start (5):

Misting is started by an external measurement.

Ext. control (6):

Misting is started and stopped by an external measurement.

Start mode dependent settings
Common for all start modes
MISTING TEMPERATURE MINIMUM (°C): If the measured indoor temperature is lower
than this value misting is prevented.
MAXIMUM HUMIDITY (%RH): If the measured indoor humidity is higher than this, the
misting for the group will be prevented. NOTE: ventilation group 1 humidity measurement is
used.
Manual start
In this mode misting may be activated only manually with keyboard or with the PC.
Radiation start
These set values determine how often the misting will be activated according to the measured
radiation. The start level for the radiation counter is also defined here.
RADIATION START: COUNTER SET (Wh/m2): The controller accumulates radiation into
the radiation counter. When the set limit is reached misting is activated and the counter is
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zeroed. The radiation measured outside the allowed daily operation time will not be counted.
NOTE: Radiation is counted only when inside daily operation times.
RADIATION START: MINIMUM RADIATION (W/m2): The controller starts counting the
radiation when the measured radiation is higher than this set value.
Misting interval
These set values define the interval between two misting cycles when the radiation is 0 W/m2
and 800 W/m2. The actual calculated misting interval moves automatically between these two
intervals according to the measured radiation.
MISTING INTERVAL: MINIMUM INTERVAL: the misting will be activated with this
interval if the radiation is higher than 800 W/m2.
MISTING INTERVAL: MAXIMUM INTERVAL: as above but when the radiation is 0 W/m2.
Interval changes linearly when radiation varies between 0 - 800W/m2.
Example: Let's assume that the minimum interval setting is 1:00 hour and a maximum of 3:00
hours. If the radiation is 400W/m2 the actual interval is 2:00 hours. With radiation of 600W/m2
interval will be 1½ hours.
Minimum humidity and temperature start
This set-value is used to determine the limits for humidity to start the misting.
MINIMUM HUMIDITY (%RH): when the measured humidity falls below this value misting will
start, unless prevented by the MISTING TEMPERATURE MINIMUM. NOTE: ventilation group 1
humidity measurement is used.
Radiation and misting interval
Operation is similar to Radiation Start except that the interval may be limited between
minimum and maximum settings.
RADIATION START: COUNTER SET: The controller accumulates the radiation into the
radiation counter. When the set limit is reached the misting will be activated and the counter
will be zeroed. Radiation measured outside the allowed daily operation time will not be counted.
RADIATION START: MINIMUM RADIATION (W/m2): The controller starts counting the
radiation when the measured radiation is higher than this set-value.
MISTING INTERVAL: MAXIMUM INTERVAL: If the radiation counter does not reach the
set value within this time, misting is started anyway and counter is reset.
External start
Function is defined by external measurement. When the external control is ON, the misting
cycle starts. If the external control is continuously ON, the next misting cycle is delayed by the
minimum interval between misting cycles value. This is to prevent continuous misting in case
the external device is faulty. Misting continues until the valve times have run out.
The function is equal to Irrigation External start.
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External start settings:
CHANNEL: External measurement channel used to control start of misting
MEASUREMENT: The current external measurement measured value. The value is read only.
STATE: The current state of the external measurement channel. This value is read only. When
the value is 1, a misting cycle may be started if the other start conditions are met. Please refer
to the example in irrigation.
External control
The function is defined by external measurement. When the external control is ON, the misting
cycle starts. Misting continues until valve times have run out or the external measurement has
changed to the OFF state. If the external control is ON when the valve time runs out, a new
misting request is generated immediately.
This function is equal to Irrigation External control.
External control settings:
CHANNEL: External measurement channel used to control start of misting
MEASUREMENT: The current external measurement measured valued. The Value is read only.
STATE: The current state of the external measurement channel. This value is read only. When
the value is 1, a misting cycle may be started if the other start conditions are met. Please refer
to the example in irrigation.
Manual start and interruption
To start or to interrupt a group select function Start/Stop F2 on the misting screen.
GROUP START: Setting group start set-value to 1 will start the misting group.
VALVE NUMBER: Individual valves may also be started. Set the number of the group valve
you want to start.
VALVE TIME (mm:ss): Set the duration you want the selected valve to operate. After setting
the valve number and the required duration, the valve will open. This may be delayed if there
are groups in operation.
INTERRUPTION TIME (mm:ss): Any group may be interrupted at any time. If you want to
continue with an already interrupted group set the interruption time to 0. If the interrupted
group was active, the controller starts the next group in queue. This allows you to delay misting
during e.g. harvesting or service. Interruption may be set under the Status menu also.
GROUP FUNCTION: This will reset the active misting and all counting for the group.
Note that the time for the last misting is zeroed and if misting mode is set to interval misting
starts immediately again.
REMOVE ALL REQUESTS: This will remove all groups from the waiting queue. If misting
already has started you must use the GROUP FUNCTION setting.
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Misting status
Displays the status and history for each group.
•

Misting group status: 0 = idle, 1= misting is active

•

Start request: 0 = no request, 1 = waiting for permission to start

•

Manual start request: 0 = no manual requests, 1 = manual request activated.
Returns automatically to 0 when the request is accepted (Start request changes to 1)

•

Interruption time: Interrupt time remaining for group. May be activated or
deactivated (set to 0) here too.

•

Active valve: If misting is on, the valve number presently opened is displayed.

•

Time left (valve): Remaining open time for the active valve.

•

Time left (group): Remaining total time for the active group.

•

Cumulative radiation: Amount of radiation integrated after last misting in this group.

•

Allowed start time: Calculated daily start time for the group. This is calculated from
sunrise/sunset times and the allowed start time set value.

•

Last allowed start: Calculated daily end time for the group. This is calculated from
sunrise/sunset times and the allowed last start time set value.

•

Calculated interval: If misting mode is set to interval, the calculated, actual misting
interval.

•

Previous misting request: Shows the time when last misting request was
generated.

•

Average radiation: The calculated average for radiation since last misting.

•

Number of mistings today: Shows the number of misting cycles carried out today.

•

Number of mistings yesterday: Shows the number of misting cycles carried out
yesterday.

Valve times for each misting group
Pushing Valves [F4] on misting screen will display the operation times of solenoid valves in
each group. You can scroll the groups with the left and right arrow keys.
Each of the ten valves may have a time between 1s and 99min 59s. Unused valves should have
their time set to 0.
Misting pump control
The controller will automatically start a misting pump (if connected) when misting is started.
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LIGHTING CONTROL
Overview
The lighting program controls artificial lights according to the allowed operation times and
outside radiation. The controller may control up to 16 independent lighting groups. The
operation can be based on real time or on astronomical time and radiation.
There are also set-values for minimum lighting time, minimum pause time, and a delay
between lighting groups. The controller has also input for external lighting prevention.
Delays in light control
If radiation measurement would be directly used to control lighting the lights would go on and
off very often. Therefore there are set-values for the minimum operation time and the minimum
pause time. These values are valid in every function mode.
MINIMUM PAUSE TIME (min): When lights are turned off they will not be turned on until
radiation has continuously been low for the set period.
MINIMUM LIGHTING TIME (min): When the lights are turned on they will not be turned off
until radiation has been continuously high for the set period.
DELAY BETWEEN LIGHT GROUPS (mm.ss) [Basic settings]: When several groups are
to be turned on at the same time, the controller delays the function between each group. This
is to prevent peaks in electricity use.
Allowed daily operation times
Each group can have 1 - 3 allowed daily operation periods. The lights will be turned on within
the allowed operation times if radiation is lower than desired (modes Time & Periodic). The
delay between groups is adjusted automatically to prevent power peaks.
Start Time 1

Start Time 2

Stop Time 1

Start Time 3

Stop Time 2

Stop Time 3

START TIME 1 - 3: The lights may be turned on after this time if radiation, external control,
group delay or MINIMUM PAUSE TIME does not prevent the function. The set-value has no
effect if function mode is radiation only
END TIME 1 -3: The lights will be turned off after this time if MINIMUM LIGHTING TIME
does not prevent it. This set value has no effect if function mode is radiation only
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These settings have a different meaning depending on the TIME MODE selected. See the
explanation below.
Function modes
TIME MODE: Lighting operating times may be set as follows.
Off (0):

Lighting group is not in use when Lighting mode is set to

Time or Periodic.
Group start and end times are normal clock settings. If start

Real time (1):

and end times are set to equal, function is continuous. The
start and end times may not be both 0:00.
Start and end time settings are related to sunrise (start) and

Sun rise (2):

sunset (end) times. Example: If start time is set to 2:00 lights
may be turned on 2 hours after sunrise. If end time is set to
–1:00 lights are turned off one hour before sunset.
Start and end time settings are related to sunset (start) and

Sun set (3):

sunrise (end) times. Example: If start time is set to 2:00
lights may be turned on 2 hours after sunset. If end time is
set to –1:00 lights are turned off one hour before sunrise.

LIGHTING MODE: The following lighting modes are available regardless of the operating
mode DELAY BE TWEEN GROUPS, EXTERNAL CONTROL and RADIATION LIMIT are
always in effect.
Time (0):
Radiation (1):

Lights function based on time settings
Regardless of allowed operation times lighting will be turned
on and off according to radiation.
The lights are turned on and off with the selected on /off

Periodic (2):

ratio within the allowed operation time regardless of the
radiation.

Time mode dependent settings
The following values are valid when Lighting mode is set to Time or Periodic.
According to real time
Settings as in Radiation only mode and also daily function times.
START TIME 1 - 3: Shows the actual time to start lighting.
Example: If setting is 2:00 lighting will start 02:00 in the morning.
END TIME 1 - 3: Shows the actual time to stop lighting.
Example: If setting is 20:00 lighting will, at the latest stop at 20:00 in the evening.
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If both start and end times are set to the same value (e.g. 12:00), lighting is continuously
activated. If both values are set to 0:00, the time entry is not active.
Example: If start time 2 and end time 2 are both 0.00 period 2 is inactive.
According to Sun rise
START TIME 1 - 3: Shows the time difference to sunrise.
Example: If the setting is 2:00 the lighting will start two hours after sunrise. If the setting is 1:00 lighting will start one hour before sunrise.
NOTE: If only one period/day is needed, all 3 time settings should be the same.
END TIME 1 - 3: Shows the time difference to sunset.
Example: If the setting is 2:00 the lighting will, at the latest, stop two hours after sunset. If
the setting is -1:00 lighting will, at the latest, stop one hour before sunset.
NOTE: If only one period/day is needed, all 3 time settings should be the same.
According to Sunset
START TIME 1 - 3: Shows the time difference to sunset.
Example: If the setting is 2:00 the lighting will start two hours after sunset. If the setting is 1:00 the lighting will start one hour before sunset.
NOTE: If only one period/day is needed, all 3 time settings should be the same.
END TIME 1 - 3: Shows the time difference to sunrise.
Example: If the setting is 2:00 the lighting will, at the latest, stop two hours after sunrise. If
the setting is -1:00 the lighting will, at the latest, stop one hour before sunrise.
NOTE: If only one period/day is needed, all 3 time settings should be the same.
Function mode dependent settings
Time
Function is based on time settings and radiation settings. See Time mode settings above.
Radiation only
LIGHTING START RADIATION (W/m2): If the measured radiation falls below this limit
the lights are turned on. When radiation is higher, lights are turned off. This may be delayed
according to minimum period settings.
RADIATION LIMIT (Wh/m2): If the amount of cumulative radiation today exceeds this
value, lights will not be turned on again during the day. The present value of energy today can
be viewed in Measurements/Basic measurements/Weather[F4] information.
Periodic lighting
In this function mode, radiation has no effect on the lighting.
The daily function time settings (START TIME and END TIME) as in Real time operation.
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PERIODIC LIGHTING ON TIME: lights will be on continuously for this period.
PERIODIC LIGHTING OFF TIME: lights will be off for this period.
Example: The LIGHTING ON TIME is 1:00 hours and OFF TIME 2:00 hours. When the period
begins the lights are turned on for one hour. Then they are turned off for two hours. This is
repeated until END TIME. The picture below will clarify the function.

Start Time 1

Stop Time 1
Lights On

Lights Off
Cumulative lighting time
Each groups cumulative lighting time is calculated. This will help the user to estimate lamp
usage and the need to change light bulbs.
CURRENT DAY (h): The current day cumulative on-time of the lights. The value is in decimal
hours e.g. the value 2.5h indicates that the cumulative light on time is 2 hours 30 minutes.
PREVIOUS DAY (h): The previous day on-time of the lights. This value is updated once a day
at midnight.
CUMULATIVE LIGHTING TIME (h): The cumulative on time of lights (in hours) since
previous value reset. When the bulbs in the selected group are replaced, this value should be
zeroed to allow the time calculation to restart.
Prediction of heating need
When lights are turned on/off the need of normal heating changes in the greenhouse. In order
to prevent large fluctuations in indoor temperature the controller may change the heating
power in advance.
LIGHTS ON HEATING COEFFICIENT (%): Shows how many percent the heating controller
decreases heating power during the ADVANCE PERIOD and the DELAY PERIOD when the lights
are turned on.
LIGHTS OFF HEATING COEFFICIENT (%): Shows how many percent the heating controller
increases heating power during the ADVANCE PERIOD and the DELAY PERIOD when the lights
are turned off.
ADVANCE PERIOD (min): Determines how many minutes before the change in lighting,
heating power is increased/decreased.
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DELAY PERIOD (min): Determines how many minutes after the change in lighting, heating
power is kept increased/decreased.
Note: This function is currently only available in Lighting modes Time and Periodic. In
other lighting modes these functions are not available.
The prediction of heating requirements is not active if one of the following conditions is met:
1

START TIME is equal to END TIME.

2

ADVANCE PERIOD and DELAY PERIOD are both 0.

3

Lights are turned on or off based on radiation.

NOTE: normal heating control is not active during the advance heating power change.
Light control in special cases
Remote control
LIGHTING REMOTE CONTROL [Basic Settings]: It is possible to connect an external input
to switch off all the lighting groups on the controller at the same time. The groups are turned
off within a minute from the closing contact information regardless of the operational mode.
When the remote control input is released the groups will start according to the allowed
operation times, radiation limits and the delay between groups set-value.
If set to 0 external input has no effect and when set to 1 remote control is activated.
During fumigation
DISABLE FUNCTION: The lighting function of a lighting group may be disabled during certain
operating conditions. Currently the lighting may be disabled when fumigation is in effect. The
set-values available are:
0 = No: Lights are not disabled by a special function.
1 = During fumigation: Lights are disabled during fumigation period.
When the fumigation program starts (fumigation program mode changes to 2, "The fumigation

treatment is on"), the lights are turned off within a minute. The lights are turned on again when
the fumigation program mode is not 2. Normal delays between groups apply.
Setting the amount of artificial radiation
The amount of artificial radiation may be set individually for each light group. This value is
important, because e.g. some screen functions depend on this value.
LIGHTING POWER (W/m2): The electrical power by square meter that is defined for the
installed lighting group. NOTE: The lights of the group must be installed in the greenhouse
that is controlled by the current controller. If the group does not control lights in the current
greenhouse or it does not control vegetative lights, this value must be set to 0.
EFFECTIVE LIGHTING RATIO (%): The percentage of installed LIGHTING POWER
converted into usable radiation for the plants. This value may be obtained from the
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manufacturer of the vegetative lights. Typical values are in the range of 85-95%. Old light bulbs
may decrease this value considerably.
CUMULATED INTO ENERGY CALC.: if this value is set to 1, the electrical energy used by this
lighting group is accumulated into greenhouse energy consumption; if the value is 0, no
accumulation is done.
Selecting the current radiation
The radiation source controlling the current lights may be selected separately for each group.
Lights may be controlled by the measured outdoor radiation or by the calculated indoor
radiation. The calculated indoor radiation takes into account the filtering effect of the screens
and the screen position.
RADIATION SELECTION: Selects the source for radiation controlling the current light group.
1 = OUTSIDE RADIATION: Uses directly the measured outdoor radiation.
2 = SHADED RADIATION: Uses the measured outdoor radiation reduced by the calculated
filtering effect of the screens. The filtering coefficient for the screen is set in the settings for
each screen program.
RADIATION VALUE (W/m2): The calculated radiation value used to control the current light
group.
SCREENS
Overview
For the screen operations, the controller measures the humidity below the screen, the outside
temperature or the temperature above the screens, the indoor temperature and the amount of
radiation. All of these measurements are essential, if the conditions inside the greenhouse are
to be altered with the screens.
The controller has two identical screen programs and two control outputs to screen motors.
Three modes of operation may be specified: Black-Out Screens, Energy Screens and
Shading Screens. If there are two screens and screen motors in the greenhouse, they may
operate independently of each other, controlled by different screen programs.
Energy and black-out screens
Operating times of the screens
The operating time of the screens may be defined according to the real time or the
astronomical time (sunrise or sunset). The operating time of shading screens and energy
screens may be defined independently for a 24-hour period. If the operating time of the
shading screens overlap with the operating time of energy screens, then the energy screens will
determine the transition time from the energy to the shading and back. In practice energy
screens and shading screens operating times should be set so that they do not overlap each
other.
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The screens will be opened and closed according to the set operating times. The function mode
determines whether real time or astronomical time is used.
If the closing and opening times are both 0:00 the screens will not function at all. If the closing
and opening times are equal (but not 0:00), screens will function continuously.
SCREEN CLOSING TIME: The time when the controller starts to close screen. Function of this
setting varies according to the time mode.
SCREEN OPENING TIME: The time when controller starts to open the screen. Function of this
setting varies according to the time mode.
Setting of function mode
FUNCTION MODE: Defines the current mode of operation for the energy screens.
Energy (1):
Energ+Shade (2):

Energy screen mode, with temperature and humidity
control.
Energy screen mode with temperature and humidity control
and shading function based on radiation.
Black out screen mode, with no temperature control.

Blackout (3):

Humidity control may be active, depending on external
radiation.

Setting of time mode
TIME MODE: Defines the current time mode for the screen.
Off (0):

Energy/black out screens are not in operation, but may be
used manually.
Screen start and end times are normal clock settings. If

Real time (1):

start and end times are set equal, function is continuous.
The start and end times may not both be 0:00.

Sun rise (2):
Sun set (3):

Screen start and end times are related to sun rise (start)
and sun set (end) times.
Screen start and end times are related to sun set (start)
and sun rise (end) times.

Example 1: SCREEN CLOSING TIME is set to 2.00 and SCREEN OPENING TIME is set to -1.00.
Time mode is set to Sunset. The screens are closed two hours after sunset and opened the next
morning one hour before sunrise.
Example 2: Time mode is set to Real time. SCREEN CLOSING TIME is set to 15:00 and
SCREEN OPENING TIME is set to 9:00. The screens are closed at 3:00 pm and opened the next
morning at 9:00am.
Note that in the both cases, the operation starts at these points but the actual screen
movement is dependent on the set delays and step sizes.
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The operation of energy screens
Functional settings
When closing, the screens will not close completely if the inside temperature is high. They will
also automatically open slightly if the temperature rises once the screens are closed.
When starting to open the screens the controller measures the difference between the outside
and inside temperatures. It attempts to take into consideration the mixing of cold air above the
screens and the warm air below.
A low indoor temperature condition will always affect the function of the screens. When
opening, low temperature will cause the screens to stop until the indoor temperature has
reached the desired value. When closing, low temp will always override all delays and maximum
limits and attempt to close the screens totally as quickly as possible.
The controller also attempts to predict the change in heating need inside the greenhouse and
will adjust heating power just before the screen opens or closes.
When closing:
MAXIMUM POSITION (%): The maximum position to which the screen will close. If the
indoor temperature drops below the allowed value (MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE FALL), the
screens will close completely. When the indoor temperature returns to its desired value, the
screens will open to the MAXIMUM POSITION.
SIZE OF FIRST STEP (CLOSE) (%): When the operating time starts, the screen is closed to
this position without any temperature control. The screens will however, never close more than
the MAXIMUM POSITION.
DELAY AFTER 1st STEP (CLOSE) (min): Shows how long the screen controller should wait
for the heating controller to adjust itself into the changed situation. A low temperature
condition will interrupt this delay and the screens will close completely immediately.
When opening:
The following set-values define the screen function when the screen has been closed and it is
opened at the end of its function time. When the MAX 1st OPENING is reached, the screens
will open incrementally until the LAST OPENING STEP is reached, at which point the screens
will open completely.
The OPENING STEP, DELAY BETWEEN CONTROL STEPS and OPENING DEDUCTION
are also relevent for temperature control and humidity control.
MAX 1ST OPENING (%): The screens will open gradually to this position based on the
temperature. When this position is reached the screens will open normally using the CONTROL
STEP SIZE as opening step (see definition below).
OPENING STEP (%): Maximum opening step.
DELAY BETWEEN CONTROL STEPS (min): Delay between opening steps
OPENING DEDUCTION (%/°C): Defines how much the OPENING STEP is deducted for each
degree that the EXTERNAL TEMP. SELECTION temperature value is colder than indoor
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temperature. The EXTERNAL TEMP. SELECTION may be selected as the outdoor temperature or
one of the EXTERNAL MEASUREMENT channels. The function of this is described below.
LAST OPENING STEP (%): When the controller has opened the screen incrementally to this
position, the remaining part of the opening is done continuously.
When opening and closing:
CONTROL STEP SIZE (%): The step size by which the screens open or close when no other
step size definitions are in effect. The temperature and humidity conditions in the room may
override this step size setting.
DELAY BETWEEN STEPS (min): The delay between normal control steps when the screens
are opened or closed. This value is not used for the first opening step, temperature or humidity
control.
MINIMUM CONTROL STEP (%): The minimum step for first opening temperature and
humidity control. The screen will never be moved in smaller steps than this, unless it has
reached either endpoints (fully closed or fully opened). At endpoints the screens will be closed
or opened to the limit value regardless of the minimum control step. When moving the screen,
the calculated movement value is accumulated and when it exceeds this value the screens will
actually move. This value is used to reduce the wear of the screen mechanics by decreasing the
number of times the screen movement is activated.
Temperature control during closing/opening
In energy screen mode the inside temperature is also observed. The air temperature of the
greenhouse is controlled when opening and closing the screens. The opening of the screens can
be prevented with set-values if the temperature in the greenhouse drops below a certain level
in relation to the desired temperature. On the other hand the screens cannot close according to
the set-values if the temperature in the greenhouse rises too high in relation to the desired
temperature. The following set values may be found in Energy [F2] screen.
When closing:
MAX. TEMP RISE (°C): If the inside temperature rises more than this value above the desired
temperature the screen will stop closing. The closing continues when the temperature drops
back to normal level. Also if the temperature rises when the screen is already closed, it will be
opened to remove excessive heat.
LIMITING OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): If the outside temperature is higher than the

limiting temperature the screen will not close completely. It will only close the amount of the
first closing step.
When the screens are closed and the inside temperature rises too high:
If the inside temperature rises above the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RISE set-value, the
screens may be opened to lower the temperature. The following set-values define the amount
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and speed of opening. The amount of opening is calculated by the screen PI-control until the
maximum opening is reached. The movement of the screen is limited by OPENING STEP,
OPENING DEDUCTION and the MAX. TEMP. OPENING. In addition, each opening step
may be delayed by a desired amount of time. When the temperature drops screen opening is
stopped. If the temperature drops below the desired temperature the screen will start to close.
MAX. TEMP. OPENING (%): The maximum opening of screens when trying to lower inside
temperature.
MIN. RADIATION FOR OPENING (W/m2): The high temperature opening is prevented if
the radiation outside is less than this setting and lights are off according to the light control
program.
Example: MAX. TEMP OPENING is set to 30%, the OPENING STEP is 10%, OPENING
DEDUCTION is 0.1 and DELAY BETWEEN CONTROL STEPS is 3 minutes. The inside temperature
is 20°C and the outside temperature is -10°C. The actual opening would now function as
follows:
1

The PI controller calculates the opening step based on PI-values, MAX. TEMP RISE
and DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE.

2

The maximum control step size is calculated. In this case the step is reduced by 30
°C x 0.1 %/°C = 3% so each opening step would be at a maximum of 7%.

3

The screen will open incrementally controlled by the PI controller. The maximum
step size would be 7% and a 3-minute pause is kept between each step, until the
screen has been opened to the defined 30%. The screen position would then be
70%.

When screens are open or opening:
When the screen is open because of control functions or set-values and the indoor temperature
drops too much (low indoor temperature condition) the screen will close.
Also when the function time ends and the screen starts to open, the opening may be
interrupted if inside temperature falls too low.
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE FALL (°C): If the inside temperature drops more than this value
below the desired temperature, the screen will try to prevent the drop in temperature. The
exact function depends on the current state of the screens.
When the screens operate normally, a low temperature condition causes the screen to close
completely. This overrides any delays or maximum position settings or other control functions
e.g. humidity removal. Normal operation will be restored when the temperature rises back to
the desired indoor temperature. This creates a hysteresis for the temperature function, so that
the screen does not start to oscillate when the temperature is close to the maximum
temperature limit.
When the function time ends and the screen starts to open, the screen will wait until the
temperature rises back to normal before the opening continues normally.
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Heating control when closing/opening screens:
HEATING DEDUCTION (%): Defines how much the controller temporarily decreases the
heating power when the screen starts to close.
HEATING ADDITION (%): Defines how much the controller temporarily increases the
heating power when the screen starts to open.
TEMP. ADVANCE PERIOD (min): Defines how much before the closing/opening of the
screens the HEATING DEDUCTION/HEATING ADDITION is in effect.
TEMP. DELAY PERIOD (min): Defines how much after the closing/opening of the screens
the HEATING DEDUCTION/HEATING ADDITION is in effect.
The total duration of the heating adjustment is the sum of the two values above.
NOTE: Normal heating control is not active during the advance heating power change.
Radiation opening of Energy screens
When the screen Function mode is selected as Energ + Shade, the screens may also open
based on the radiation settings. The screens will then automatically start shading operations.
When the outside radiation exceeds the OPENING RADIATION value, the screens will open as in
1st opening. After the 1st opening is complete the actual screen position is determined by the

shading settings for the screen. When the outside radiation falls below the CLOSING
RADIATION value the screens will close again and normal energy functionality is restored.
During the shading function, all shading screen set-values are valid.
If the outside temperature is too low, the shading function may be disabled.
If the OPENING RADIATION is exceeded when the screens start their function, screens will
change to the shading function immediately.
If the inside temperature falls too much, the shading function is halted and the screens may
start to close, depending on the TEMPERATURE CONTROL value (below).
When the screens are open because of radiation and they are being closed, the first closing
step is not executed. The screens will close one step at a time.
NOTE: the following set values may be found in the Shading [F3] screen.
OPENING RADIATION (W/m2): When the outdoor radiation exceeds this value, the energy
screens will start opening and when open change to the shading functionality.
CLOSING RADIATION (W/m2): When the outdoor radiation falls below this value, the
shading function ends and the screen will close normally and return to the energy function.
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE (°C): If the outside temperature falls below this value the
shading function is disabled. If the screens are in shading mode, they will change to the energy
mode and the screens will start to close.
MINIMUM DEDUCTION (°C): The MINIMUM TEMPERATURE value may be deducted
based on the outdoor radiation. This value defines how many degrees the MINIMUM
TEMPERATURE will be deducted when outdoor radiation is at 800 W/m2. When the radiation
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decreases the deduction will decrease until the radiation reaches 0 W/m2. At this point the
deduction is 0.
Example: measured outdoor radiation is 200 W/m2. MINIMUM TEMPERATURE is -15°C and
MINIMUM DEDUCTION is 10°C. The effective MINIMUM TEMPERATURE is now -17.5°C.
Humidity removal
When the screens are closed and the measured indoor humidity of the greenhouse exceeds the
effective maximum value, the controller will open the screens in proportion to the excess
humidity. The screens will close again when the humidity drops. This is explained in detail in
the humidity control section of the manual.
NOTE: Humidity removal with screens is always based on the primary humidity measurement
(measurement for ventilation group 1). The screens however, affect both ventilation groups if
both ventilation groups are selected to function in humidity removal.
General notes on energy screens
If there is a need for both temperature control and humidity control, the function needing to
open screens more has priority. However, if the indoor temperature drops too much (more than
allowed in MAX. TEMP FALL), the screens will start to close to prevent too large a drop in indoor
temperature. This is done independent of any humidity or radiation control.
The operation of black-out screens
Functional settings
The blackout screens operate according to the set operating times. The closing and opening of
the screens follows the operation of the energy screen with one exception: there is no
temperature or radiation control when closing or opening the screens. Otherwise function and
set values are same as for energy screens.
The operation of shading screens
Overview
In the shading screen mode the controller automatically adjusts the position of the screens
according to the radiation. The operating times of the shading screens are defined separately
from the energy screens.
When the set start radiation has been exceeded, the controller will close the screen
incrementally. The position of the screen depends on the amount of radiation. After the
radiation exceeds the set maximum radiation, the controller regulates the screens to the set
maximum position. After each movement of the screens there is a minimum delay time before
the screens may be moved again.
Screens will open completely after a defined operating period or if the radiation falls under the

start radiation level. If the radiation falls under the quick opening level then the screens will
open continuously until they are completely open.
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The screens may also partly be controlled according to the temperature. This is controlled by
the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE set-value (see below). If the temperature in the greenhouse is
under calculated ventilation temperature, then the shading is altered in spite of the radiation.
When the temperature is higher than the ventilation temperature, shading operates according
to the radiation. When the overshoot of the indoor temperature in relation to the ventilation
temperature is high enough, the screen closes to the maximum position regardless of the
radiation measured.
Time modes
The operating time of the shading screens may be defined by the real-time clock or by
astronomical time (sunrise/sunset). The operating time of shading screens and the energy
screens may be defined independently for a 24-hour period. If the operating time of the
shading screens overlap with the operating time of the energy screens then the energy screens
will determine the transition time from energy to shading and back. In practice the times should
not be set to overlap.
TIME MODE: Defines the shading screen time mode.
Off (0):

Shading screens are not in operation, but may be used manually.
Screen start and end times are normal clock settings. If start and end

Real time (1):

times are set equal the function is continuous. The start and end times
may not be both 0:00.

Sun rise (2):
Sun set (3):

Screen start and end times are related to sunrise (start) and sunset
(end) times.
Screen start and end times are related to sunset (start) and sunrise
(end) times.

Daily function times
SHADING START TIME: The time when the controller may start to close the screen. Function
of this setting varies according to the time mode.
SHADING END TIME: The time when the controller stops the shading function and the screen
is opened. Function of this setting varies according to the time mode.
Example 1: If the time mode is set to Sunrise and start time is set to 2.00 the shading
function starts two hours after sunrise. If end time is -1.00 shading ends one hour before

sunset.
Example 2: If the time mode is set to Real time and start time is set to 2.00 the shading
function starts 2:00 am. If the end time is set to 18.00 shading ends at 6:00 p.m.
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Functional settings
MAXIMUM SHADING POSITION (%): The screen will never close more than this setting.
SHADING START RADIATION (W/m2): When the radiation is higher than the set value the
screen will start to close in proportion to the radiation.
RADIATION FOR MAXIMUM SHADING (W/m2): If the radiation is higher than the set
value the screen will close to the MAXIMUM SHADING POSITION.
When the radiation is in-between the two previous values the position of the screen is linearly
between 0 and the maximum position.
CONTROL STEP SIZE (%): Defines the step size by which the screens are opened or closed.
DELAY BETWEEN CONTROL STEPS (min): After each movement the controller waits for a
minimum of the set period in order to save screen mechanism.
RADIATION FOR QUICK OPENING (W/m2): If the radiation falls below this level the
screens will immediately open completely.
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE (°C): If setting is 0, the temperature does not affect the
shading screen operation. If the setting is higher than 0 the screen operation is partly
controlled by temperature:
•

If the indoor temperature is less than 1°C under the calculated ventilation temperature
the screens will open and no shading takes place.

•

If the indoor temperature is no more than the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE value over the
calculated ventilation temperature the screens will function according to normal shading
settings.

•

If the indoor temperature is more than the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE value over the
calculated ventilation temperature the screen minimum position will be half of the
maximum position.

•

If the indoor temperature is more than twice the MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE value over
the calculated ventilation temperature the screen will always be closed to the maximum
position.

•

Otherwise function is according to normal shading settings.

Example: The ventilation temperature is 20°C, the Maximum temperature is 4°C and the
Maximum position is 90%:
•

When the inside temperature is below 19°C, the screens are open.

•

When the inside temperature is between 19° and 24°C, the screens operate normally
according to radiation.

•

When the temperature is between 24° and 28°C the screens are closed at least by 45%
even if there is no radiation. They may be closed more if the radiation is high enough.

•

When the temperature is over 28°C the screens are always closed to their maximum
position.
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Parameters
The position of the screen needs to be calibrated on a regular basis. This is done automatically
by the controller at the start of each screen period in normal situations. However, if the need
for calibration arises, it may be done manually. Each group is calibrated separately.
Important note: if the screens are in use 24 hours a day (e.g. when used with radiation +
shading mode), the controller cannot calibrate the screens automatically. In this case it is
necessary to calibrate the screens manually from time to time.
POSITION CALIBRATION: Setting this value to 1 starts the screen calibration sequence. The
value returns to 0 when calibration is done.
CALIBRATION WITHOUT LIMIT IND.: Normally, it is considered an error if the controller
does not get an indication that the screens have stopped moving when they reach the end
position. Setting this value to 1 prevents the error indication and the calibration is completed.
STORM LIMIT:(special case value when using shading screens outside the greenhouse) If the
wind speed exceeds this set-value the screens are automatically fully opened regardless of any
screen settings. When the wind speed drops by 40% from the set-value, normal operation is
reinstated. Setting the value to 0 disables this function.
RADIATION MEAS. SELECTION: Selects the source for radiation measurement controlling
the screens.
1 = Outside radiation:
2 = Inside radiation:

Uses sun radiation from weather station, as base for
radiation measurements
Uses the calculated inside radiation for radiation
measurements.

RADIATION DECREASE (%): Sets the filtering factor for the screens. The value sets the
decrease of outdoor radiation below screens when the screens are fully closed.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL: This value defines how the screens function when the inside
temperature changes:
0 = Not in use:
1 = Normal temperature
control:
2 = Full temperature
control:

indoor temperature does not affect screen functions
in any way. There is no high temperature or low
temperature monitoring
the screens react to temperature changes by opening
or closing depending on too high or too low
temperature. Except if the screens have opened
based on radiation.
the screens react to temperature changes in all
situations, also when the screens have opened based
on radiation. If the inside temperature falls too low,
the screens will start to close using normal steps. No
first closing is done in this case.

HUMIDITY OPENING ALLOWED: Humidity opening may be disabled by setting this value to
0. The function is enabled by setting this value to 1.
RADIATION OPENING ALLOWED: Radiation opening in Energy screen mode may be
disabled by setting this value to 0. The function is enabled by setting this value to 1.
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EXTERNAL TEMP. SELECTION: Selects the external temperature measurement channel to be
used for temperature difference calculations. The screen opening functions calculate step
deductions based on the indoor temperature and the external temperature. The external
temperature is usually the outdoor temperature but this set-value allows other possibilities. An
external temperature sensor may be installed above the screens and this may then be used as
the external temperature reference.
-1 = Not used:
0 = Outdoor temperature:
1-20 = External
measurement channel
1-20:

External temperature is equal to in- door
temperature and no deduction based on temperature
difference is done.
External temperature is outdoor temperature. Control
step deduction is done based on outdoor
temperature.
The selected measurement channel is used as the
external temperature measurement. Control step
deduction is done based on the external
measurement temperature value.

Screen state information
The following values are internal to the screen control program and may be used for monitoring
and resolving problems in operation. They are not meant for daily monitoring of the screens.
SCREEN MAIN STATE:
0=

Non growing season/not active

1=

Ready but not active

2=

Shading screens active

3=

Energy screens active

4=

(Not used)

5=

Calibration active

SCREEN STATE:
0=

Not active

1=

First opening

2=

First close

3=

Radiation opening

4=

Over temp/Humidity opening active

5=

Shading active

6=

Screen is closing

7=

Screen is opening

8=

Screen is closed

9=

Screen is open
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SCREEN POSITION: Measured screen position.
DESIRED POSITION: Position to which the screens are attempted to drive.
ACCUMULATED CONTROL VALUE: accumulates screen movement value from the control
functions. As long as this value is smaller than MINIMUM CONTROL STEP the screen position is
not changed. When the accumulated value exceeds the minimum step, screens are moved
accordingly.
DELAY COUNT: Delay to next control round in seconds.
MINIMUM TEMP (calc): Internally calculated minimum temperature for the radiation opening
function of the screens.
CALCULATED MAX. OPENING: Maximum opening step for the screens calculated from the
difference of outside and inside temperature and the opening step. Used in first opening and
temperature/humidity control.
CALCULATED MIN. STEP: The smallest permitted step for screen movement
TEMP. CONTROL STATE:
-1 =

Low temp

0=

Temperature in range

1=

Over temp

HUMIDITY REMOVAL STATE: 1/0 (Yes/no).
RADIATION CONTROL STATE: 1/0 (Yes/no).
General notes on screen control
•

Energy screen temperature and humidity control is based on PI-control. The P and I
term determine how well the control will work. The P and I terms need to be adjusted
on site to give the best possible performance.

•

When the screen operation time ends the screens are opened based on the 1st opening
settings. There is no PI-control in this case.

•

In temperature and humidity control the desired screen position is calculated based on
the PI-control values. Then the control value limits, based on set-values, are applied. If
the calculated control step is smaller than the allowed minimum step the control value
is accumulated until the minimum step size is reached. The step may also never be
greater than the allowed maximum step size.

•

If both temperature and humidity control need to open screens the function with the
larger opening value is chosen.

•

When the humidity control has ended and the screens are open the controller will close
the screens according to temperature control.

•

If the temperature falls below the maximum allowed temperature fall during humidity
or temperature control the control is ended and screens are closed immediately using
normal closing sequence.
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•

Note that during temperature control the screen controller attempts to keep indoor
temperature at the DESIRED + MAX. TEMP RISE point.

MEASUREMENTS
Basic measurements

General
This screen is always displayed when the controller starts.
INDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): Current indoor temperature. There are two heating
measurements for the two different vent groups. The second group may be viewed by pushing
the right arrow key.
DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): The current desired indoor temperature the
controller tries to maintain (read only).
CALCULATED VENTILATION TEMPERATURE (°C): This value is calculated according to the
ventilation temperature mode and ventilation temperature/addition set-value. This
defines the desired (maximum) temperature inside the greenhouse.
HUMIDITY (%RH): Current indoor relative humidity. There are two humidity measurements
for the two different vent groups. The second group may be viewed by pushing the right arrow
key.
DESIRED MAXIMUM HUMIDITY (%RH): Current desired maximum indoor relative
humidity.
ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY (g/m3): Current indoor absolute humidity. There are two humidity
measurements for the two different vent groups. The second group may be viewed by pushing
the right arrow key.
UPPER PIPE TEMPERATURE (°C): Upper heating pipe temperature.
LOWER PIPE TEMPERATURE (°C): Lower heating pipe temperature.
LEFT VENT POSITION (%): Vent position 0-100% ( 0% is totally closed)
RIGHT VENT POSITION (%): Vent position 0-100% (0% is totally closed)
SCREEN 1 POSITION (%): Current position of screen 1. This value is updated also when
screens are operated manually.
SCREEN 2 POSITION (%): Current position of screen 2. This value is updated also when
screens are operated manually.
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE (°C): Current outside temperature measured by the weather
station.
SUN RADIATION (W/m2): Current radiation measured by the weather station.
CUMULATIVE RADIATION TODAY: Main radiation counter used as a base for many system
functions (heating, ventilation, lights, and screens).
WIND DIRECTION (°): Current wind direction measured by the weather station. The value is
relative to the greenhouse not to geographical directions.
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WIND SPEED (m/s): Current wind speed.
RAIN: Indicates whether it is raining (1) or not (0). The rain sensor needs a certain level of
rain before rain is detected so this value does not necessary indicate light rains or rains that
have a very short period.
Weather station measurements (W eather )
The following measurements are made by the weather station. If the weather station is not
connected to the current controller these measurements are received through the network from
the weather station controller.
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE (°C): Current outside temperature measured by the weather
station.
WIND DIRECTION (°): Current wind direction measured by the weather station. The value is
relative to the greenhouse, not to geographical directions.
WIND SPEED (m/s): Current wind speed.
RAIN: Indicates whether it is raining (Yes) or not (No). The rain sensor needs a certain level of
rain before rain is detected so this value does not necessary indicate light rains or rains that
have a very short period.
SUN RADIATION (W/m2): Current outdoor radiation measured by the weather station.
INSIDE RADIATION (W/m2): A calculated radiation value based on the greenhouse type,
the cover material used and the height of sun. This is the radiation inside the greenhouse
above the screens and vegetative lights.
SHADED RADIATION (W/m2): Calculated radiation based on inside radiation, screen
filtering factor and screen position. This is radiation inside greenhouse below screens.
ARTIFICIAL RADIATION (W/m2): Calculated radiation based on the light group settings
and ON state.
EFFECTIVE RADIATION (W/m2): A calculated radiation value, which is a sum of the
SHADED RADIATION and ARTIFICIAL RADIATION and indicates the effective radiation at
vegetation level.
CUMULATIVE RADIATION TODAY, SUN (Wh/m2): Main radiation counter used as a
base for many system functions (heating, ventilation, lights, and screens). Calculation is based
on the weather station radiation measurement.
CUMULATIVE RADIATION TODAY, VEGETATION (Wh/m2): Calculated radiation counter
based on EFFECTIVE RADIATION.
CUMULATIVE RAD. YESTERDAY (Wh/m2): The cumulative sun radiation of yesterday. The
radiation sum is updated at midnight.
SUNRISE: The sunrise time calculated by the controller for today. The LATITUDE and MIDDAY
MOMENT need to be set correctly for this value to be correct.
SUNSET: The sunset time calculated by the controller for today. The LATITUDE and MIDDAY
MOMENT need to be set correctly for this value to be correct.
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SUN ALTITUDE: The current altitude of the sun. Value is used when calculation effective
radiation at vegetation level.
Misc measurements
CO2 measurements
The second CO2 group may be viewed by pushing the right arrow on the keyboard.
MEASURED CO2 CONCENTRATION (ppm): Current measured carbon dioxide concentration.
DESIRED CONCENTRATION (ppm): Current desired carbon dioxide concentration based on
set-values.
Soil heating measurements
The second soil heating group may be viewed by pushing the right arrow on the keyboard.
SOIL TEMPERATURE (°C): Soil or substrate temperature.
SOIL PIPE TEMPERATURE (°C): Soil heating pipe temperature.
External measurements
MEASUREMENT NAME: Name of the external measurement.
MEASUREMENT VALUE: The value of the external measurement. The measurement unit
depends on the sensor and target measurement.
Misc
WATER CONSUMPTION (l): Cumulative water consumption measured by the water meter
(irrigation).
External measurements
The external measurements also display substrate VWC measurements. An external
measurement may either be an external measurement or a substrate VWC measurement
depending on the defined Measurement type. External measurements and substrate
measurements are displayed in the same screen.
MEASUREMENT NAME: Name of the external measurement or substrate measurement.
MEASUREMENT VALUE: Current value of the selected measurement.
MEASUREMENT TYPE (Normal=0/Subst.=1): Setting this value to 0 selects external
measurement. If the value is set to 1 the measurement is defined as a substrate VWC
measurement.
If the measurement type is Substrate the following values are updated.
SUBSTRATE MEAN VWC, [%]: This value is the mean value of the selected substrate sensor
measurements.. The value is the VWC value in percent.
SUBSTRATE MEAN EC (ECp) [mS/cm]: The displayed value is the mean pore EC value of
the selected substrate sensor measurements.
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SUBSTRATE MEAN TEMPERATURE: The displayed value is the mean temperature value of
the selected substrate sensor measurements.
Status for heating, ventilation and humidity control (Measurements/Status)
HEATING STATE: The state of the water pipe heating is on if the desired temperature of any
of the heating pipes is higher than that of the current indoor temperature and the circulation
pumps are on. If the circulation pumps are off it follows that the heating state is off. Whether
the circulation pump state is taken into account depends on the set-value of Circulation pump
function in the Pipes settings. If the function is AUTO or ON the state of the circulation pump is
taken into account. If the function is OFF the circulation function state is ignored when
determining the heating state.
The Heating fan states are not taken into account. These are displayed separately.
CIRCULATION PUMP STATE: The current running state of the circulation pump.
HEATING FAN 1: On when fan 1 is running, otherwise off.
HEATING FAN 2: On when fan 2 is running, otherwise off.
VENTILATION GROUP 1 STATE and VENTILATION GROUP 2 STATE: The ventilation
status is on when any one of the vents in use is more open than the set minimum position (see
VENT. STATE MINIMUM set value).
HUMIDITY CONTROL STATE: Displays which humidity removal functions are active (heating,
ventilation, screens):
HUMIDITY CONTROL FAN: On when humidity control fan is running.
MULTIPURPOSE FAN: On when multipurpose fan is running.
IRRIGATION PUMP: On when the irrigation pump is running.
MISTING PUMP: On when the misting pump is running.
Important note: the fan and pump status values are based on the current control state i.e.
what the controller attempts to do. There is no feedback from any of the physical devices to
determine whether they are functioning properly or if they are broken.
Heating measurements
Heating
INDOOR TEMPERATURE: Measured indoor temperature
DESIRED INDOOR TEMPERATURE: Desired indoor temperature that is calculated based on
current active clock group and the base and day temperature set-values.
CALCULATED VENT.TEMPERATURE: Current active ventilation temperature calculated based
on the ventilation settings.
HUMIDITY (%RH): Current indoor relative humidity. There are two humidity measurements
for the two different vent groups. The second group may be viewed by pushing the right arrow
key.
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DESIRED MAXIMUM HUMIDITY (%RH): Current desired maximum indoor relative
humidity.
AVERAGE SET TEMPERATURE (°C): This value is the average of the basic temperature
settings in all active temperature clock groups. The value is calculated from the BASE
TEMPERATURE set-values.
CALCULATED RADIATION CORR.: The radiation correction is calculated based on the
previous day radiation sum calculations. See heating set-values description for more information
on this.
The EFFECTIVE SETTINGS section displays the currently active settings based on the current
heating clock group (time period).
HEATING GROUP: Active heating clock group.
BASE TEMPERATURE: Active base temperature value.
DAY TEMPERATURE: Active day temperature set value.
DAY TEMP. RADIATION LEVEL: Active radiation level for the Day Temperature.
VENT GROUP: Active ventilation clock group.
VENT. FUNCTION MODE: Active ventilation function mode
VENT.TEMP/VENT.ADDITION: Active ventilation temperature/ventilation addition.
Pipe groups
UPPER PIPE TEMPERATURE: Measured upper pipe temperature.
LOWER PIPE TEMPERATURE: Measured lower pipe temperature.
LOWER PIPE 2 TEMPERATURE: Measured second lower pipe temperature.
PIPE GROUP: Current active pipe group
DESIRED UPPER PIPE TEMP.: Current calculated value for upper pipe. The controller
attempts to keep the pipe temperature at this value.
DESIRED LOWER PIPE TEMP.: Current calculated value for lower pipe.
DESIRED LOWER PIPE 2 TEMP.: Current calculated value for second lower pipe.
UPPER PIPE MINIMUM: Current upper pipe minimum. Value is calculated based on the
active pipe group settings.
LOWER PIPE MINIMUM: Current lower pipe minimum. The value is calculated based on the
active pipe group settings.
LOWER PIPE 2 MINIMUM: Current second lower pipe minimum. The value is calculated
based on the active pipe group settings.
CIRCULATION PUMP STATE: Status values indicating the current state of the circulation
pumps: 0 = OFF, 1 = ON.
Boiler house
These measurements and values are described in detail in BOILER HOUSE CONTROLLER
section of this manual
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Ventilation measurements (Ventil)
Ventilation groups (1 and 2)
INDOOR TEMPERATURE (°C): The indoor temperature of the current ventilation program.
HUMIDITY (%RH): The humidity of the current ventilation program.
VENT CLOCK GROUP: Current active ventilation clock group (time period).
CALCULATED VENT. TEMPERATURE (°C): This value is calculated according to ventilation
temperature mode and ventilation temperature/addition set value. This defines the desired
(maximum) temperature inside the greenhouse.
PRIMARY SIDE: Internally determined primary side.
VENT GROUP: Defines values for the named vent group
LEFT VENT POSITION (%): Ventilator position 0- 100%, 0% is totally closed.
RIGHT VENT POSITION (%): Ventilator position 0- 100%, 0% is totally closed.
EFFECTIVE LIMIT: Current active limiting factor for the vents.
Normal (0):
Primary (1):
Fumigation (2):

normal minimum and maximum values are in effect for left
and right vents
Primary limits are in effect for left and right vents
The fumigation function is in effect and the fumigation
limits apply

Rain (3):

The rain limits are in effect

Wind (4):

The wind speed dependent limits are in effect

Storm (5):

The storm limits are in effect

Low temp (6):

Low temperature limits are in effect. Vents are closed.

Frost (7):

Outside temperature is below VENTILATION PREVENTED
BELOW the set-value. Vents are closed

Calibrating (8):

Vent position calibration is active

Off (9):

Ventilation function is off and the vents are closed.

LEFT MAXIMUM (%): Current left vent maximum.
LEFT MINIMUM (%): Current left vent minimum.
RIGHT MAXIMUM (%): Current right vent maximum.
RIGHT MINIMUM (%): Current right vent minimum.
Cooling
DUCT TEMPERATURE 1 - 4 (°C): Measured duct temperature of the four possible duct
measurements.
ALARMS AND WARNINGS
The integrated alarm and warning system indicates before any damage happens that the
controller is for some reason unable to control the conditions required. For all main control
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targets there is an alarm available. For every alarm the grower may decide beforehand the
allowed range of measurement, the delay for warning and the delay for alarm and if the alarm
relay is activated during this alarm.
Alarm handling
Alarms are handled in two stages: first a warning is released and then an alarm. When a
measurement value exceeds its alarm limits the system first waits for a defined amount of time
before a warning is released. This delay is the warning delay. If the measurement value does
not return to within its allowed limits during the warning delay period a warning is generated.
The warning now shows up on the alarm list and an alarm signal (audible beep) may be heard.
The system now waits for a second defined amount of time. This delay is the alarm delay. If the
measurement value does not return to within its allowed limits during this time an alarm is
released. The alarm may activate the alarm relay if desired.
The difference between a warning and an alarm is that if the measurement value returns to
within its allowed limits when only the warning is active (i.e. during the alarm delay time) the
warning will automatically be marked as ended and the alarm signal will stop. On the other
hand, if an alarm is generated it will not be marked as ended even if the measurement value
returns to within its limits. The user must always acknowledge an alarm. When the alarm is
acknowledged the alarm signal will stop and the alarm relay (if in use) will be released. NOTE
that the alarm sound and the alarm relay are on as long as there are any outstanding alarms.
Example 1: In the figure below the measurement value exceeds its alarm limit and the

Warning delay counter is activated. Since the measurement value returns to within its limits
during the Warning delay time, no warming is re- leased (i.e. no beeps).

Alarm limit
Measurement
value

Time
Warning delay time

Example 2: In the figure below the measurement value exceeds its alarm limit and the

Warning delay counter is activated. The measurement value does not return to within its limits
during the Warning delay time, and a warning is released. The warning is recorded in the alarm
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list and a beep sound may be heard. In addition the Alarm delay countdown starts. As the
measurement value returns to within its limits during the alarm delay, the warning is marked as
ended and the beep is stopped.
Alarm limit

Warning
delay time

Measurement value

Alarm
delay time

Time

Warning ends
here. No alarm

Warning issued
here

Example 3: In the next figure the measurement value exceeds and stays outside its limits. In
this case an alarm is generated and even though the measurement value eventually falls below
its alarm limit the alarm is not ended. An alarm may be ended only by a user
acknowledgement.
Alarm limit

Warning delay
time

Warning issued
here

Measurement
value

Time

Alarm delay
time

Alarm issued
here

Active
alarm

Viewing alarms
The controller has a table of the last 20 alarms/warnings. The reason, start time and the
possible stop time for each of these 20 alarms is also stored.
The most recent active warning/alarm may be viewed by pushing the Alarms - key. In the top
right corner the name of the warning/alarm is displayed and below its status, either Warning,

Alarm, Ended or Removed. The following lines show when the warning/alarm has started and
ended and if the alarm has been acknowledged.
The alarm table may be scrolled with left and right arrow keys.
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The alarm list is always kept in the following order:
1

Active alarms in descending time order

2

Active warnings in descending time order

3

Acknowledged alarms in descending time order

4

Acknowledged warnings in descending time order

5

Ended alarms in descending time order

6

Removed alarms in descending time order

7

Empty slots

Acknowledging alarms
View the alarm table by pushing the Alarms - key. You may bring other alarms into view by
scrolling the table with the left and right arrow keys. The alarm is acknowledged by setting the
ACKNOWLEDGE set-value to Ack. Acknowledging the alarm stops the alarm signal and the
alarm relay operation. The Alarm status will stay on for as long as the measurement value stays
outside its allowed limits. When the measurement value returns to within its limits, the Alarm
status is changed to Warning and eventually (after one minute) to Ended. At this time the

Ended time is recorded.
Removing alarms
View the alarm table by pushing the Alarms - key. You may view other alarms by scrolling the
table with the left and right arrow keys. The alarm is removed by setting the REMOVE ALARM
set-value to Remove. Removing the alarm stops the alarm signal and the alarm relay
operation. The Alarm status is changed to Removed and the alarm itself is treated as not
effective. If the measurement value is still outside its limits the alarm will be released after the
set-delays. A removed alarm is treated as one that has never happened. NOTE: an Ended
alarm cannot be removed.
Alarm programming
All the alarms may be fine-tuned to suit most purposes. The warning delay, alarm delay and
alarm relay operation for each alarm may be defined individually.
The set-values for the different alarms may be viewed by pushing Limits (F2) on the Alarms
screen. All of the different alarm settings may be viewed with the left and right arrow keys.
Note that the alarm programming screen has 2 pages. The alarm relay operation may be
defined on the 2nd page.
All the alarms have the following set values:
HIGH LIMIT: If the measurement rises above this value a warning and an alarm is released
after the defined delays. This happens regardless of the MAXIMUM ERROR set value.
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LOW LIMIT: If the measurement falls below this value a warning and an alarm is released
after the defined delays. This happens regardless of the MAXIMUM ERROR set value.
MAXIMUM ERROR: This set-value determines how much the measurement may deviate from
the desired value. E.g. if the maximum error for humidity is set to 20 % and the valid maximum
humidity is 70% the humidity may vary between 50 & 90% without any warning or alarm.
WARNING DELAY (min): If the measurement value exceeds the allowed range for a longer
period than this set-value defines, a warning will be released. If the measurement returns to
the allowed range before this time has elapsed there will be no warning. This delay prevents
unwanted warnings for short time deviations.
ALARM DELAY (min): If the measurement exceeds the allowed range for a longer period
than this set-value defines after the warning has started, an alarm will be released. If the
measurement returns to the allowed range before this time has elapsed no alarm will be
released.
ALARM RELAY: The controller has one common alarm relay. You can determine (for every
alarm) if the relay will be used for this alarm or not. Using the relay for some kind of indicator
makes the alarm more visible. It is also possible to use the relay with a booster relay for
starting some other device to clarify some very critical alarm.
Definable alarms
Low temperature alarm: The low temperature alarm is activated if the indoor temperature
goes below the low limit. The high limit is ignored. Maximum error is calculated from the
DESIRED TEMPERATURE and is in effect only when the temperature is lower than the desired
temperature.
High temperature alarm: The high temperature alarm is activated if the indoor temperature
rises above the high limit. The low limit is ignored. Maximum error is calculated from the
DESIRED VENTILATION TEMPERATURE and is only in effect when the temperature is higher
than the desired ventilation temperature.
Lower pipe temperature: This alarm is for lower pipe temperature. The low and high limit
set-values are the absolute limits for the approved temperature. Maximum error is calculated
from the actual calculated desired pipe temperature. This alarm will show if the three-way valve
is leaking or mechanically damaged.
Lower pipe 2 temperature: This alarm is for the second lower pipe temperature. The low
and high limit set values are the absolute limits for the approved temperature. Maximum error
is calculated from the actual calculated desired pipe temperature. This alarm will show if the
three-way valve is leaking or mechanically damaged.
Upper pipe temperature: This alarm is for the upper pipe temperature. The low and high
limit set-values are the absolute limits for approved temperature. Maximum error is calculated
from the actual calculated desired pipe temperature. This alarm will show if the three-way valve
is leaking or mechanically damaged.
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Temperature 2: The temperature 2 alarm is activated if the indoor temperature 2
(temperature measurement for ventilation group 2) rises above the high limit. The low limit is
ignored. Maximum error is calculated from the DESIRED VENTILATION TEMPERATURE 2 and is
only in effect when the temperature is higher than the desired ventilation temperature for the
second ventilation group.
Soil pipe temperature (1-2): This alarm is for soil heating pipe temperature. The low and
high limit set-values are the absolute limits for the approved temperature. Maximum error is
calculated from the actual calculated desired pipe temperature. This alarm will show if the
three-way valve is leaking or mechanically damaged.
Soil temperature (1-2): This alarm is for the growing media (substrate) temperature. The
low and high limit set-values are the absolute limits for the approved temperature. Maximum
error is calculated from the desired soil temperature.
Humidity: This alarm is for the indoor relative humidity. The low and high limit set-values are
the absolute limits for relative humidity. Maximum error is calculated from the actual calculated
maximum humidity.
CO2 (1-2): This alarm is for CO2 concentration. There are separate alarms for the two CO2
groups. The low and high limit set-values are the absolute limits for CO2 concentration.
Maximum error is calculated from the actual calculated desired concentration.
Central pipe (Cntr. pipe): This alarm is for the Boiler house central pipe temperature. The
low and high limit set-values are the absolute limits for the desired temperature. Maximum
error is calculated from the actual calculated desired central pipe temperature. This alarm will
show if the three-way valve is leaking or mechanically damaged or if the boilers are not able to
give enough heat to the system.
Boiler temp (Boil. temp): This alarm is for the Boiler house boiler temperature. The low and
high limit set-values are the absolute limits for the desired boiler temperature. Maximum error
is calculated from the actual calculated desired boiler temperature. This alarm will show if the
boilers are not able to give enough heat to the system.
Boiler 1-3: This alarm is for the Boiler house boiler-fail input. The low and high limit set-values
are only used to determine whether an alarm should be generated when the boiler-fail input is
ON or OFF. If the ON state is deemed as a fail the low and high limit values should both be set
to 0. If the OFF state is deemed as a fail the limit values should be set to 1. Maximum error is
not meaningful and should be set to 1. This alarm will show if the boilers have an internal fail
e.g. burner failure.
Extern 1-20: These alarms correspond to the 20 external measurement channels. Each
external measurement channel may be monitored for low and high limits. The Maximum error
value is not used as there is no desired value for the external measurements.
General control 1-6: These correspond to the six general control channel measurements.
Each channel may be monitored for low and high limits and the maximum error value.
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General control pipe 1-6: These correspond to the six general control channel pipe
temperature measurements. Each channel may be monitored for low and high limits and the
maximum error value.
NOTE: These alarms are functional only when the general control CONTROL MODE is set to

PID pipe.
PT Ref: This alarm is raised when an error in the PT-reference measurements is detected. PT
reference measurements are used for the main controller temperature and humidity
measurements. PT Ref alarm indicates a major system malfunction and to prevent erroneous
control in this situation the main controller functions will be stopped when this alarm is
raised! These include the heating, ventilation, soil heating and humidity control functions. In
addition those measurements, which are based on PT-measurement values are not updated
during PT-alarm situation.
NOTE: Please contact service personnel any time the P T Ref alarm is released.
The factory value settings of this alarm should not normally be changed by the user. When in
doubt, please contact service personnel.
Irrigation: This alarm is raised when an irrigation problem is detected. The problem may be in
the water flow (Flow alarm see below) or when using wireless irrigation control or connection to
the remote irrigation controller is lost within allowed time.
A water flow problem is detected when the irrigation mode of the currently irrigating group is
set to Quantity (litres) and the current valve time runs out. In this situation an Irrigation alarm
is raised.
An irrigation alarm may also be raised when wireless irrigation control is used and the
connection to the active remote units is lost. In this case there is a possibility that the current
active valve has not irrigated properly and the alarm is raised.
When the irrigation alarm is raised the active group and valve numbers are recorded in the

Measured value variable in the from G.VV, where G is the group and VV is the valve number
that caused the alarm. E.g. a value “6.03” is interpreted as group 6 valve 3 did not work as
expected.
The upper and lower limits of this alarm should normally be set to 0. If the upper limit is
greater than 0, the alarm is effectively ignored.
Internally the alarm value is based on the status value Flow alarm (which may be found in the

Basic settings) and the limiting time value Valve timeout (addition) (defined in irrigation group
valve times settings). The alarm is raised if the Flow alarm value is not 0 or if the current active
valve time has not decreased to 0 in the permitted time.
For more information on the Flow alarm value see Basic settings below. The Flow alarm value is
reset to 0 when this alarm is acknowledged.
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Substrate sensor: This alarm is raised when the system cannot get updated readings for any
sensor in use. The alarm is based on the Sensor state value. When the Sensor state value
exceeds the alarm upper limit or lower limit, the alarm is released. The lower limit is usually set
to 0 and the upper limit to 10 (defaults). This means that the warning and alarm delays start
running when no measurements are received from a sensor for the last 5 to 10 minutes,
depending on the sensor type. A warning or an alarm is raised when the delays have run out.
The maximum error is set to 0 and the other values are set as required. The warning and alarm
delays should be set reasonably low because the upper limit in itself already includes a 5 - 10
minute delay when the sensor is not functioning properly. When the upper limit is set to 10 the
delay for VWC 2 and VWC 3 sensors is approximately 10 minutes and for the VWC 4 sensor it is
approximately 5 minutes.
Substrate VWC: This alarm is common for all substrate humidity (VWC) sensor
measurements. The Upper and Lower limits may be set. An alarm will be raised when any of
the VWC measurements exceed either limit. The maximum error value is not used in this alarm.
The Measured value indicates the sensor channel number which caused the alarm. Note
that this is not the erroneous humidity value. The actual measured value should be checked in
appropriate measurement screen.
Substrate EC: This alarm is common for all substrate EC sensor measurements. The Upper
and Lower limits may be set. An alarm will be raised when any of the EC measurements
exceed either limit. The maximum error value is not used in this alarm. The Measured value
indicates the sensor channel number which caused the alarm. Note that this is not the
erroneous EC value. The actual measured value should be checked in appropriate measurement
screen.
Substrate Temp: This alarm is common for all substrate temperature sensor measurements.
The Upper and Lower limits may be set. An alarm will be raised when any of the temperature
measurements exceed either limit. The maximum error value is not used in this alarm. The
Measured value indicates the sensor channel number which caused the alarm. Note that
this is not the erroneous temperature value. The actual measured value should be checked in
the appropriate measurement screen.
PT Alarms: PT-alarms have been improved by separating the alarms into two different alarm
types. Alarms are now separated into PT reference alarm (PT Ref, alarm setting 15) and the
actual PT measurement (PT-Meas, alarm setting 58). The Measured value displays the first PT
measurement channel number (in measurement parameters) that has caused the alarm. Please
note that other PT measurement channels may also be in error state.
This alarm is raised when an error in the PT temperature measurements is detected. PT
temperature measurements are used for the main controller temperature and humidity
measurements. PT Meas alarm indicates a major system malfunction and to prevent erroneous
control in this situation the main controller functions will be stopped when the alarm is
raised! These include the heating, ventilation, soil heating and humidity control functions. In
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addition those measurements which are based on PT measurement values are not updated
during the PT alarm situation.
NOTE: Please contact service personnel any time the P T M eas alarm is released.
The factory value settings of this alarm should not normally be changed by the user. When in
doubt, please contact service personnel.
Wireless node
This alarm is raised when a remote node has not been communicating for a number of minutes.
The Upper limit is set to the number of minutes a node is allowed to be non-communicating.
The Lower limits should always be set to 0. The maximum error value is not used in this alarm.
The Measured value indicates the network ID of the node causing the alarm.
BASIC SETTINGS
Overview
There are many settings, which normally will be set during installation and initial configuration.
These values may be found under basic settings. However the user may have a need to change
these values if the configuration changes or it turns out that some settings are not acceptable.
Therefore all the settings are briefly explained here and if any questions arise, the user should
contact authorized service personnel.
Basic settings
ZONE NAME: Each controller may have its own name, given by the user.
LATITUDE: In the place of installation. Needed to calculate sunrise/sunset times.
NORTH OFFSET: This value is reserved for future enhancements and is not currently
in use. The controller measures the wind direction relative to greenhouse left/right side. For
the user it may be desirable to see actual geographical directions i.e. north = 0 and south =
180 degrees. This setting is the offset between greenhouse and real direction.
MIDDAY MOMENT: Is the time when sun is in the south, on 21st of March. Needed to
calculate sunrise/sunset times. This must be changed by one hour if clock is changed to
summertime/normal time.
If the time is changed by +1:00 hour (i.e. adding one hour to the current time) when changing
over to summer time then the midday moment has to be changed accordingly i.e. adding one
hour to the set-value. The same applies when returning to normal time.
CONTROL MODE: Controller may be set to idle mode during non-growing season.
0 = Non growing season mode.
1 = normal use
When Non growing season mode is selected the following functions are disabled:
•

Heating control
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•

Ventilation control

•

Humidity removal including humidity fan

•

Soil temperature control

•

Screens

•

All Alarms

All other functions are enabled e.g. irrigation, misting, CO2, and lights. Please note that as
alarms are disabled no alarms from these control functions are raised.
NUMBER OF (XXX)-GROUPS: This tells controller how many groups in each function should
be controlled.
DELAY BETWEEN LIGHT GROUPS: Explained in lighting section of manual
REMOTE CONTROL: Explained in lighting section of manual
ZONE AREA [m2]: The area of the zone or greenhouse. This value is used for total energy
consumption calculation.
HOUSE TYPE (RADIATION):
0 = Not used: The house type is not defined and is not used in any calculations
1 = Maximum light: The house is constructed for maximum natural light
2 = Normal, no lights: Normal house construction without vegetative lighting.
3 = Lights + screens: House with vegetative lights and screens installed
LIGHT TRANSMISSION CONSTANT: The light transmission constant is usually defined by
the greenhouse cover material supplier. If no value is available, the following approximations
may be used:
Glass: 0.8 – 0.9
PC: 0.8 – 0.9
PE (double): 0.6 – 0.75
This value is independent of the HOUSE TYPE definition and affects the radiation calculation
even if HOUSE TYPE is set to 0. If this value is not used it must be set to 1.
DIRECT TRANSM. CONSTANT: Calculated value which is obtained from the house type and
the material used. Indicates the amount of direct light in the greenhouse.
DIFFUSE TRANSM. CONSTANT: Calculated value which indicates the indirect light inside the
greenhouse.
Irrigation and Misting settings (I rrig/ M ist )
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Irrigation
SIMULTANEOUS IRRIGATION GROUPS: Indicates how many irrigation groups may be
running on this system at the same time.
FLOW ALARM: Indicates a detected water flow problem during irrigation. The value is
normally 0. When a problem is detected the value reflects the last group and valve number,
which had problems with flow. The value is coded as a decimal number in the format G.VV
where G is the group number and VV is the valve number. This value is reset to 0 when the
corresponding Irrigation alarm is acknowledged.
Misting
SIMULTANEOUS MISTING GROUPS: Indicates how many misting groups may be running
on this system at the same time.
Irrigation and Misting master function
A controller may be used as an irrigation master on the network. This means that one controller
is defined as an irrigation master. This master is then responsible for granting irrigation
permissions to other controllers on the network. Other controllers (denoted as slaves) will send
an irrigation request to the master. The irrigation will not start until the master grants an
irrigation permission.
There may be more than one irrigation master on the same network. The controlling master is
selected in each irrigation group separately
It is not mandatory for a controller to request irrigation permissions from the master even if a
master exists on the network. Any controller may always use its internal irrigation queue.
In addition, each irrigation group may be separately marked as an internal group or as a group
controlled by the irrigation master. The irrigations of one controller may thus be partly
controlled by the master and partly by the internal irrigation control.
On the master up to 30 irrigation group states are internally queued. The queue may be viewed
in the Irrigation/GrpStat screen (see Group status section in this manual).
All irrigation requests are served on a first come basis. New requests are always entered last in
the list. An irrigation queue entry is cleared when the irrigation completes. Then a new
irrigation request may take its place. There is also a timeout in the irrigation queue. If a slave
has not sent a status message to the master within the Irrigation master timeout period
(currently 90 seconds), a time-out is generated for the irrigation group and it is cleared from
the list. A time-out implies that the irrigation is not active any more.
All the controllers and groups on the network are recognized but only the 30 most recent
requests are stored and queued internally. If more requests are encountered, they all compete
for the same master resource and are randomly entered (last) into the queue when a queue
entry is cleared (see above). This also implies that the maximum number of simultaneous
irrigations is limited to 30 on one single master.
To set up an irrigation master-slave system, the following values have to be set.
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Irrigation Master set-up
IRRIGATION MASTER: set this value to one on the master and to zero on all slaves.
MAXIMUM IRRIGATION GROUPS ON NET: set this value to the maximum allowed
simultaneous irrigations (irrigating irrigation groups) allowed on the network. This value is
determined based on available water supply.
IRRIGATION PUMP CONTROL: If this value is set to 1 any active external irrigation group
controlled by this master will activate the irrigation pump (in addition to the internal groups).
Value 0 disables this network irrigation pump control function.
Irrigation Slave set-up
The following values are Irrigation group specific. Each irrigation group may be separately set
up be controlled by the irrigation master or internally.
NOTE: If the irrigation groups on the Irrigation Master must be part of the network wide
irrigation control, the values below should be set up on the master the same as the ones on a
slave.
EXTERNAL GROUP NUMBER: set this value to 1 if the group needs to be controlled by the
master. Set this value to 0 if the group should be controlled internally.
GROUP MASTER NUMBER: set this value to the network ID number of the irrigation master.
If this value is set to 0 the group is handled internally (the default function).
Misting master function
The misting master function is identical to the Irrigation master function. See the Irrigation
master function section above for a functional description. The misting set values are found in
Basic settings and Misting group settings.
MISTING MASTER: set this value to one on the master and to zero on all slaves.
MAXIMUM MISTING GROUPS ON NET: set this value to the maximum allowed
simultaneous misting operations allowed on the network. This value is determined based on
available water supply.
MISTING PUMP CONTROL: If this value is set to 1 any running external misting group
controlled by this master will activate the misting pump (in addition to the internal groups). A
value of 0 disables this network misting pump control function.
For slave definitions, see the Misting group definitions (MistGrp) above.
Irrigation group definitions (I rrGrp )
The individual groups may be viewed by using the left and right arrow keys.
IRRIGATION GROUP DEFINITIONS: Each group may have an individual name. The name
is set here and may be viewed in irrigation group displays.
RELAY NUMBER FOR GROUP VALVE 1 - 10: This set-value defines the valve number in
Control parameters corresponding to this group valve. The actual physical valve (relay) used
is defined in the Control parameter settings.
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Each irrigation group may control up to 10 irrigation valves. These valves may be selected from
the total irrigation valve "pool" of 30, defined in the Control parameters (VALVE1...VALVE30).
The physical connection i.e. the relay that is used to control the physical valve in the
greenhouse is defined by the VALVE1...VALVE30 Control parameters.
Irrigation Group 1
Relay Number for

Control Parameters

Group Valve 1 - 10:

Physical
Valves/Relays

Valve 1:

2

Valve 2:

4

Valve 2

Valve 3:

5

Valve 3

Valve 4:

28

Valve 4

Valve 5:

0

Valve 5

Valve 6:

0

Valve 7:

0

Valve 8

0

Valve 27

Valve 9:

0

Valve 28

Valve 10:

0

Valve 1

Valve 26

Valve 29
Valve 30

EXTERNAL CONTROL NUMBER: Defines the external measurement group number 1 - 20
used to control the function of this group. If the value is set to 0, no external input control is
used.
EXTERNAL ALARM FUNCTION: Defines the function of how the External measurement
channel alarm will be released when the measurement exceeds the alarm limits. This is only
valid when the external measurement channel is used to control irrigation.
0 = No alarms:

External measurement does not raise an alarm.
An alarm is raised only when an irrigation is

1 = Alarm when irrigation is active:

active i.e. irrigation is running or the operation
times are valid.

2 = Always:

An alarm is raised disregarding the irrigation
operation.

EXTERNAL GROUP NUMBER: If the irrigation group needs to be controlled by an irrigation
master this value has to be set to a value between 1 and 10. Currently the value is not
important and 1 may be used in all cases. If no master control is desired the value should be
set to 0. For further information see Irrigation master function below.
GROUP MASTER NUMBER: Defines the net identification number of the irrigation master. If
the irrigation group needs to be controlled by an irrigation master, this value must be set to the
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network ID number of the master. Irrigation requests are automatically sent to the master
when this value is non-zero and the GROUP NO IN MIXER is non-zero. If the value is set to 0
all irrigation requests are handled internally (standard case). For further information see
Irrigation master function below.
Misting group definitions (M istGrp )
MISTING GROUP DEFINITIONS: Each group may have an individual name. The name is
defined here and may be viewed in misting group displays.
RELAY NUMBER FOR GROUP VALVE 1 - 10: This tells you which misting valve relay is in
which group valve. User can check the relay number from connection diagram.
DELAY BETWEEN VALVES (s): Defines the pause time between consecutive misting valves.
EXTERNAL CONTROL NUMBER: Defines the external measurement channel (1 - 20) used to
control misting for this group. If the value is set to 0 no external input control is used.
GROUP MASTER NUMBER: A misting group may also be controlled by a misting master on
the network. If the controller needs to be controlled by the master, this value has to be set to
the ID number of the master. Misting requests are then automatically sent to the master and a
misting permission is required from the master before a group may start. If this value is set
to 0 requests are handled internally (standard case).
System information (M isc )
DATE: Current date known to the controller.
TIME: Current internal clock time of the system. This must be set correctly for the system to
function properly.
SOFTWARE TYPE: Indicates the type of software running on the controller.
SOFTWARE VERSION: The software release number. This value must be included in any
trouble reports
RELEASE DATE: The date the software was released.
MACHINE ID NUMBER: The unique controller Network ID number. This number must be set
for the controller to be able to communicate on the network. It is also needed for PC
communications. The controller is identified by this number on the network, not by its name.
The value may be freely chosen between 100 and 149 and it must be unique. It is the
responsibility of the installer to ensure that this value is correct.
PC MACHINE ID: ID number of the PC (if any) on the network. The controller will transmit
any changed set-values and measurement values periodically to this machine.
TRANSMIT WEATHER INFO: Indicates whether this machine is set up as a Weather Station
or not. If the value is 1, this machine will measure weather station information and transmit it
periodically to the network.
SEND PIPE TEMP TO BOILER (0=NO): Indicates whether this controller sends its pipe
temperatures to the boiler controller. If the value is 0, no information is transmitted to the
network. If the value is non-zero, the number indicates the ID number of the boiler controller.
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The data is then sent every CENTRAL PIPE CONTROL CALCULATION INTERVAL/2
([Control settings]/Heating [F1]) to the boiler controller.
LOCKING MODE: Keyboard may be locked from unauthorized use. 0 = NO LOCKING, 1 =
LOCKING WITH PASSWORD, 2 = LOCKING AFTER TIMEOUT.
LOCKING DELAY: Duration after last keystroke to lock keyboard. See details in keyboard
section.
BACKLIGHT TIMEOUT (mm.ss): Timeout for the LCD display back panel light. The light is
automatically lit whenever a key is hit.
CONTROL SETTINGS
Control parameters
These are the controllers internal parameters, which should not be changed without advice
from service personnel. These may be changed if conditions or the construction of the
greenhouse is different from the normal situation.
Heating control parameters (Heating )
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the heating PID controller.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Integration time (Ti) of the heating PID-controller.
DERIVATIVE TIME (TD) (min): Derivative time (TD) of the heating PID-controller.
CONTROL INTERVAL (min): Defines how often a new control value is calculated. A (default)
value of 1 means that a new control value is calculated with a 1 minute interval. A value of 5
means that a new value is calculated once every 5 minutes.
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE CHANGE FACTOR (1/°C): This set-value is used to determine
the effect of the outside temperature change on the indoor temperature and on the needed
heating power during the last 10 minutes.
HEATING/VENTILATION CHANGE PT.: Defines the point where the controller changes over
to ventilation completely and sets the pipe temperatures to minimum. The change point is
defined in percent (%) based on the Desired temperature and Ventilation temperature. The
default is 50%, which causes the heating to stop completely when the indoor temperature rises
above the half-way point between the desired temperature and the ventilation temperature.
This is the traditional functionality. The value may change between 0 and 200%
This value may be used to fine tune the heating function e.g. in humidity removal. Heating may
be allowed even at the ventilation temperature if so desired.
Example: if the desired indoor temperature is 18ºC, the calculated ventilation temperature is
24ºC and the change point. 50%, the heating controller will set the pipe temperature to
minimum when the measured indoor temperature rises above 21ºC. To the same extent, if the

change point is 100% the heating will stop at 24ºC. If set to 200% the heating stops at 30 ºC.
NOTE: this value does not affect the normal heating PID calculations. It only affects the desired
pipe temperature.
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OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE CHANGE FACTOR: This set-value is used to determine the effect
of the outside temperature change on the indoor temperature and on the needed heating
power during the last 10 minutes.
RADIATION CHANGE FACTOR: This setting is used to predict the effect of radiation on the
indoor temperature. Changing this set-value is required only in special cases. Please consult the
service personnel. Range: 0 - 3.0.
SPEED OF RADIATION CHANGE FACTOR: This affects the time constant of the greenhouse.
This setting is for slowing down the effects of extreme radiation changes during a partly
clouded day. Changing this set value is needed only in special cases. Please consult the service
personnel. Range 0.5...0.8.
UPPER/LOWER PIPE MODE: Defines main pipes in use.
1 = Both (upper and lower) pipes are in use
2 = Only the lower pipe is in use
3 = Only upper pipe is in use
NOTES:
1
2

If a second lower pipe is in use only modes 1 or 2 may be used. Using mode 3 in
this case will result in undefined behaviour of the heating control.
The POWER RATIO LOWER/UPPER is not used if only one pipe is in use.

LOWER PIPE MODE: Defines if second lower pipe circuit is in use:
1=

One lower pipe circuit in use (normal mode)

2=

Two lower pipe circuits in use

3=

Value not currently used, reserved for future ex- tension
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Upper Pipe Temperature °C

Lower Pipe Temperature °C

Lower Pipe 2 Temperature °C

UPPER PIPE and LOWER PIPE PID CONTROL PARAMETERS: The upper and lower pipe
control may now be set to use PID control. This may be used if the traditional linear control
does not provide accurate enough control of the pipe temperature. If the PID control is used,
the controller must be tuned on site. This should only be done by knowledgeable service
personnel. By setting the Amplification value to 0 (default), the PID control is disabled and the
control is done with the traditional linear control.
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the heating pipes PID controller. If the
amplification value is set to 0, no PID control is used for the pipes. The traditional linear control
is used instead.
INTEGRATION TIME (TI): Integration time (Ti) of the pipe control PID controller.
DERIVATIVE TIME (TD): Derivative time (TD) of the pipe control PID controller. This value
should in most cases be 0.
CONTROL INTERVAL, PIPES (min): Defines how often a new control value is calculated. A
(default) value of 0.25 means that a new control value is calculated every 15 seconds. A value
of 1 means that a new value is calculated once every 1 minute.
CIRCULATION PUMP FUNCTION: Mode settings for Upper, Lower and Second lower pipe
circulation pump:
Off (0):

Pump is not running

On (1):

Pump runs continuously
Automatically stops if heat is not needed3 and starts when heat is

Auto (2):

needed. Even when heat is not needed the pump is started once every
day to prevent pump from becoming stuck.

Esave (3):

Automatically stops pumps if heat is not needed4 and starts when heat is
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needed. This mode attempts to maximize energy saving by turning off
the pumps as much as possible.
CIRC. PUMP MIN. RUNTIME (min): Sets the minimum run time for the circulation pump.
This value must always be greater than the CONTROL INTERVAL, PIPES. The default is 5
minutes. Making this time small will allow for turning the pump off as soon as possible. This
setting may be found in Control settings/Heating [F1].
3

The circulation pump will be stopped when the following criteria are met:
Desired indoor temp < Measured indoor temp
AND
Desired pipe temp < Desired indoor temp
AND
Desired pipe temp is at pipe minimum setting.

4

The circulation pump will be stopped when the following criteria are met:
Desired indoor temp < Measured indoor temp
AND
(Desired pipe temp <= Desired indoor temp
OR
Desired pipe temp is at pipe minimum setting)

Central pipe control parameters (Heating )
CONTROL INTERVAL: The central pipe controller control interval for the Boiler house control.
CALCULATION INTERVAL: The interval of the temperature calculation of the received pipe
temperatures.
Ventilation control parameters (Ventilat.)
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the ventilation PID controller.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Integration time (Ti) of the ventilator PID controller.
DERIVATIVE TIME (TD) (min): Derivative time (TD) of the ventilator PID controller.
RADIATION CHANGE FACTOR: This set-value determines how the ventilation controller
reacts to the measured changes in solar radiation. This set value should be changed only in
special circumstances. Contact service personnel before changes.
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE FACTOR (1/°C): This set-value shows how much the controller
should adjust its amplification according to the outside temperature. The amplification will be
decreased based on the indoor and outdoor temperature difference multiplied by this factor5.
This adjustment makes careful and precise ventilation possible in cold weather too. Note that
the calculated amplification will never be reduced to less than 5. Smaller amplification values
may be set explicitly by setting the P value for ventilation.
5

used_amplification = set_amplification - (indoor_temp - outdoor_temp)
* Outside_Temperature_Factor. Result may never go below 5

INTERVAL BETWEEN CONTROL ROUNDS (min): Range 1 - 60 minutes. This is the
minimum interval between vent movements regardless of the temperature or other needs.
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Vents are not moved more often than this set-value allows. There are exceptions for low
temperature (vents are closed), high temperature, storm and rain. See the explanations below.
Note that this is minimum interval. After this time has elapsed from the previous movement a
new control step may occur any minute – whenever the need for position change exceeds
Minimum position change. Recommended value: 5 minutes.
MINIMUM POSITION CHANGE (%): Range: 1 - 50%. The controller calculates in a
cumulative counter the need for position change. This need is calculated once a minute. If the
cumulative value is less than this set-value vents are not moved. When the need exceeds this
value and the time from the previous movement is longer than allowed interval the vents are
moved and the counter is zeroed. Recommended value: 1%.
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE RISE/FALL (°C): This will override "minimum position change"
and “Interval between control rounds”. If the inside temperature differs from the required
ventilation temperature, a control step is made once a minute even though allowed minimum
position change is higher than the required movement. If after movement temperature comes
back into “normal “ limits restricting set values are valid again. Range 0.1 - 20.0°C.

Recommended value: 4 °C.
Special conditions: If the set maximum position or maximum caused by rain/wind is less than
the actual position the vents will start to close to that position within a minute. This situation
overrides “minimum position change” and “interval between control rounds” i.e. if the vent
position is 55%, the minimum position change is 10% and the max. during rain is 50% the
vents will be closed from 55% to 50% during rain. This is because rain/storm is a special case
and happens pretty rarely and therefore has no practical effect to motor lifetime. It will be more
useful to close the vent than trying to save motor runtime.
Furthermore, if the actual vent position in the previous example would have been 80% the
vents will close almost continuously to 50% when it starts to rain.
Special function comes also from heating. If the inside temperature falls by more than VENT.
PREV. BELOW DESIRED below required heating temperature (calculated from day and night
temperatures) the vents will be closed to protect the plants.
Humidity removal does not override any restrictions and the vents will be moved normally if
needed.
VENT. STATE MINIMUM (%): The minimum position of the vent that is interpreted as
closed. This value is used in combinations with the logic functions to determine if the system is
ventilating. If any vent position is greater than this value the system is assumed to ventilate.
VENTILATION STATE: The current ventilation state. If the value is 1, ventilation is ON.
WIND SPEED FILTERING CONSTANT (min):. This value is used to slow the wind speed
changes to prevent different vent position limits from changing rapidly in gusty wind situations.
This filtering is in effect only when the wind speed decreases. It does not slow down when the
wind speed increases. This allows for a quick response to high wind speeds and allows a slower
response when wind speed decreases. The value should be set to 1 minute or more. The
default is 5 minutes. If the value is set to 0, filtering is not used.
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Humidity control parameters (Scr/ Hum id )
The following parameters define the control values for humidity control separately for heating,
ventilation and screen functions.
Heating:
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the humidity PI controller for heating.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Integration time (Ti) of the humidity PI controller for
heating.
Ventilation:
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the humidity PI controller for ventilation.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Integration time (Ti) of the humidity PI controller for
ventilation.
OUTSIDE TEMP DEDUCTION: Deduction of the AMPLIFICATION, based on the difference of
the measured inside and outside temperatures.
Screens:
AMPLIFICATION (P): Amplification (P) of the humidity PI controller for screens.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Integration time (Ti) of the humidity PI controller for
screens.
Screen temperature control parameters: The following values define the PI values for the
screen temperature controller.
AMPLIFICATION (P): Screen PI controller amplification.
INTEGRATION TIME (Ti) (min): Screen PI controller integration time.
Irrigation/misting master settings (I rr/ M ist )
IRRMASTER PERIOD: Irrigation master task period
IRRMASTER PRIORITY: Irrigation master task priority.
IRRMASTER TIMEOUT: Irrigation master task timeout for registered group.
MISTMASTER PERIOD: Misting master task period.
MISTMASTER PRIORITY: Misting master task priority.
MISTMASTER TIMEOUT: Misting master timeout for registered group.
Irrigation group status
If the controller is defined as an irrigation master the status of the irrigation system may be
viewed here.
Controller no: the ID number of the controller.
Group irrigating: the irrigation group number on the controller.
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State: the current status of irrigation on the displayed controller.
0 = Off:

the group is currently not active

1 = Irrigating:

the current group is active

2 = Irrigation request:

current group is requesting irrigation permission

3 = Irrigation perm.:

master has sent an irrigation permission to the
requesting controller

Misting Group status
If the controller is defined as a misting master the status of the misting system may be seen
here.
Controller no: the ID of the controller.
Group misting: the group number on the controller.
State: the current status of misting on the displayed control- ler.
0 = Off:

the group is currently not active

1 = Misting:

the current group is active

2 = Misting request:

current group is requesting misting permission

Up to 30 controller and group states may be viewed by scrolling left or right. The total amount
of simultaneous misting groups on the network is set in Basic settings. All of the controllers
and groups on the network are served but only the 30 most recent requests are stored and
displayed. This also implies that the maximum number of simultaneous mistings is limited to 30
on one single master. Several masters may be set up on one network, though.
All requests are served on a first come basis. An entry is cleared when the misting completes
and a new misting request may take its place. New requests are always entered last in the list.
Status information (M isc.stat.)
Heating control
CONTROL VALUE: The current control value (pipe temperature change). This includes the
current CONTROL CHANGE value and possibly any excess control from previous control periods.
CONTROL CHANGE: The result of the PID calculation based on current difference between
desired and measured indoor temperatures. If the control has been shut down (because of
ventilation control) this value is constant –200.
CALCULATED RADIATION ADJ.: Effect of radiation change to the control value.
CALCULATED OUTTEMP ADJ.: Effect of outdoor temperature change to the control value.
CALCULATED HUMIDITY ADJ.: Humidity removal effect on control value
CALCULATED CHANGE POINT: The calculated change-over point for heating/ventilation.
DESIRED UPPER PIPE TEMP.: This is calculated based on the CONTROL VALUE and the
power ratio of the pipes. Pipe control attempts to keep the pipe temperature at this value.
DESIRED LOWER PIPE TEMP.: This is calculated based on the CONTROL VALUE and the
power ratio of the pipes. Pipe control attempts to keep the pipe temperature at this value.
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DESIRED LOWER PIPE 2 TEMP.: This is calculated based on the DESIRED LOWER PIPE
TEMP and the lower pipe 2 set values. Pipe control attempts to keep the pipe temperature at
this value.
UPPER PIPE TEMPERATURE: Measured pipe temperature.
LOWER PIPE TEMPERATURE: Measured pipe temperature.
LOWER PIPE 2 TEMPERATURE: Measured pipe temperature.
UPPER PIPE MINIMUM: Calculated upper pipe minimum.
LOWER PIPE MINIMUM: Calculated lower pipe minimum.
ADJ. SOURCE: Monitoring of the heating control adjustment from Lights and Screens.
0=

NO

1=

LIGHT

2=

SCREEN

3=

BOTH

Source of the current heating adjustment.
0=

NO ADJUSTMENT

1=

ADJUSTMENT BY LIGHTS

2=

ADJUSTMENT BY SCREENS

3=

ADJUSTMENT BY BOTH
LIGHTS AND SCREENS

NOTE that normal heating control is inhibited during adjustment period.
ADJUSTMENT, UPPER PIPE: adjustment value for upper pipe
ADJUSTMENT, LOWER PIPE: adjustment value for lower pipe
ADJUSTMENT, LOWER PIPE 2: adjustment value for lower 2 pipe
RADIATION CHANGE: filtered radiation change value
Ventilation control
VENTILATION CONTROL 1: Control values for ventilation group 1.
CONTROL VALUE: PID The control value is calculated based on the indoor temperature and
desired the ventilation temperature.
CALCULATED AMPLIFICATION: The current effective P-value of the PID controller. This
calculation is based on the set amplification and indoor and outdoor temperature difference.
CALCULATED RAD. ADJ.: Calculated radiation adjustment value for the control value, based
on radiation change.
RADIATION CHANGE: filtered radiation change value
HUMITITY CTRL STATE: Information about the current humidity control state
VENTILATION: humidity control with vents is functioning (1).
SCREENS: humidity control with screens is functioning (1).
HEATING: humidity control with heating is functioning (1).
INFL. FOR VENTILAT.: humidity control value for ventilation
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INFL. FOR HEATING: humidity control value for heating.
Actuator Drive Times (Drive times)
Heating valves
UPPER PIPE (s): Total drive time between open and close positions for upper pipe.
LOWER PIPE (s): Total drive time between open and close positions for lower pipe.
LOWER PIPE 2 (s): Total drive time between open and close positions for lower pipe 2.
Screens
DRIVE TIME INITIALISATION: Setting this value to 1 will initiate automatic screen drive
time calculation. This value will also indicate the progress of the initialisation. IMPORTANT
NOTE: the initialisation sequence cannot be interrupted while running. Do not run the
initialisation if the screens may not be opened and closed completely. The initialisation will first
reset the screens to the zero position. Then an complete open/close sequence is run and the
run times are recorded.
SCREEN DRIVE TIMES: The screen drive times may be set individually. The values for both
closing and opening time may be set separately. The values reflect the screen drive times in
seconds from completely closed to completely open (Opening time) and vice versa (Closing
time).
Central pipe
CENTRAL PIPE VALVE DRIVE TIME (s): (Boiler Control) main pipe valve total drive time
between open and close positions.
RETURN WATER VALVE DRIVE TIME (s): (Boiler Control) return water valve total drive
time between open and close positions.
Vents
DRIVE TIME INITIALISATION: Setting this value to 1 will initiate automatic vent drive time
calculation. This value will also indicate the progress of the initialisation. IMPORTANT NOTE:
the initialisation sequence cannot be interrupted while running. Do not run the initialisation if
the vents cannot be opened and closed completely twice (e.g. cold, rainy or windy weather).
The initialisation sequence is run for each vent in use concurrently. The initialisation will first
reset the vents to the zero position. Then a complete open/close sequence is run and the run
times are recorded. Depending on the measurement type settings of the vents a second
open/close sequence may be run. In the second sequence the vents are opened and closed in
ten steps and the run time for this is recorded. Based on the differences in these two runs a
correction value is calculated. This correction value is used to adjust the movement calculation
when the vents are moved in small steps to minimize the cumulative calculation error caused by
the vent mechanics.
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The corrective calculation are only done and used if the measurement parameter type of the
vent measurement is set to type 23. Otherwise normal vent position calculations apply. If the
type 23 measurement is used the Vent drive times (below) are not used. They are only
updated to reflect the drive times acquired by the vent drive time initialisation. The values used
are those in the measurement parameters.
CALIBRATION CONSTANT: This value defines the calibration interval for vents based on the
cumulative vent movement. When the cumulative movement divided by the Calibration constant
value is greater than the current vent position the vent is automatically calibrated. The vent
minimum position is taken into account. This functionality is in addition to the normal function
where the vents are automatically calibrated each sunrise and sunset. This allows for greater
accuracy when the vents are moved a lot during a day. If the value is set to 0, this function is
not used.
POSITION RESTORE: This value defines if the vents will be restored to their original position
when calibration is done. If the value is 0 no restore is done. If the value is 1 the vents will be
restored.
VENT DRIVE TIMES (s): The ventilator drive times (the time it takes for the vent to move
from 0% to 100% - OPEN and 100% to 0% - CLOSE) are set individually for each of the four
vents. The OPEN and CLOSE time need to be individually measured. The set values are for the
respective LEFT and RIGHT vent drive times.
Vent movement counter:
CUMULATIVE MOVEMENT: Each vent has a separate cumulative counter that measures the vent
movement. Vent movement is counted as cumulative % of movement (indicated as c% on the
display). The percentage is directly based on the measured vent movement. As the vent
position is measured in percent 0-100% where 0 is the vent closed position and 100% is the
vent fully open position, the movement indication is simply a cumulative value measured in
percent of movement. The cumulative value is increased every time a vent is moved i.e. opened
or closed. The measured movement-% is added to the counter. The counter will register up to
1,000,000 c% at which point it will wrap automatically to 0. The counter may be manually
reset at any time. The actual amount of movement of the vent in e.g. centimetres is calculated
with the formula:
movement = open - close - distance/100 * c
where
movement is the cumulative movement of the vent
open-close-distance is the true distance of the vent in centimetres from
open to close position
c is the cumulative value displayed by the controller.

The cumulative values may be found in the Ventilation settings Ventilation/Mode
Cumulative values are on the last page of the Mode values.
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NOTE: These values are only displayed on the controller. They are not currently displayed on
or relayed to any of the PC programs.
LOGIC FUNCTIONS
General Function
Logic functions consist of a group of separate processing units each of which takes as input
some measurement data and transforms it based on the internal logic of the module. e.g. XOUTPUT function uses different inputs and logic functions to control output relays. All logic
control set values may be found in the Special/General Control menu
Modules are as follows:
1. Timer
2. General controller
3. External measurements
4. X-Output
General Control Logic

Timer

XRelay

Measurem.
Measparam

State
data

External control
Irrigation
Misting
G-Control
XRelay
Ventilation
Humidity removal
Lights
CO2
Screens

External Meas

Cntrl
parameters

Measurem.
Measparam

•

General
controller

Timer produces an ON/OFF state output when the current time is within the userdefined time limits.

•

In addition to the measurement value External Measurements produces an ON/OFF
state output when the external measurement is within the user defined limits.

•

X-Output functions as a general purpose programmable logic application.

•

All values are displayed in each modules state variable. This state variable may be
referenced in the X-Output functions.
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Timer
Timers (6)
Time 1
-start
-end
Time 2
-start
-end

Delay timer
Enable/
Disable

Weekday

PWM
On/off time

ON/
OFF

Output

State data

Time 3
-start
-end

Basic function
•

6 individual timers/clocks.

•

Each timer includes a week clock.

•

Each timer has a day function set value (0=whole week, 1 = Monday, ...) and three
separate start/end time set values.

•

Each timer has an individual output value. The state of the output value is determined
based on the current time and the set-values. When current time is within any of the
separate start/end time set-values, the state of the output is ON (1). Otherwise the
state is OFF (0).

•

A delay counter which may be used to delay output state changes

•

An external control input which may be used to enable or disable the timer function

Set values
GROUP NAME: Name of the timer channel
CONTROL STATE: Current timer state, ON (1) or OFF (0)
TIME MODE: Timer time base mode. Values may be:
Off (0):

timer is not in use
start and end times are normal clock settings. If start and end

Real time (1):

times are set equal the function is continuous. The start and end
times may not both be 0:00.

Sunrise (2):
Sunset (3):

astronomical time, where start time is relative to sunrise and end
time relative to sunset.
astronomical time where start time is relative to sunset and end
time relative to sunrise.
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CLOCK STATE: Only the timer internal state.
EXTERNAL STATE: External control state. If the external control channel is not defined this
value will not affect the function of the timer.
EXTERNAL CONTROL (0=NO): Defines an external control channel to be used as an
enable/disable function of the timer. If the value is 0 external control is disabled). Any nonzero value from the INPUT DATA CHANNEL selection (see below) may be used to define an
enable/disable function. If the external channel state value is FALSE (0) the timer function is
disabled, otherwise it is enabled.
DAY (Mo...Su): Weekday, when the timer is enabled. The whole week may also be selected.
Active week days may be selected with the [+] & [-] keys. This allows you to step through all
the different weekday combinations. Weekdays may also be selected with a short-key form.
Short key form is activated by first pushing the number key 0 (note that the number is not
displayed). Then each day in order may be activated by pushing the number key 1. A day is
skipped by entering the number 0. The sequence begins at Mo(nday) and ends in Su(nday).
Note that the entered numbers are not displayed. Instead the activated days will show on the
display. A day that is not active is displayed as '—'.
START TIME 1 - 3, END TIME 1 - 3: Three individual start and end times. When the current
time is within any of these times the timer is enabled. Times may not overlap.
STARTUP DELAY: The start-up delay for a timer when the external control input changes to
TRUE (1). This value is used to delay the enabling of the timer when the external control
changes state to TRUE.
STOP DELAY: The stop delay for a timer when the external control input changes to FALSE
(0). This value is used to delay the disabling of the timer when the external control changes
state to FALSE
DELAY: Current internal delay counter value. This value should not be changed by the user.
General Controller

ON/OFF Control
Temperature
measurement

Enable/
Disable

Control

Control
parameters

PID Control

State
vars
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Basic properties
•

Four completely independent control groups

•

Control type, timings and PID parameters may be specified by set values.

•

Each control group output is determined by the PID control calculations.

•

Each group may be enabled or disable based on external state variables.

•

Control may be direct or indirect using the water heating pipes.

Set values
GROUP NAME: Name of the control group or control target
MEASURED VALUE: Measured value
DESIRED VALUE/MIN: Desired value or the minimum desired value when ON/OFF control is
used.
MAX DESIRED VALUE: Maximum desired value when ON/OFF control is used.
MEASURED PIPE TEMP: Measure water pipe temperature when indirect control is used.
DESIRED PIPE TEMP: Desired water pipe temperature when indirect control is used.
CONTROL VALUE: Current calculated control value.
CONTROL MODE: Desired control mode.
Disabled (0):

Group is disabled and no control functions are active

PID direct (1):

Direct PID control

PID pipe (2):

Indirect PID control by using water pipes

On/Off (3):

ON/OFF control mode (thermostat mode)

CIRCULATION PUMP MODE: Current desired circulation pump function mode
Off (0):

Circulation pump is always off

On (1):

Circulation pump is always on

Auto (2):

Circulation pump functions based on desired
temperature and pipe water temperature6
Circulation pump is on when the desired pipe

Hyst (3):

temperature is higher than the minimum temperature
by the hysteresis.

6

Circulation pump is turned off when the desired temperature is lower that
measured temperature or when the desired pipe water is lower than the measured
temperature.

CIRC. PUMP. OFF-DELAY: Circulation pump turn-off delay in seconds
CIRC. PUMP. HYSTERESIS: Circulation pump turn-on / turn-off hysteresis.
VALVE CONTROL INTERVAL: The number of control rounds done during one control period.
Not used otherwise.
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MINIMUM CONTROL LIMIT: Minimum value that is transmitted to the actuator. This value
may be used to minimize mechanical wear in actuators. The larger the value the less movement
of the actuator.
PIPE MAX-MIN: Water pipe minimum and maximum values when using indirect water pipe
heating.
MAXIMUM VALUE: Maximum temperature of the heating pipe
MINIMUM VALUE: Minimum temperature of the heating pipe.
AMPLIFICATION: P-value (amplification) of the PID controller
INTEGRATION TIME: Ti value (integrative time) of the PID controller
DERIVATION TIME: TD value (derivation time) of the PID controller
CONTROL INTERVAL: Interval between control rounds in seconds. A new control value is
calculated each CONTROL INTERVAL in seconds.
CONTROL TASK PRIORITY: Internal priority of the current group control task. Should not
be changed from default.
EXTERNAL DISABLE: External input control value to enable/disable control function. Allows
control only to function when the external control enables the controller.
If this value is set to 0 all functions are enabled. If the value is set to a value greater than 0 the
value defines the control channel that is used to enable/disable the control function. Values
available are the same as in X-OUTPUT functions.
FUNCTION AT END OF CONTROL: This value defines how the control outputs react when

External disable is activated. If this value is set to 0 all control outputs are left in the position
they were when the control was disabled. If this value is set to 1 all control outputs are
explicitly stopped i.e. any relay output is set to default state (usually open) and any analogue
output is set to 0.
TRANSMIT PIPE TMP TO BLRC.: (Not yet available) If set to greater that zero, the desired
water pipe temperatures are transmitted to the boiler control.
External Measurements
The user may define 20 external measurements to be used as general purpose measurements.
The measurement channel and type may be set in the Measurement parameter settings
EXTERN 1 - 20.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Each channel may also be used for substrate measurement and irrigation
control. Please refer to Irrigation measurements section in this manual for a detailed description
of this functionality. The description here only covers the basic external measurements
functionality.
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External Measurements (20)

Meas.
Channel
(mparm)

Measurement
value

Maximum
Minimum

State
ON/OFF

Output

State

Basic properties
•

20 individual external measurement channels

•

Each channel has separate settable minimum and maximum limit values.

•

The control/output state value determination is based on the measured value and the
minimum and maximum values. When the measurement value is within the limits the
output state variable is FALSE (0), otherwise TRUE (1).

•

Alarm function may be set for each channel separately.

•

Each channel may be also used for substrate measurement and irrigation control.
Please refer to Irrigation measurements section in this manual for detailed description
of this functionality.

Set values
MEASUREMENT NAME: A descriptive name for the measurement. The name may be up to 11
characters long.
MEASUREMENT VALUE: Current measured value.
UPPER LIMIT: Allowed maximum value for the measurement.
LOWER LIMIT: Allowed minimum value for the measurement.
HYSTERESIS: a hysteresis defined commonly for both the UPPER LIMIT and LOWER LIMIT.
The range is defined as upper limit - HYSTERESIS and lower limit + HYSTERESIS. The status
value changes when the measured value exceeds the limit added with hysteresis.
STATUS: Current state of the output variable. When the measurement value is greater than
the upper limit or less than the lower limit this value is set to 1 otherwise it is set to 0. The
change will occur based on the limits and the hysteresis value.
NOTE:
1. When the system starts and the measured value is between the limits the status is
always 0. The hysteresis is activated when the measured value moves outside of the
limits.
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2. If the measured value is outside the limits and crosses both during a measurement
cycle the status always shows 0 for one measurement cycle.
3. One measurement cycle is 5 seconds.
The STATUS variable may be used with the X-OUTPUT function to control a relay output. The XOUTPUT INPUT DATA CHANNEL value is in this case set to refer to the external measurement

state.
X-OUTPUT
The X-OUTPUT control allows setup of simple logical control tasks based on specified input and
logical operations:
X-Output, state
Input data 1- 15

OR/AND/XOR

The X-OUTPUT control setup consists of 15 X-OUTPUT variables each of which includes the
following parameters: X-OUTPUT, STATE, OUTPUT CH, LOGICAL OP, INPUT DATA CHANNEL.
For relay outputs 15 control channels are available in control parameters: XRELAY 1 –XRELAY
15. Any of these channels may be configured to be used in XRELAY variables.
X-OUTPUT Parameters
X-OUTPUT, STATE: The actual relay control state based on the logical operation of the INPUT
DATA CHANNELS. The state parameter value may be 1 (relay is ON) or 0 (relay is OFF). Note
that this logic may be inverted in the control parameter setup (NC/NO –setting).
OUTPUT CH (1-15, 0=NO CH): Defines which of the XRELAY 1 – XRELAY 15 control channels
is used for physical relay output. The value may be between 1 and 15. If the value is 0 no
physical channel is controller. Only the STATE value is calculated.
LOGICAL OP (1=OR,2=AND,3=XOR,4+=NOT): Logical operation performed on INPUT
DATA CHANNEL data.
If the value is 1 (OR) all INPUT DATA CHANNELS are OR’ed together. If any of the INPUT DATA
CHANNEL values is 1 the result is 1.
If the value is 2 (AND) all INPUT DATA CHANNELS are AND’ed together. All data values have to
be 1 for the result to be 1.
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If the value is 3 (XOR) all INPUT DATA CHANNELS are EXCLUSIVE-OR’ed together. The truth
table for exclusive- or is as follows:
Value
2

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

Value
1

The result is a 0 if all values are same otherwise the result is a 1.
If the value is 4 (NOT) result is constant 1.
If value is 5, the logical operation is NOT (NOT OR). The result is calculated by OR’ing all data
values together and then inverting the value.
If value is 6, logical operation is NAND (NOT AND). The result is calculated by AND’ing all data
values together and then inverting the value.
If value is 7, logical operation is NOT XOR. The result is calculated by XOR’ing all data values
together and then inverting the value.
INPUT DATA CHANNEL 1...5: Definition of data used to produce X-OUTPUT, STATE. The
value of this parameter is set to the reference of the desired function or variable. The reference
values are listed in the following chapter. The actual value of the parameter is not displayed,
only the reference value.
Implementation Limitations
The following limitations in X-OUTPUT implementation should be considered when designing
applications with X- OUTPUT:
1. The X-OUTPUT, STATE values are calculated in order from 1 to 15. If any of the XOUTPUT variables use another X-OUTPUT variable as a reference (the INPUT DATA
CHANNEL is set to e.g. 901), the referred variable should be lower in order number.
Otherwise the logical state of the referred variable will be registered on the next
update. This is analogous to Programmable Logic systems.
2. The STATE values are recalculated each time an output channel (control channel) relay
state is changed. If no relay operations are done the STATE values are recalculated
with a period of 5 seconds. This is done through the basic measurement task whose
period is 5 seconds.
3. On some output (control) channels the state of the channel registered with a 5 second
delay. These include such control channels that are switched on and will be switched
off with a delay. For example the MS30 main pump switch off delay is controlled in this
way. The pump is switched on with a 30 second timer and when the timer has expired
the pump is automatically switched off by the I/O-card. This off state is recognized by
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the main controller at the next measurement round with a maximum delay of 5 seconds
(the measurement period is 5 seconds).
Examples
Example 1: A control output is wanted on the Mixer when the irrigation recipe 1 is active and
the irrigation pump is on: For relay control we use control channel X-OUTPUT 1. The control
channel of the irrigation pump is control parameter 22 (IRR.PUMP).
X-OUTPUT variable 1
X-Output, state

0

Output ch (1-15,0=no)

1

Logical op

2

(1=OR/2=AND/3=XOR/4+ =NOT)
Input Data Channel 1

201

Input Data Channel 2

22

Input Data Channel 3

0

Input Data Channel 4

0

Input Data Channel 5

0

Example 2: A control output is wanted when time 1 state is 1 or the system is ventilating. For
relay control we use control channel X-OUTPUT 5. The control channel of the return water is
control parameter 12 (RTNWTR1).
X-OUTPUT variable 1
X-Output, state

0

Output ch (1-15,0=no)

5

Logical op

1

(1=OR/2=AND/3=XOR/4+ =NOT)
Input Data Channel 1

501

Input Data Channel 2

211

Input Data Channel 3

0

Input Data Channel 4

0

Input Data Channel 5

0
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Example 3: A control output is wanted when the humidity control is removing humidity with
heating or when the external measurement channel 1 state is 1. For the relay control we use
control channel X-OUTPUT 2. The control channel for the return water is control parameter 12
(RTNWTR1); the control parameter of irrigation pump is 10 (PUMP).
Here two different logical operations are needed (OR and AND). Therefore we need to use
more than one X-OUTPUT variable because for one X-OUTPUT variable only one logical
operation may be defined. One X-OUTPUT variable is used for the AND function and the other
for the OR function:
X-OUTPUT variable 1 (This variable is not used to control any physical relay output. It is only
used to calculate an intermediate value)

X-Output, state

0

Output ch (1-15,0=no)

0

Logical op

2

(1=OR/2=AND/3=XOR/4+ =NOT)
Input Data Channel 1

801

Input Data Channel 2

811

Input Data Channel 3

0

Input Data Channel 4

0

Input Data Channel 5

0

X-OUTPUT variable 2 (This variable combines the X-OUTPUT variable 1 and the OR operation
and controls the output)
X-Output, state

0

Output ch (1-15,0=no)

2

Logical op

1

(1=OR/2=AND/3=XOR/4+ =NOT)
Input Data Channel 1

901

Input Data Channel 2

551

Input Data Channel 3

0

Input Data Channel 4

0

Input Data Channel 5

0
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NOTES
•

Functions based on the various internal state values do not necessarily work as
expected. Examples of these type of values are the irrigation group function state and
the current irrigation recipe. Example: The current irrigation recipe is valid until it is
changed by the start of a new irrigation. The current irrigation recipe is not invalidated
when the irrigation group using the current recipe terminates its function. Thus, this
value alone may not be used to monitor the state of irrigation.

•

If a desired function cannot be realized with a selection of status values another
approach should be considered. The desired function may be set up using some other
set of state values. Creativity is the key here.

•

Using the relay output and digital inputs is rather straightforward. When relay outputs
are turned on the change is always immediately registered in the X- OUTPUT status
values. On the other hand when re- lay outputs are turned off, the registering of the
new state may be slightly delayed. The actual function is determined case by case and
is explained in some de- tail previously in this document. Digital input registration delay
is normally 5 seconds (worst case timing).

Alarm relay status is not included in the registered relay controls.
Input Data Channel variable reference values
The following values may be used to define the desired variable of the INPUT DATA CHANNEL
0

variable not in use

1-200

251-270

reference is the corresponding control (relay) channel. Value is 1 when the
control channel relay is on. Analogue outputs are defined to be 1 when the
control output is unequal to 0.
current irrigation recipe: 1-10 (MS100, MS10) or 1-30 (MS20, MS30). 201 =
irrigation recipe 1 etc. The value is 1 when the irrigation recipe is active (i.e. the
irrigation group is irrigating).
reserved for future use

301-320

current fertilization recipe on the mixer. 301 =recipe 1 etc.

401-416

current lighting group

451-452

current CO2 group

501-506

timer state

531-550

external measurement state

561-580
601-610

state of the external measurement channel. The logical value is determined
directly from the measurement value. The channel should be defined as a digital
input.
current active misting group, 601 = misting group 1 etc.

651-670

reserved for future use

711-718

physical digital input on card 1 (1-8), 711 = digital input 1, etc.

721-728

physical digital input on card 2 (1-8), as above

731-738

physical digital input on card 3 (1-8), as above

741-748

physical digital input on card 4 (1-8), as above

201-230
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801-805

current state of humidity removal:
801= heating ON
802-803=ventilation group 1 and 2 respectively

811-812
901-915
901

804-805=screen group 1 and 2 respectively. Value is 1 when humidity removal is
requested
state of ventilation, groups 1 and 2. Value is 1 if any vent position is greater than
the set limit VENT. STATE MINIMUM.
X-OUTPUT channel. Refers to X-OUTPUT variable parameter. X-OUTPUT, STATE
value.
X-OUTPUT 1 etc.

BOILER HOUSE & MAIN PIPE (optional)
Overview
This program is designed to control main heating system of the nursery. It has several main
functions:
•

Calculates the required water temperature for the central pipe system and controls the
central pipe system.

•

May drive and control up to 3 boilers

•

May drive and control the return water temperature

•

Release alarms from boiler malfunctions

Before a decision to use this program is made the boiler house functions and needs must be
evaluated. Some of the facilities are not suitable for every installation. Please contact
manufacture for a complete evaluation.
Control function descriptions
Main Pipe Control
The main pipe control receives the pipe temperatures of the other controllers through the
network. It searches for the highest pipe temperature and adds a pre-set value to this basic
temperature. The main pipe control valve is driven to ensure heating supply.
Return Water Temperature Control
In order not to supply too cold water to the boiler input pipes a control valve may be used to
add hot water to the incoming water. This requires that there is hot water available. Usually a
hot water reservoir is needed.
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Boiler Control
The boiler control may drive three 2-stage boilers. The user may determine the order in which
the boilers are started and stopped. If some of the boilers fail to function the controller
automatically brings a spare boiler into action (and gives an alarm if desired).
For the system to function properly the boilers need to have their own control system ready i.e.
thermostats. This allows the boilers to function even if e.g. a fuse is blown on the controller.
Boilers are started through a contact which is installed in parallel with the thermostat of the
boiler. The boiler valves are always kept open if the boiler is in use. When the boiler is started
stage 1 is started first, then stage 2. The burners are shut off at separately specified
temperatures. The boiler thermostat should be set to a temperature higher than that of the
controller set-values. Thus it will not hamper the normal control by the controller.
If the controller for some reason is not able to control the boilers the thermostat will function as
a backup until the controller problem is fixed.
The countdown of the start up delay of the main boiler is started immediately when the boiler
temperature falls below the Desired boiler temp set-value. If the main boiler is not able to
raise the temperature to the desired value the Secondary boiler 1 is started. If this will not
bring the temperature to the desired level the Secondary boiler 2 is started. If the
temperature is still below the desired an alarm may be generated. The alarm setting should be
such that it allows for all the boilers to start and run before the alarm is generated. See the
Alarm settings section how to set up alarms.
The boilers are shut down according to the Shut down addition settings. The shut down
order may be set individually for all boilers. The sequence does not have to be the start
sequence in reverse although, in practice, this may be the best routine.
Measurements (Measurements/Misc)
Several temperature sensors may be connected to the controller. The user then chooses the
temperature sensor they want to use to control the boilers.
PIPE WATER TEMPERATURE (°C): is the measured water temperature from the pipe going
into the greenhouses. This is measured after the mixing valve and pump. The control program
attempts to adjust this to the desired temperature. The difference may be viewed by comparing
this value to the Desired pipe water temperature.
DESIRED PIPE WATER TEMPERATURE (°C): is a calculated value to which the main pipe
controller is trying to set the actual pipe temperature. This value is automatically adjusted to
stay at least 5°C from the minimum and maximum limit values specified in the Central pipe
alarm settings.
RETURN WATER TEMPERATURE (°C): is measured from the pipe coming back from
greenhouses.
DESIRED RETURN WATER TEMPERATURE (°C): is a calculated value to which the
controller is trying to set the actual return pipe water temperature. A special hot water reservoir
or similar is needed.
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BOILER TEMPERATURE (°C): This measurement is based on the temperature channel
selection explained later. If the controller and boilers function correctly this value should be the
same as the desired boiler temperature.
DESIRED BOILER TEMPERATURE (ºC): This is a calculated value from the user settings.
The controller starts and stops boilers in order to achieve this temperature.
WATER RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE (ºC): Measured temperature inside the external hot
water reservoir.
WATER RESERVOIR PIPE TEMPERATURE (ºC): Measured from water going into the
reservoir.
BOILER WATER TEMPERATURE (°C): Measured temperature near the boiler outputs.
The following diagram illustrates the different measurements and the principle of operation.
NOTE: This diagram must not be taken as a design schematic! It is only meant to clarify
the different measurements and settings. The measurements and controls shown in this
diagram may not apply in all situations.
Water reservoir
water temperature
Expansion
Tank

Boilers

30°C

60°C

Return water
temperature

1

2

3

Water
Reservoir
Temperature

85°C

55°C

Boiler water
temperature

32°C

37°C

42°C

Pipe water
temperature

34°C

45°C

30°C

GREENHOUSES

Main pipe settings (Boiler house)
BASE TEMPERATURE (°C): The desired water temperature in main pipe system. Meaning of
this setting changes according to Boiler Function Mode.
BOILER FUNCTION MODE:
0 = No control:

No control of central pipe system.

1 = Use Base Temperature:

Base temperature is a constant temperature
showing the actual desired temperature.
Greenhouses must have our controllers installed
and networked. In this mode Base Temperature
shows the addition to the highest desired pipe
temperature present in the greenhouses.

2 = Use Pipe Temp.:
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Example: In zone No. 1 the desired lower pipe temperature is 40°C and the desired upper
pipe temperature is 30ºC. In zone No. 2 desired lower pipe temperature is 45ºC and the
desired upper pipe temperature is 35ºC. The Base temperature of the boiler control is set to
10ºC.
The Boiler house controller receives the desired pipe temperature information from the other
greenhouses and determines that 45ºC is the highest desired temperature. The 10ºC is added
and as a result the Desired Pipe temperature (explained earlier) will show 55ºC, which is
taken as the control temperature.
CENTRAL PIPE VALVE DRIVE TIME (s): Upon installation the valve time must be set. This
set-value is located in the Basic Settings.
Boiler measurements (Measurements/Misc)
BOILER NAME: User given nickname for boiler.
BOILER IN OPERATION: Current state of boiler:
0 = Boiler not in operation
1 = Stage 1 on
2 = Stage 2 on
BOILER FAILURE: A value of 1 normally indicates a boiler failure. 0 is normal operation. This
value reflects directly the boiler alarm input value. If the alarm input logic is reversed the logic
of this value is also reversed (i.e. 0 is failure).
Boiler settings (Heating/Boiler house/Boilers)
Each of the 3 boilers may have the following settings.
BOILER NAME: User given nickname for boiler.
FUNCTION MODE: Sets the order in which boilers are started:
0 = boiler is not in use
1 = boiler is main boiler
2 = boiler is secondary boiler 1
3 = boiler is secondary boiler 2
START UP DELAY (min): If the measured boiler temperature is below the desired level for
this long boiler stage 1 is started
START UP DELAY FOR 2nd LEVEL (min): If the measured boiler temperature is below
desired for this long boiler stage 2 is started
SHUT DOWN ADDITION 1 (°C): When the measured boiler temperature has reached this
temperature stage 2 will shut down. Boiler will continue in stage 1.
SHUT DOWN ADDITION 2 (°C): When the measured boiler temperature has reached this
temperature stage 1 will be shut down (i.e. the boiler will be shut down).
The next settings are found under Boiler house/CntPipe
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MODE SELECT: This value defines the temperature measurement channel that is used to
control the boiler. The Selected measurement value is displayed in measurements under
Desired Boiler Temperature.

1=
2=
3=

Reservoir temperature: Base temperature for boiler control will be the
temperature inside the hot water reservoir
Pipe temperature: Base temperature for boiler control will be the Pipe
water temperature.
Boiler water temperature: Base temperature for boiler control will be
the temperature near the boilers.

Main circulation pump settings
The main circulation pump may be started and stopped according to the actual need for heat.
PUMP START TEMPERATURE (°C): If the desired main pipe temperature is higher than this
setting the pump will start.
PUMP STOP HYSTERESIS (°C): If the desired main pipe temperature falls by this value from
the pump start temperature the pump is stopped.
Return water control
Return water, which is fed back to the boilers, should not be too cold. If additional hot water
reservoir is used this water temperature may be controlled.
DESIRED RET. WATER TEMP (°C): Defines the minimum temperature for water flowing into
the boiler. This requires a 3-way valve mounted on the mains return pipe before the boilers.
Installation hints
The main pipe control will not be started unless at least one boiler is defined. To enable the
main pipe control set the NO. OF BOILER GROUPS in Basic settings to at least one.
The main pipe temperature should be measured after the control valve and the main circulation
pump. The distance to those should be chosen so that water temperature has a steady value.
The boiler temperature should be measured from a place where water flow is common to all of
the boilers. This flow should also be continuous even if all of the valves are closed.
BOILER HOUSE HEAT ACCUMULATOR (R30.1)
Boiler house heat accumulator
This function controls a boiler house heat accumulator which functions using a heat exchanger
system. The heat accumulator includes multiple temperature measurement.
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General function
The heat accumulator temperature is controlled by controlling the heat exchanger
secondary circuit temperature. A minimum temperature is set for the secondary circuit which
will be kept until the heat accumulator temperature has reached the heat exchanger Start of

temperature increase set-value temperature. The secondary circuit temperature is controlled
with a 3-way valve.
The heat accumulator usually has several temperature measurements at different positions.
One of these is selected to be used for accumulator temperature measurement. The selection is
done manually or automatically based on average outdoor temperatures. The accumulator is
heated based on these temperatures.
A maximum temperature is also set for the heat exchanger secondary circuit. The secondary
circuit temperature may be increased until it reaches this set-value when the heat accumulator
has reached the Start of temperature increase set value temperature. If the secondary circuit
temperature rises higher than the set maximum temperature the accumulator heating circuit is
opened so that the maximum temperature is not exceeded. In this case the heat accumulator
temperature may rise higher than the desired temperature. The alarm limits must be set
accordingly so that if the heat accumulator temperature rises too high an alarm is raised. If an
alarm is raised the heat exchanger primary circuit and the boiler may have to be shut down.
This has to be done manually by the user based on the situation.
There is a maximum of seven (7) temperature measurements available on the heat
accumulator. Of these seven measurements one is selected for control reference. This
measurement may be selected manually by setting the number of the desired measurement. Or
the system may select the temperature measurement based on the set average outdoor
temperatures and an internal average temperature table in the controller. A sensor is selected
when the average outdoor temperature is higher than the set-limit value for the particular
sensor.
The selection of the temperature measurement is determined at midnight.
Set values
HEAT EXCHANGER SET VALUES
DESIRED TEMPERATURE: The desired temperature of the heat exchanger secondary circuit
(0 - 100°C). The secondary circuit temperature is kept at this temperature based on the heat
exchanger minimum and maximum temperature settings, the heat accumulator desired
temperature and the heat exchanger start of temperature increase. This value is calculated and
displays the desired temperature of the heat exchanger at any given moment.
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE: The minimum temperature of the heat exchanger secondary
circuit (0 - 100°C). When the heat accumulator temperature is lower than HEAT ACCUMULATOR
DESIRED TEMPERATURE - HEAT EXCHANGER START OF TEMP. INCREASE, the heat exchanger
temperature is kept at this value. When the heat accumulator temperature rises above the
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START OF TEMP. INCREASE temperature, the heat exchanger desired temperature is increased
linearly until it has reached the set maximum temperature.
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: The maximum temperature of the heat exchanger secondary
circuit (0 - 100°C). When the heat accumulator has reached the desired temperature, the heat
exchanger secondary circuit temperature may reach this temperature. However, the controller
will not allow the secondary circuit temperature to rise above this value. If the temperature
keeps rising, the controller will open the accumulator circuit so that the maximum temperature
of the heat exchanger secondary circuit is not exceeded.
START OF TEMP. INCREASE: The heat exchanger secondary circuit incoming water
temperature start of increase. This value is determined in relation to the heat accumulator
desired temperature (-50 to 50°C). The heat exchanger incoming water temperature will be
increased linearly when the heat accumulator temperature has reached HEAT ACCUMULATOR
DESIRED TEMPERATURE START OF TEMP. INCREASE temperature i.e. this value is subtracted from the heat accumulator
desired temperature and when the heat accumulator temperature exceeds this point, the heat
exchanger incoming water desired temperature will be increased from the minimum value to
the maximum value. The temperature will be increased linearly in relation to the heat
accumulator temperature. When the heat accumulator has reached its desired temperature the
heat exchanger has also reached its maximum temperature.
HEAT ACCUMULATOR SET VALUES
DESIRED TEMPERATURE: The desired temperature of the heat accumulator (0 - 100 °C).
The controller attempts to keep the heat accumulator temperature at this temperature by
controlling the heat exchanger secondary circuit.
Example: Heat exchanger minimum temperature is set to 70°C, the heat exchanger maximum
temperature is set to 90°C, the heat accumulator desired temperature is 85°C and the start of
temp. increase is -5. Thus the heat exchanger desired temperature changes as shown in the
diagram below. When the heat accumulator temperature exceeds 80°C the heat exchanger
temperature is increased from the minimum value. The heat exchanger desired temperature
will be at its maximum when the heat accumulator is at its desired temperature.
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Heat exchanger
desired temperature
100
90

70

0
Heat accumulator
desired temperature
100
85
80
50

0

MEASUREMENT POINT: Selects the sensor to use for heat accumulator temperature
measurement (value range 1 – 7). The temperature control is based on the measurements of
this sensor. The value must be chosen based on the number of installed sensors. If only e.g.
five sensors are installed the user must not set this value to greater than five.
MEASUREMENT POINT FUNCTION: Defines how the heat accumulator measurement point
is defined. The user may select the measurement point (sensor in use) in which case the
selection is constant. Or the measurement point may be selected automatically in which case
the measurement point is selected based on the set average outdoor temperatures and the
expected outdoor average temperature (table). The selection may be Manual or Auto.
WEEK NUMBER: The current number of the week (1-52). Week number 53 is not recognised
and week 52 is used instead. This value selects the expected outdoor average temperature.
WEEK MEAN TEMPERATURE: Current average outdoor temperature based on the week
number.
MEAS POINT (1-7) MEAN TEMP.: Average outdoor temperature setting for each
measurement point. Range: -40 to 50°C. When MEASUREMENT POINT FUNCTION is set on
Auto the heat accumulator measurement point is automatically selected based on this set-value
and the expected outdoor average temperature which is read from the temperature table.
When the expected outdoor average temperature exceeds the measurement point
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mean temperature setting the measurement point will be activated automatically.
The program reads the measurement point mean temperature values from the smallest to the
largest and selects the measurement point which is the last value that is smaller than the
expected outdoor average temperature. NOTE: these values must be set in increasing
numerical order and so that sensors that are missing may never be selected (set value to +50
when there is no corresponding sensor).
MEAN TEMPERATURES (1-52): Expected outdoor average temperature for each week (52)
is entered here. Range –40 to 40°C. For each week the expected average outdoor temperature
must be set. When the measurement point selection is set to Auto this table is read to
determine the correct measurement point. Week 52 settings are used for the possible week 53.
Measurements
Fixed External measurements are currently used for Heat Accumulator and Heat Exchanger
measurements. These measurements are also displayed in the Heat Accumulator screens.
HEAT ACCUMULATOR
MEASURED TEMPERATURE: The current heat accumulator temperature measurement.
MEASUREMENT POINT (1-7): Temperatures of the different measurement point
temperature sensors. (VL1 ... VL7) – External measurements 2 – 8.
HEAT EXCHANGER
TEMPERATURE: The temperature of the heat exchanger secondary circuit (TE) – Extern

measurement 1
Alarms
Alarm limits may be defined for each of the above measurements. The program uses alarm
setting for External measurements. The program renames the first 8 external measurements to
reflect these measurements. The alarm settings for external measurements 1 - 8 may now be
used for alarm settings.
Control settings
HEAT ACCUMULATOR IN USE: Setting this value to one (1) enables the heat exchanger and
heat accumulator functions. If the value is zero (0) this control is not used.
When this function is enabled control functions, external measurements and alarm text labels
are initialized at controller start-up. The number of external measurement is set to at least 8.
NOTE: When this function is used, the first 8 external measurements cannot be used for other
purposes. Channels from 9 upwards may be used for normal external measurements.
INTEGRATION TIME (s): I-controller integration time in seconds. Control interval is constant
1 minute.
VALVE CONTROL TIME (s): Three-way valve drive time from closed position to completely
open position.
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Control
The three-way valve control uses the General control 6 control parameter EXTCTRL 6. The
necessary parameters are copied from the Control settings VALVE CONTROL TIME above
into the Control parameters
The circulation pump control uses the EXTCIRC 6 control parameter.
ENERGY USAGE (R29)
Energy consumption calculation
The system is ready to measure and monitor the current energy consumption in the
greenhouse. This is done by monitoring the heat dissipation from the heating pipes or energy
converted to heat in other devices e.g. lights or electrical heaters.
Many of the displayed values are calculated based on the green house area. The area variable
may be set in the zone basic settings.
Energy consumption calculation is displayed as kWh and Wh/m2 for a 24 hour period. In
addition information is collected on a long term basis. The user may restart the long term
collection at any time and the collection will be running until the next restart.
Six (6) different heating pipe groups may be defined for the energy consumption
measurements.
Each heating pipe group needs two temperature measurements (outgoing pipe temperature
and return pipe temperature) and one flow sensor (water flow in heating pipe).
Pipe group measurements
A maximum of six (6) separate heating pipe measurement groups may be used. Usually two
pipes (upper and lower) are used. Measurement and set values are defined for each separately.
The following measurements are included in each group:
ENERGY MEASUREMENT GROUP: measurement group name e.g.. "Lower pipe".
OUTFLOW TEMP [°C]: measured pipe temperature flowing into the greenhouse.
RETURN FLOW TEMP [°C]: measured pipe temperature returning from the greenhouse
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE [°C]: temperature difference between OUTFLOW and RETURN
FLOW temperatures
WATER FLOW [l/s]: water flow in the heating pipe
HEATING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: heating power calculated from the previous
measurements
HEATING POWER, MOM. PER ASRE [kW/m2]: calculate the heating power per zone area.
HEATING ENERGY 24h [kWh]: energy consumption cumulated from previous measurement
values. This value is reset to 0 at 00:00.
HEATING ENERGY / AREA, 24h [Wh/m2]: previous value per green house area.
CUMULATION TO TOTAL: if this value is set to 0 this group measurement does not affect the
total energy consumption calculation. If the value is 1 energy values are accumulated into total
consumption.
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Calculated and momentary values
HEATING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: momentary heating power fed into the greenhouse
by heating pipes.
LIGHTING POWER, MOMENTARY [kW]: momentary electrical power consumed by
growing lights. This value is a sum of all of the defined lighting groups that are currently on.
HEATING PWR, MOMENT. PER AREA [W/m2]: momentary total heating power (pipes +
lights), per greenhouse area.
Calculated values, total energy per zone
The following values are periodical values for one 24-hour period. The values are reset at
midnight.
HEATING ENERGY [kWh]: heating energy consumption for pipes.
HEATING ENERGY/m2 [Wh/m2]: heating energy consumption for pipes per greenhouse
area
TOTAL ENRGY/m2 [Wh/m2]: as previous value but including growing light energy
consumption.
Total energy consumption (Grand total)
The following values measure the total energy consumption from last reset. The user may reset
these values at any time. They are never reset automatically. This allows monitoring of the
energy consumption for a longer arbitrary period of time.
HEATING ENERGY [MWh]: accumulated energy consumption for all heating pipe groups.
HEATING ENERGY /m2 [kWh/m2]: previous value per greenhouse area
TOTAL ENERGY/m2 [kWh/m2]: as the previous value but including growing light energy
consumption.
Basic settings
ZONE AREA [m2]: The area of the zone or greenhouse. This value is used for total energy
consumption calculation.
Lighting settings
CUMULATED INTO ENERGY CALC.: if this value is 1 the electrical energy used by this
lighting group is accumulated into greenhouse energy consumptions. If the value is 0 no
accumulation is done.
SUBSTRATE MEASUREMENTS (R30)
Substrate measurements
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In version R30.4 the substrate measurements and substrate settings screens have been moved
to a single menu. All substrate measurement settings are now found under
Measurements/Substrate selection. The following functions may be found:
•

Substrate VWC [F1] (substrate humidity measurements)

•

Substrate EC [F2] (EC-measurements)

•

Substrate temp [F3] (substrate temperature)

•

Sensors [F4] (substrate sensor settings)

•

Constants [F5] (substrate measurement calibration constant settings).

VWC
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT (VWC) [%]: Sensor 1 - Sensor 20. Displays each separate
sensor VWC measurement. The value is the ratio of water to substrate volume (m3/m3)
expressed as a percentage. The value is 0 if the sensor does not exist.
Substrate EC
SUBSTRATE CONDUCTIVITY (ECp) [mS/cm]: Sensor 1 - Sensor 20. Displays each
separate sensor ECp measurement. The value is the pore electric conductivity value of the
substrate. The value is 0 if he sensor does not exist.
Substrate Temperature
SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE [ºC]: Sensor 1 - Sensor 20. Displays each separate sensor
substrate temperature measurement. The value is 0 if the sensor does not exist.
Substrate sensor setup
There are 20 substrate sensor channels available for making substrate VWC, ECp and
Temperature measurements. Each channel may be connected to one physical sensor. Because
there are several types of substrate sensors and there are several types of growing media each
channel must be set up with the proper parameters to allow correct calculation of measurement
values.
Substrate sensor parameter settings
Substrate sensor parameter settings may accessed in the Measurements and
Alarms/Substrate menu selecting Sensors [F4] function.
BULK MEASUREMENTS: These are the raw (unprocessed) measurements received from the
substrate sensor. They are not very useful as is but the VWC and ECp calculations are done
based on these values
PERMITTIVITY: The substrate dielectric permittivity (ε) measured by the sensor. This value is
converted to VWC based on the curve type and the parameters A3 - A0.
ECb: The raw (bulk) EC measurement (σ) received from the substrate sensor. The pore EC
value is calculated based on the ECb, permittivity and substrate temperature.
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SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE: The substrate (growing media) temperature measured by the
sensor.
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT (VWC) [%]: displays the VWC measurement for the
current sensor.
SUBSTRATE CONDUCTIVITY (ECp) [mS/cm]: displays the ECp measurement for the
current sensor.
SENSOR PARAMETERS: The following parameters define the type of sensor in use and its ID
by which it is will identified.
SENSOR TYPE: Defines the type of sensor in use. There are currently three types of sensors
available: VWC 2, VWC 3. and VWC 4. If the type is not defined, no measurements are done on
this channel.
SENSOR ID: Each physical sensor has an ID number by which it is identified. The ID is a
number between 0 and 63. If this value is set to -1, no measurements are done on this
channel. Each sensor is delivered with its ID marked on a label sticker. If there is no ID sticker
on the sensor, please contact your distributor. NOTE: There must not be two or more
sensors connected to the system with the same ID. If a sensor with the same ID is
found, the new sensor must not be connected to the system. In this case please contact your
distributor.
SUBSTRATE PARAMETERS: These parameters define the substrate type and the parameters
used to calculate the actual measurements. Each substrate type and substrate sensor type has
its own separate parameters.
SUBSTRATE TYPE: Substrate types available are:
•

No type

•

Mineral soil

•

Peat

•

Rockwool

•

N/A. This value is not currently used.

CURVE TYPE: Defines the type of curve used in the conversion calculation for VWC. Curve
types available are:
•

No type

•

Polynomial

•

Square root

•

A selection of No type causes no calculation to be made.

A3: Polynomial third degree constant. A value of 0 causes the this term to be ignored.
A2: Polynomial second degree constant. A value of 0 causes the this term to be ignored.
A1: Polynomial first degree constant. A value of 0 causes the this term to be ignored and the
curve is reduced to a constant value defined by parameter A0. This is generally not practical so
this value should not be set equal to 0.
A0: The polynomial constant value. Changing this value from the recommended value will
increase of decrease the resulting value by a constant value
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EC-CALIBRATION CONSTANT (A1): Used to set the steepness of the EC calibration curve.
This value is usually 1.
EC-CALIBRATION CONSTANT (A0): Used to set the constant level of the EC calibration
curve. This value is usually 0.
SUBSTRATE BASE EC: This value is used to correct the EC value based on the characteristic
substrate electric conductivity (EC when the substrate is completely dry). This value is
dependent on the substrate type.
SENSOR STATUS: This value indicates the current state of a defined substrate measurement
sensor. If the value is 0 the sensor works correctly. If the value increases in one minute
intervals the connection to the sensor has been lost and the measurements for this sensor are
not updated. By default when this value grows larger than 10 a Substrate sensor alarm is
released.
A value of less than 0 indicates that more than one sensor with same ID is connected to the
system. In this case the ID of all the physical sensors connected should be rechecked. The
sensor setup on the controller should also be checked. It is also possible that the sensor is
defective and sends measurement data irregularly. In this case the sensor should be replaced.
Initializing substrate sensor parameters
Each sensor needs a correct setup. This includes the type and substrate type dependent
parameter setup. The calibration constants are automatically initialized when either the Sensor
type or Substrate type set-value is changed. The values are set according to the values in
Appendix A. VWC Calibration constants. The values initialized are:
•

Curve type

•

A0, A1, A2, A3

•

EC calibration constant (A1)

•

EC calibration constant (A0)

•

Substrate base EC

To change the values manually do following in specified order:
1. Select the Sensor type
2. Set the Substrate type to No type. (This will initialize the calibration values to basic
constants).
3. Change any desired calibration value.
NOTE: If either the Sensor type or the Substrate type is changed the calibration values will
change to appropriate defaults and any changes will be lost.
IMPORTANT NOTE: This function is only available on the MS100 controller. The
calibration constants cannot be set automatically on the PC.
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Substrate measurement calibration constants
The default calibration values of different substrate (substrate) type may now be viewed and
changed in the Measurements/Substrate/Constant [F5] screen (Release R30.4). Settings
are available for VWC3, VWC4 and VWC2 substrate sensor types for each available different
substrate type. In addition, for future enhancements, three generic types are available for
setting up substrate type not available in the default selection.
IMPORTANT NOTE: all different substrate types are not available for all sensor types. Please
see Appendix A. for available values.
The following substrate type are available (for selected sensor types):
1. Grodan Master (Rockwool)
2. KEK-Veget. (Kekkilä vegetable board)
3. MT-Moss (METLA Moss)
4. KEK-CoCo (Kekkilä CoCo Peat)
5. Peat (Generic peat)
6. Mineral (Mineral soil)
In a normal situation the calibration constants are initialized when the substrate measurements
are initialized to factory values. In addition the values for each type may be initialized
separately by setting the Initialize curve type with factory defaults: set the value to Yes.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Any changes done to the values are irretrievably lost when the curve
type is set to factory defaults!
After the initialisation for the selected type is completed, the value returns to No. The new
values are updated on the display in about 5 seconds.
NOTE: When updating controller programs it is not necessarily desirable to reset all substrate
measurement values to factory defaults. In this case the initial constant settings may have to
be initialized individually for each substrate type as described above.
Calibration of sensor parameters for special setups
The values in the tables above are generic values that will give overall accurate results. Should
more accurate measurements be needed, calibration of the sensors for a specific growing
media/substrate type are necessary. For example, you may find different types of rockwool with
different characteristics. The table values are based on Grodan Master slabs. Other types of
rockwool media may need slightly different parameters.
If needed, the sensors may be calibrated at the factory for any type of growing media. For
calibration, the customer should send a sufficient sample of the substrate used to the factory
with a request for which sensor(s) the calibration is needed.
Modifying the sensor parameters to match other e.g. hand-held meters
If other measurement devices are used to determine substrate VWC and EC, Itumic sensors
may be calibrated to show same values as the e.g. a hand-held meter. The simplest way is to
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take several readings with a hand-held meter from the same spot where the Itumic sensors
have been installed. From these manually measured values a mean value is calculated. At the
same time the corresponding readings of the Itumic sensor should be logged. A mean value is
calculated from these measurements also. Now the mean value of the Itumic sensor is
subtracted from the manually measured mean value.
For the VWC measurement the difference is added to the parameter A0. Please note that
the difference may be negative in which case the value is effectively subtracted from A0.
For the EC measurement the difference is added to the parameter EC (A0).
The mathematical formula for VWC:
New_A0 = Old_A0 + (sensor_mean - manual_mean)
The mathematical formula for ECp:
New_EC(b) = Old_EC(b) + (sensor_mean – man- ual_mean)
Substrate measurement alarms
Substrate measurements generate alarms that are common to all sensors. Each different
measurement (VWC, EC, temperature and sensor status) generate one alarm that is common to
all measurements of the same type. For each type upper limit and lower limit may be set.
Measurement value alarm
If any of the sensor measurements VWC, EC or temperature (of those sensor channels in use)
exceeds the upper or the lower limit, an alarm is raised. Maximum error value is not used in
these alarms. The Measured value indicates the sensor channel, which caused the alarm.
Measured value does not display the actual measured value that was in error. The measured
value may be viewed in the appropriate measurement screen. Normal warning and alarm delay
values are in effect.
Sensor status alarm
The sensor status alarm is based on the sensor status value in the setup screen. If the sensor
status value exceeds the lower or the upper limit, an alarm will be raised. Normal warning and
alarm delay values are in effect. The Measured value indicates the sensor channel which
caused the alarm.
External measurement alarms
When external measurement channels are used for substrate measurements the external
measurement alarms will be raised on the measured substrate sensor values. When the
measurement type is set to Substrate, the alarm will be raised based on the substrate
measurement VWC value. The alarm limits are entered into the respective external
measurement alarm settings. Normal warning and alarm delay values are in effect.
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WIRELESS IRRIGATION CONTROL (R31, R32)
Wireless irrigation control may be set up using new wireless control units. The control system is
based on an I/O Control card (SB) with a wireless radio module with a transmitter and receiver
and wireless remote control units (WRU). The remote control units handle the actual irrigation
control using latching valves or bi-stable relays. Up to two substrate sensors may be connected
to the WRU and in addition a maximum of two external analogue measurements and a
maximum of four two-state inputs may be connected to the remote unit.
Irrigation setup
The irrigation groups have two additional set values to support the wireless network and the
periodic function of the wireless remote units.
VALVE TIMEOUT (ADDITION): Defines the additional time the system will wait for the
remote unit to finish its irrigation cycle for each valve before raising an alarm. This time is
added to the actual valve time and the combined time is used. The value should be greater
than the function period of the remote unit and usually a value greater than 5 minutes should
be used.
DELAY BETWEEN VALVES: Defines the time to wait when the previous valve in the group
has closed before opening the next.
IMPORTANT NOTE: When using wireless remote control only valve time settings should
be used. The wireless remote control does not currently support accurate quantity settings
due to the periodic nature of the wireless network.
Irrigation and remote control alarms
The irrigation alarm is raised when a water flow problem is detected or a timeout occurs with
the wireless remote control (WRC) valves. The remote control alarm is raised if the remote unit
has not responded within the set-value time added with the VALVE TIMEOUT value.
If the irrigation mode of the currently irrigating group is set to Quantity (litres) and the current
valve time + valve time-out elapses an Irrigation alarm is raised.
Internally the alarm value is based on two status values: Flow alarm which may be found in
the Basic settings and the Function error found in irrigation group status values. The alarm
is raised if either of the values is not 0.
A Wireless node alarm is raised when the remote unit has not responded within the set time
limit. The time limit is set in minutes in the maximum value. Normal alarm delay settings may
be used to lengthen the alarm time.
Remote unit status information
The following status information of the wireless units may be found in the Control
settings/Wireless [F5] screen.
PUBLIC AREA NETWORK ID (PAN-ID): The network ID of the unit.
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NETWORK ID: The ID used on the network to identify each node. Depending on the node
type different address ranges are used. The WRU control nodes use the address range 100 to
114. The VWC substrate measurement nodes use the address range 1-30. Addresses 2000 –
2009 are reserved for routers (RTR).
NODE TYPE: Node type as follows:
1.

No type

2.

tuWRU control node

3.

ItuVWC measurement node

4.

ItuRTR network router

5.

ItuSB SB I/O card

6.

ItuWRU-A control node (no more in production)

NODE STATE: Node state may be one of the following:
0.

Node state is UNKNOWN.

1.

Node has been recently restarted (RESET) and is currently restarting its functions,
detecting sensors and resetting all its control values to the defaults.

2.

Node is running in CONTINUOUS mode. This mode may be used if the node is
connected to a constant power supply. A node running on batteries should not
used in this state as the battery life time will be very short (a few days).

3.

Node is running in active PERIODIC mode. This is the recommended state when
a node is running on batteries. This means that the node will sleep in a very low
power mode between active periods. See the WRC users manual for description of
the values and for setting up the measurement and control nodes.

4.

Node is running in LOW BATTERY mode. This means that the control functions
are turned off and the node only transmits the last measurements. No valve
control messages are acted upon. The batteries should be changed to allow the
node to continue normal function.

5.

Node has detected an internal error and is in a FAIL mode. It may not be
functioning properly. The node should be checked and repaired or exchanged for a
properly working node as soon as possible.

6.

The node has not been answering to any radio messages within the allowed time
period (default 30 minutes) and is in a TIME- OUT state. This problem may be
due to loss of power (low battery), loss of radio connection or a failed component.

7.

The node is in local SETUP mode and connected to a PC.

8.

The node is running in POWER SAVE mode with extended low power period
(default of 5 minutes). During this time the node will not respond to any
communication. When the period expires the node will wake up for a run of 15
seconds and will then return to low power mode if it does not receive any irrigation
commands.

SOFTWARE VERSION: Current software version loaded to the node (e.g. 1.0.0).
LAST CONTACT: Number of minutes since last successful contact to the remote unit.
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BATTERY LEVEL: The last retrieved battery level of the remote node in Volts (V). For a WRU
node values between 13.0 - 10.0V indicate that the unit is able to drive valves, do
measurements and transmit data. Values under 10.0V indicate that the batteries should be
replaced as soon as possible. The transmitter will not work correctly if the voltage value drops
below 9.7V. For a VWC node values between 6.3 – 4.7V indicate a that the transmitter is able
to do measurements and transmit data. Values under 4.7 V indicate that the batteries should be
replaced as soon as possible. The transmitter will not work correctly if the voltage value drops
below 4.2V.
RADIO SIGNAL QUALITY (LQI): This value is available only on wireless nodes that have
firmware version R2.0 or later. The value indicates the quality of the message traffic. It is
statistically calculated and ranges from 0 - 100% where 0% indicates no connection and 100%
an error free connection. The value is relevant for both wireless (radio) and wired (RS485)
connections.
RADIO SIGNAL STRENGTH: This value is available only on wireless nodes that have
firmware version R2.0 or later. The value indicates the strength of the radio signal. It is
statistically calculated and ranges from 0 to 100% where 0% indicates no signal and 100% full
signal strength. The value is relevant for both wireless (radio) and wired (RS485) connections.
On wired connections this indicates the quality of the communication wire based on messaging
errors.
RECEIVED TRANSMISSIONS: Indicates the number of messages received from the TRC.
This value should grow over time. If the value is 0 the node has not received any commands
and may not have started any irrigation cycles. Another possibility is that the WRU node is not
able to transmit any messages. This problem may be diagnosed by viewing the following status
values.
SUCCEEDED TRANSMISSIONS: Indicates the number of succeeded transmissions from the
transmitter to the receiver. This value should grow over time and be as close to the theoretical
maximum as possible. The theoretical maximum is the running time / transmit interval. If the
node has been running since last reset for 24 hours and the wakeup/transmit interval set is for
5 minutes the transmitter should have theoretically done (24h * 60min)/5min = 288
transmissions during that time. The closer the value is to this the better. This value is reset to 0
each time the transmitter is restarted.
RE-SENT TRANSMISSIONS: Indicates the number of retransmissions the transmitter has
done. The lower number the better connection. A high number of retransmissions indicates a
bad radio connection or that the receiver has not been working properly and also shortens the
battery life because more radio transmissions are needed for each measurement. This value is
reset to 0 each time the transmitter is restarted.
FAILED TRANSMISSIONS: The number of transmissions that have completely failed. This is
the number of measurement transmissions that the transmitter has not been able to send to
the receiver even after several retries. The larger the number the more measurement values
have been lost. This value is reset to 0 each time the transmitter is restarted.
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SENSOR USE AND MAINTENANCE
PT-1000 sensor
This sensor needs no special cleaning or maintenance. The calibration is done dynamically on
the measurement board and the sensor is always calibrated correctly. If the measurement is in
error, the sensor is probably broken and should be replaced as a whole.
Water sensor installation

The water sensor must be installed in the pipe so that the tip of the sensor is guaranteed to be in
the water flow.
Psychrometer use and maintenance
The Psychrometer needs some regular service in order to function properly. The psychrometer
wick should be kept clean. This means that in normal operating conditions the wick must be
washed or replaced once a year. When changing the wick make sure that the PT element inside
the wick is not pulled out from or pushed into the connection box. This will cause erroneous
humidity measurements.
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The psychrometer fan should also be cleaned with a cloth or brush at the same time the wick is
changed.
The water in the bottle should always be distilled. This will ensure longer periods for changing
wicks.
If there is no water in the bottle the measurement will show 100%RH continuously. The
temperature reading is still correct.
The sensor should be placed into the plant area, not directly above the heating pipes.
The bottle must be emptied if temperature inside greenhouse is kept below zero.
Installation and calibration of the CO2 sensor
The CO2 sensor is normally placed near the psychrometer and far enough from the dosing pipe.
Ensure that the protective shield is always covering the diffusion pipe.
The sensor needs regular calibration which should be done at least once a year. There are two
different types of CO2 sensors: Linear (ISCO2) and Non-linear (ANCO2/Unlin). The main
differences between them are the calibration values and the internal mechanical layout.
Otherwise they are identical in function and the calibration sequence is the same. The
calibration is done as follows:
Equipment needed:
1. Calibration gas with zero (nitrogen) CO2 concentration.
2. Calibration gas with known CO2 concentration e.g. 1030ppm.
3. Current meter in the mA range.
NOTE: To supply gas from a pressurized bottle a pressure regulator, a needle valve, a gas flow
meter and an inlet pipe are needed. Output pressure from the regulator should only
slightly exceed the ambient pressure.
Never connect cylinders or other pressure sources to the instrument as the high pressure in
the cylinder may damage the sensor unit.
The sensor should be powered for 30 minutes before checking its calibration.
Calibration sequence:
1. Unscrew the ITU Sensor CO2 front panel (4 screws) and remove the panel.
2. Insert the current meter in series with the (+) wire. Set the meter range to 20mA (If no
current meter is available the value may be viewed on the MS100 display but this is usually
rather awkward).
3. Connect the inlet pipe from the zero gas container. Open the valve only slightly, so that
the gas flow is just detectable. Check the flow e.g. against your lip - it should be just
detectable.
4. Remove the plug at the lower end of the measure- ment tube of the analyzer and connect
the inlet pipe to this.
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5. Wait until the meter display is steady.
6. Adjust the trimmer marked “zero”. This may be found on the PC board at the upper end of
the measurement tube. The current meter value should be adjusted between 0.01 and
0.1mA. Do not adjust value to zero. This will cause measurement errors.
7. Now exchange the zero gas container with the calibration gas container of known
concentration. Remember to adjust the gas flow so that it is just detectable. Wait until the
meter display is stable.
8. For the linear sensor the measured current should be 6.87mA, ±0.2mA with the 1030 ppm
gas. For the non-linear sensor the measured current should be 10.85mA, ±0.2mA with the
1030 ppm gas.
9. If the error is larger adjust the value with the trimmer marked “span”. This trimmer may
be found beside the “zero” trimmer. If the adjustment needed is more than 1.5mA,
readjust the zero position (see (3) above).
10. Close the valve and remove the hose. Re-insert the measurement tube plug and install the
front panel. The calibration is completed.
Zero

Span

Calibration gas
connector
Non-linear Analyzer

Zero

Span

Calibration gas
connector
Linear Analyzer
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The Tensiometer sensor
This description covers sensor types TN-70 and TN-200
Calibration of a tensiometer with factory sticker
The tensiometers always need to be calibrated before use. If a sensor needs to be replaced or an
additional sensor is installed, the sensor needs to be re-calibrated.
Calibration of the tensiometer requires setting of the appropriate measurement parameters on the
controller. Each tensiometer sensor is equipped at the factory with a calibration sticker on the
package cover. Save this sticker for future reference. The sticker contains the correction value to
be entered into the corresponding tensiometer measurement parameters. The correction is entered
as follows:
1. Select Extensions/MeasPar.
2. Scroll to the appropriate TENSIOX entry in the measurement parameters (using the right
arrow key)
3. Check the tensiometer type (TN-70 or TN-200).
4. Set the Param3 accordingly: for TN-70, Param3 must be set to -70 and for TN-200,
Param3 must be set to -200
5. Set Param0 and Param2 according to the offset correction value on the calibration sticker
found on the sensor package. Add the correction on the tensiometer sticker to the Param0
(4.0) and Param2 (20.0) settings and enter the new value. Both values must be set.
6. Install tensiometer normally
Example 1: the value on the sticker is 0.2. Set Param0 to 4.2 (4.0 + 0.2) and Param2 to 20.2
(20.0 + 0.2).
Example 2: the value on the sticker is -0.3. Set Param0 to 3.7 (4.0 - 0.3) and Param2 to 19.7
(20.0 - 0.3).
Calibrating old tensiometer sensor (without sticker)
This calibration sequence is for tensiometer sensors that do not have the calibration sticker
attached.
1. Insert a mA (current) meter in series with the tensiometer wire.
2. Set up tensiometer with zero pressure i.e. remove the acryl tube
3. Measure the current at zero point and make a note
4. Scroll to the appropriate TENSIO X entry in the measurement parameters (using the right
arrow key)
5. Enter the measured value into Param0 in the measurement parameters.
6. Calculate the difference between 4mA and the measured value and add this value to 20
mA and set Param2 to this value.
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7. Reinstall the acryl tube.
Example 1: The meter shows 4.1mA for the zero pressure point. Set Param0 to 4.1. Calculate
difference: 4.1mA – 4.0mA = 0.1mA. Add this value to 20mA: 20mA + 0.1mA = 20.1 and set
Param2 to 20.1.
Example 2: The meter shows 3.85mA for the zero pressure point. Param0 = 3.85, Param2 =
19.85 (3.85-4.0+20).
Preparation

Please note that the tip of the sensor is ceramic and should therefore be handled with care. It
must not be dropped on a hard surface.
The Tensiometer sensor
This description covers sensor types TN-70 and TN-200

Calibration of a tensiometer with factory sticker
The tensiometers always need to be calibrated before use. If a sensor needs to be replaced or an
additional sensor is installed, the sensor needs to be re-calibrated.
Calibration of the tensiometer requires setting of the appropriate measurement parameters on the
controller. Each tensiometer sensor is equipped at the factory with a calibration sticker on the
package cover. Save this sticker for future reference. The sticker contains the correction value to be
entered into the corresponding tensiometer measurement parameters. The correction is entered as
follows:
1.

Select Extensions/MeasPar.

2.

Scroll to the appropriate TENSIOX entry in the measurement parameters (using the right
arrow key)

3.

Check the tensiometer type (TN-70 or TN-200).

4.

Set the Param3 accordingly: for TN-70, Param3 must be set to -70 and for TN-200,
Param3 must be set to -200

5.

Set Param0 and Param2 according to the offset correction value on the calibration sticker
found on the sensor package. Add the correction on the tensiometer sticker to the Param0
(4.0) and Param2 (20.0) settings and enter the new value. Both values must be set.

6.

Install tensiometer normally

Example 1: the value on the sticker is 0.2. Set Param0 to 4.2 (4.0 + 0.2) and Param2 to 20.2 (20.0 +
0.2).
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Example 2: the value on the sticker is -0.3. Set Param0 to 3.7 (4.0 - 0.3) and Param2 to 19.7 (20.0 0.3).

Calibrating old tensiometer sensor (without sticker)
This calibration sequence is for tensiometer sensors that do not have the calibration sticker attached.
1. Insert a mA (current) meter in series with the tensiometer wire.
2. Set up tensiometer with zero pressure i.e. remove the acryl tube
3. Measure the current at zero point and make a note
4. Scroll to the appropriate TENSIO X entry in the measurement parameters (using the right arrow
key)
5. Enter the measured value into Param0 in the measurement parameters.
6. Calculate the difference between 4mA and the measured value and add this value to 20 mA and
set Param2 to this value.
7. Reinstall the acryl tube.

Example 1: The meter shows 4.1 mA for the zero pressure point. Set Param0 to 4.1. Calculate
difference: 4.1mA – 4.0mA = 0.1mA. Add this value to 20mA: 20mA + 0.1mA = 20.1 and set Param2 to
20.1.
Example 2: The meter shows 3.85 mA for the zero pressure point. Param0 = 3.85, Param2 = 19.85
(3.85-4.0+20).
Preparation
Please note that the tip of the sensor is ceramic and should therefore be handled with care. It must not be
dropped on a hard surface.

Transmitter
Ceramic part

Screwable tube part

If the tensiometer is dirty, it should be washed with water on the outside, before any operations.
The tensiometer must be filled with distilled water before use.
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1.

Unscrew the acryl tube from the transmitter

2.

Take the enclosed syringe with the long thin flexible tube and fill it with distilled water

3.

Make sure there are no air bubbles in the syringe tube
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4.

Insert the syringe tube into the acryl tube until the syringe tube touches the ceramic peak.

5.

Fill the acryl tube totally slowly dragging out the syringe tube. Be sure there are no air

bubbles in the acryl tube, as air bubbles in the acryl tube will give faulty measurements
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6.

After filling, screw the acryl tube back on the transmitter. Tighten properly but not too

hard or the sensor may break. Now place the tensiometer in the substrate (see below)
Installation
The sensor is placed into the substrate so that the ceramic peak is at the depth of the roots and
the transparent tube is protected from light. The transmitter must never be under ground
level.
The absolute reading on the meter is correct when the sensor is in horizontal position, but for
practical reasons the sensor is usually installed in an upward slanting position. The resulting error
in the reading depends on the difference between the height of the top water level and the lower
part of the sensor tube. For example, a nine centimetre height difference corresponds to 9 mbar.
Note that water must always fully cover the ceramic peak inside the tube.
Tighten the growing substrate around the sensor by pressing with hands. After about three
minutes the measurement value has become stable. Protect the sensor cable from mechanical
damage and tension.
Attention! The sensor must never be pushed back into the same measurement hole,
because this will not pro- duce a sufficient contact between the sensor and the growing
substrate.
The sensor must never be exposed to freezing.
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Installing sensor in peat
How to place the sensor correctly in peat bags:

Installing sensor in rockwool
How to place the sensor correctly in Grodan stone wool with horizontal fibres:

Maintenance
A dirty ceramic peak may be cleaned with water and a toothbrush. Hardened residue may be
removed with abrasive paper.
When the acryl tube is filled with water keep the ceramic part under water or in the moist
substrate. If the sensor is not used empty the acryl tube. If the ceramic part is exposed to normal
air and there is water in the acryl tube, a strong suction-pressure is generated in the sensor
(1000mbar) and this may damage the sensor.
Limited Warranty
ITUMIC OY grants a warranty for defects in materials and workmanship in its products for a period
of 14 months from the date of delivery. No separate validation card is needed because the serial
number of the equipment is the only piece of information needed to determine the validity of the
warranty.
For the warranty to be valid, the connections and placing into service of the equipment have to be
done by ITUMIC OY or one of its authorized installation or service outlets.
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Extent of Warranty
The warranty covers defects in manufacturing, materials and software, reported to an authorized
service outlet and established by the warrantor as well as damage caused by these defects to the
product covered by the warranty. The warranty does not cover defects or damage caused by
factors including, but not limited to the following:
•

transportation of the product

•

negligence of the user, or overloading of the product

•

failure to follow the operating instructions, or neglect of maintenance or care

•

circumstances that are independent of the warrantor, such as excessive voltage
fluctuations (voltage fluc- tuations may not exceed +/- 10%), thunderstorm, or fire

•

installation or placing of the product at the site in such a manner that the installation or
operating in- structions are not followed, or that the installation or placing is otherwise
faulty.

The warranty does not cover defects that are insignificant for the functioning of the product such
as repairing cosmetic scratches. Also the warranty does not cover normal adjustments described in
the operating instructions nor tutorial visits to the site.
Limits of Warranty
The warranty described above is the only warranty granted by ITUMIC OY, and includes no other
warranty, written or oral, nor any warranty having to do with the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.
Disclaimers
The total liability is always limited to the price paid for the equipment. ITUMIC OY or its resellers
are under no circumstances liable for losses accrued to the buyer because of delay or faultiness of
the equipment, such as production losses, lost profits, or other financial consequential damage,
even if ITUMIC OY or its representative has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
Service and charges during Warranty
If a defect appears during the warranty period, the seller or the nearest service outlet must be
contacted in order to determine the cause of the defect. The customer must either bring or ship, at
his own expense, the defective product or part to the nearest authorized service outlet. After the
repair, the customer has the choice of either fetching the product or having it returned using the
transportation method chosen by him, and at his own expense. If the authorized service outlet
fetches and returns the defective product to the customer, the customer is liable to pay the travel
expenses accrued to the service outlet.
ITUMIC OY and its authorized sellers or service companies do not charge for parts repaired or
replaced within the framework of the warranty, nor do they charge for the work done to repair the
equipment.
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Appendix A. VWC Calibration constants
Sensor type: VWC 2
Substrate
type

Peat
(Sensor
manuf.)

Vegetable board
KEKKILÄ

Cocopeat board
KEKKILÄ

Moss METLA

Rockwool
(Grodan Master)

Mineral soil
(Sensor manuf.)

Curve type

NOTYPE

NOTYPE

NOTYPE

NOTYPE

POLYNOMIAL

POLYNOMIAL

A3

0

0

0

0

0.00245393

4.3E-4

A2

0

0

0

0

-0.153855

-5.5E-2

A1

0

0

0

0

4.72843

2.92

A0

0

0

0

0

4.08855

-5.3

EC (k)

0

0

0

0

1

1

EC (b)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Soil Base EC 0

0

0

0

1.5

4.0

Vegetable board
KEKKILÄ

Cocopeat board
KEKKILÄ

Moss METLA

Rockwool
(Grodan Master)

Mineral soil
(Sensor manuf.)

Sensor type: VWC 3
Substrate
type

Peat
(Sensor
manuf.)

Curve type

SQUARE_ROOT POLYNOMIAL

POLYNOMIAL

POLYNOMIAL

POLYNOMIAL

POLYNOMIAL

A3

0

4.713E-04

1.102E-03

6.625E-4

4.302E-4

5.89E-4

A2

0

-6.186E-02

-1.276E-01

-6.690E-2

-7.281E-2

-7.62E-2

A1

11.8

3.479E+00

5.444E+00

2.635

4.454

3.67

A0

-11.7

2.469E+00

-5.057E+00

16.31

-9.301

7.53

EC (k)

1

1.19

1.44

1.40

0.63

1

EC (b)

0

-0.31

-0.70

-0.37

0.06

0

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

4.0

Soil Base EC 1.5

Sensor type: VWC 4
Substrate
type

Peat
(Sensor
manuf.)

Vegetable board
KEKKILÄ

Cocopeat board
KEKKILÄ

Moss METLA

Rockwool
(Grodan Master)

Mineral
soil
(Sensor manuf.)

Curve type
A3
A2
A1
A0
EC (k)
EC (b)
Soil Base EC

POLYNOMIAL
2.718E-4
-0.0416
2.867
-2.138
1
0
1.5

POLYNOMIAL
3.010E-04
-4.571E-02
3.075E+00
4.229E+00
1.33
-0.45
1.5

POLYNOMIAL
2.801E-04
-4.995E-02
3.492E+00
-2.957E-01
2.00
-1.42
1.5

POLYNOMIAL
1.779E-4
-2.820E-2
2.383
-7.549
1.08
-0.16
1.5

POLYNOMIAL
2.2083E-004
-2.9319E-002
2.266E+00
-1.030E+01
1.67
0.84
1.5

POLYNOMIAL
4.3E-4
-5.5E-2
2.92
-5.3
1
0
4.0
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Climate Controls Ltd
Les Reines, Forest, Guernsey, GY8 0JD
T: 01481 263607
www.climate-controls.com

